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THE BALLISTIC INTERFACE IN GRAIN CONFIGURATION FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS* 

John S. Billhelster 

Senior Engineering Speoialiet 
Research é Technology Department 

Aerojet-General Corporation 
Sacramento, California 

Abitrtct 

Solid propellant grain dealgna submitted tv.- atructural 
analyali have many features which are not favorable to good 
structural design and make the analysis of stress rather dif¬ 
ficult, Presumably there are valid ballistic reasons for 
these configurations, but It Is wondered If closer comunica¬ 
ción between balllstlclan end structural analyst would not 
give a better selection of grain design. The factors leading 
to a ballistics first, structural review are discussed: quan¬ 
titativeness of sacrifice In ballistic performance versus pro¬ 
babilistic nature of comparative structural examination, the 
internal vector surface displacement of ballistic analysis 
versus the cylindrical chamber coordinates of structural anal¬ 
ysis, and traditions of responsibility. The principles of 
grain design are expressed in terms of the first and 
second derivative of the burning surface area with respect to 
distance burnt, the degree of exposure of the chamber wall to 
propellant flame, and the manner of support of the grain by 
the case. Examples In star-wagonwheel-dendrlte, dogbone and 
anchor, slotted, conocyl, flnocyl, aultlperforated and free¬ 
standing charge configurations are given. Realisation of the 
morphological order of ballistic grain design should make it 
easier for the structures analyst to plan his computing capa¬ 
bility, and devise trade-off principles for guidance of the 
original ballistic selection. 

Contents 

I. Introduction: Ballistic and Structural Objectives. 

II. Scope and Constraints of Solid Propellant Grain 
Design. 
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IV. Bel ’.Istlc Optimisation, Chamber Exposure, and Grain 
Support . 

V. Coordinate Systems for Ballistic/Structural Optimisa¬ 
tion of Propellant Grains . 

VI. Conclusion. 

VII. Acknowledgements. 

VIII. References.... 

IX. Glossary. 

I. Introduction: Ballistic and Structural 
Objectives 

The history of grain design for solid propellant rockets 

la a contest between maximization of ballistic performance 

with sharply angular grain designs and relaxation of surfaces 

for structural integrity. The ballistic design of the grain 

is based on the mathematical regression in burning normal to 

all exposed surfaces» and can be rigorously solved by analyt¬ 

ical geometry. Structural analysis is more complex, depending 

on an assumption of material behavior, and can be numerically 

solved only for somewhat restricted cases of cross-section 

geometry and end effects. 
* Security Order PRA/SA A7RPL dtd. 3 Feb 1969 

Furthermore, the measure of deviation from an ideal per¬ 

formance curve (pressure or thrust-time curve) can be computed 

in a simulated trajectory to yield a definite change in range, 

or change in payload at fixed range. This phenomenon is des¬ 

cribed by the "configuration efficiency" of the grain design. 

The configuration efficiency is obtained by Integrating the 

thrust-time curve to a specified cut-off point or action time, 

often 10% of average thrust to that point, depending on aero¬ 

dynamic drag and staging. This actual impulse is divided 

by that which would have been obtained if all propellant pres¬ 

ent were converted to impulse at the maximum pressure (pre- 

sumbly that for which the case and nozzle are designed), as 

if there were no geometrical problem of charge design, i.e., 

a square performance curve at the maximum pressure withstood 

by the case. Using the single figure of merit, i.e. the con¬ 

figuration efficiency, or the longer calculation of actual 

flight simulation for range or payload, the grain design can 

be systematically optimized for maximum performance in terms 

of chamber dimensions, propellant ballistic properties, and 

the geometrical parameters of the configuration. If a grain 

design does not give the maximum ballistic performance avail¬ 

able, it can be unequlvocably subjected to revision. The 

criteria of performance evaluation: configuration efficiency, 



progre»slve, neutr«! *nd regresâlve «lop«, positive and neg¬ 

ative second derivative, tall-off and silver, as veil as typ¬ 

ical grain designs, are defined In Figure 1 and 2. These are 

highly quantitative and subject to computer evaluation.^ 
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A. Structural Analysis Is Less Peclilye th»p BjiUlUf. 
{°r ÇfFln PfiUb« 

Structural analysis Is not so fortunate. Even If the 

grain design Is one for which numerical analysis la available, 

the relative applicability of elastic or viscoelastic charac¬ 

terisation of propellant behavior and the experimental measure¬ 

ment of appropriate coefficients Is not conclusive. When the 

deformation or stress has been calculated, the criteria for 

failure, Immediate or cumulative, must be postulated. Although 

It la admitted that a propellant charge that gives superior 

ballistic performance Is useless if It has failed structurally, 

tha prediction of structural failure Is a qualified concept, 

involving statistical concepts whereas the loss of ballistic 

performance Is a demonstrable sacrifice In range or payload, 

the customer's Immediate measure of propulsion. 

Consequently the history of grain design Is one of 

quantitative ballistic optimisation, frequently automated 
6 

and tied In with a trajectory measure of merit, while the 

structural Integrity Is expressed as a statistical qualifica¬ 

tion, recognised when it is severe, but usually Influencing 

only a request for Improved mechsnlcsl properties, seldom 
9,78 

Initiating a major revision of the (ballistic) grain design. 

Being thus dominated by ballistic considerations, the 

structural analyst hao a sincere need for understanding of 

the ballistic description and selection criteria which de¬ 

fine the structural form. 

The fact that propellant burns In straight lines (planes 

regress to planes, cylindrical surfaces regress to cylindri¬ 

cal surfaces, etc), reduces balllutlc grain design to sn 

exercise In geometry. The fact that one desires to obtain the 

maximum loading In a cylindrical envelope while maintaining 

an essentially constant (burning) mass flow rate and thermal 

protection of the chamber wall with a uniform layer of pro¬ 

pellant, results In the familiar ntar, wagonwheel and similar 

single-perforated grain configurations. The ballistic per¬ 

formance of these configurations is s maximum when all Inter¬ 

nal fillet angles are sharp, and sides of propellant wedges 

are parallel to the sector boundaries. Geometrically this 

analysis originates on the Inner bore surface, and projects 

vectorlally Into the propellant, with the chamber wall (a 

circular boundary) being only an Incidental boundary condi¬ 

tion defining the Interruption of the burning surface, and 

the Inception of talloff or pressure decay. 

Structurally, however, the grain cross-section would be 

subject to a field solution, relating the Inner bore and all 

contained propellant to the circular outer boundary, and thus 

may be represented numerically by an orthogonal grid of stress/ 

strain flow lines. Rounded fillets and curved boundaries 

would be the natural solution, as can readily be demonstrated 

In photoelastic or contour rapping models. The angular fea¬ 

tures of ballistic optimisation are anathema. It Is recognised 

that the balllktlc sacrifice In filleting, or otherwise 

stress relieving a grain configuration Is small, but It Is 

real and expressible numerically as In a loss of range, 

whereas the structural benefit so Incurred Is problematical, 

of unquestioned good, but the absolute amount required not 

decisively established. 



B. Nomenclature and Coord lu ite Systems In Grain Design 

In an attempt to give meaning to the configurations 

usually submitted for structural evaluation the nomenclature 

of ballistic grain design ulll be introduced, and the prin¬ 

ciples of control of the first and second derivative of the 

burning surface area for ballistic optimization established. 

The nomenclature of ballistic description «ill be compared 

to that of structural analysis and the conversion for the 

familiar star-perforation with various values of positive and 

negative wedge angles, various slots and fillet shapes is 

discussed. A ready conversion between the ballistic and 

structural analysis of a grain is suggested as essential to 

a balanced optimization. In a truly integrated design loop 

this would replace the present ballistic optimization followed 

by structural veto required by the separate design sequences. 

A common coordinate system is not essential, and may not be 

desirable. For numerical efficiency of the separate ballistic 

and structural routines, an analytical transformation or grid 

generator is essential to effective balance of ballistic and 

mechanical properties of propellant in optimizing the charge 

configuration. Although two-dimensional in this presentation, 

the principles established apply equally to three-dimensional 

charge configurations. However, the state-of-the-art in either 

ballistic optimization or structural analysis may not be suf¬ 

ficient!' advanced to warrant an integrated design procedure 

at this time. A quantitative trade-off can be established 

on an intermittent basis and Interface requirements of a con¬ 

tinuous ballistic/structural revision cycle tested in inter¬ 

mittent cycle. 

The following will establish the analytical principles 

of grain design for the planning of future bal'.lstic/structural 

optimization cycles. The nomenclature employed is based on 

the morphological classification of solid propellant grain 
7 

configurations developed by Billheimer. 

C. The Status of Structural Analysis of Propellant Crains 

The uatus of design automation for structural analysis 
48 

of solid piopellant grams has been reviewed by Parr. 

Despite the advances made under the program of the ICRPG 

Mechanical Behavior Working Group on the definition of mech¬ 

anical properties of propellants and the development of 

structural analysis computer programs, three problems remain 

to thwart an integrated ballistic/structural analysis! (1) the 

time, temperature and history dependence of the mechanical 

properties of real propellants, (2) the very large storage and 

running time requirements of three-dimensional stress analysis 

computer programs, and (3) the cumulative and critical, not 

just average, nature of structural failure, in which the 

petty computation near a discontinuity-which would be ignored 

in the preliminary design estimation of many engineering as¬ 

pects - may be critical to inception and growth of a failure in 

a propellant grain. 

Tlie following material will attempt to define the logic 

by which a grain configuration comes into being, i.e., ballis¬ 

tic criteria. In view of the highly automated nature of bal¬ 

listic optimization of propellant grain design, and the dis¬ 

proportionately higher cost of structural analysis by finite 

element techniques, it is important that the structural 

analyst have some understanding of the principles of ballistic 

design, and the restraints cn configuration alteration that 

limit ballistic response to the structural notice of criticali¬ 

ty. In almost every case, the factors ot ballistic optimiza¬ 

tion (neutrality of performance curve, minimization of sliver, 

support from and thermal pr-itection of the chamber wall) are 

in direct opposition to the desirable features of structurally 

relaxed grains. Unfortunately the quantitative penalties in 

range associated with ballistic degradation of a grain config¬ 

uration are difficult to compare to the probabilistic esti¬ 

mates of failure risk in the structural Integrity analysts. 

Grain designs are constantly being sought wherein the bal¬ 

listic compensatory effects are located in areas that do not 

produce structural sensitivity, but this perversity seems 

almost to be a topological fundamental. 

The mechanical nature of propellant has been defined in 

a series of review articles in the Structural Integrity Ab- 
96 49 

stracts. These have included Parr in a survey of numerical 

methods of solution of solid propellant structural integrity 
35 

problems, based primarily on elastic solutions. Hilton has 

described the viscoelastic aspects of the problem, and 

25 
Fitzgerald has presented the practical engineering approach 

to the time-temperature transformation in relaxation behavior 

of propellants including memory effects. The nature of a 



■olid propellant as a structural material has been discussed 
11 50 

by Britton, and more recently Parr has summarized the 

current «tatus of finite element grain structural analysis 

computer programs. 

10 
Brisbane and Becker have established both the mathe¬ 

matical principles and illustrated solutions for "axisymraetric 

solid propellant rocket motors and other similar geometries 

with certain non-axisymmetric loads and support conditions 

which are expressible as a finite Fourier series in the cir¬ 

cumferential coordinate." 

42 
Melette combines these capabilities into an automated 

viscoelastic grain structural analysis program, which can re¬ 

spond among other things to a defined ignition transient pres¬ 

sure loading curve. The grain is represented '»y an equivalent 

figure of revolution, however, and uses simulated photoe.itic 
26 

stress concentration factors to evaluate configuvated bores. 

The organization of the subject in such papers, and in 

the Structural Integrity Abstracts, is appropriately according 

to the coordinates (dimension and time) of analytical solution. 

This is necessary to the technical progress of the structural 

analysis techniques. It does not, however, afford a ready 

reference to the application-oriented types of grain designs, 

for which structural analyses are desired. In general, the 

more the actual configuration of the cross-section and end- 

effects of the grain are acknowledged in their ballistic form, 

the less advanced in a materials property sense is the solution 

capability. That is, the state-of-the-att will permit the 

rigorous dynamic analysis of a one-dimensional specimen, the 

exact static finite element solution of a figure of revolution 

with finite ends, or the empirical photoelastic or numerical 

approximation of a configurated cross-sectlon^such as in a 

bal listically-deslgned star-perforated charge- 

To the balllsticlan, who is preoccupied with which star 

(or wagonwheel or dendrite or other particular grain confi¬ 

guration) gives the optimum ballistic performance in terms 

of syimaetry nusfcer, web thickness, fillet radius, wedge angle, 

etc., the concern is not so much with the absolute predictabi¬ 

lity of the real mechanical properties as with the relative 

structural durability of variations in the detail geometrical 

parameters. This discussion will attempt to define the origin 

of the various grain configurations, the relative advantages 

(ballistically) of the design parameters, and the almost 

inevitable contest between the angularity of optimized bal¬ 

listic configuration and the filleted forms resulting from 

structural relaxation. The explicitness of ballistic sacri¬ 

fice and the intangibility of structural gain require develop¬ 

ment of a rigorous mathematical expression of the objectives 

of ballistic grain deslyi to be processed against the struc¬ 

tural criteria. These principles of grain design are presented 

herein. 

II. Scope and Constraints of Solid Propellant 
Grain Design 

A. Introduction: Types of Grain Designs 

Grain design is a crucial step in the preparation of a 

solid propellant rocket occurring immediately after and feeding 

back into mission analysis. It links the properties of the 

propellant through topology and interior ballistics to the 

dimensions of the case, and thus establishes the operating 

preesure and thrust-time history for nozzle and chamber design 

This permits detail thermal and structural design of the case, 

leading to weights determination and confirmation of the mis¬ 

sion capability. 

The terra "grain" derives from gun propellants, where a 

"charge" was made up of a great number of randomly arranged 

perforated cylinders whose pressure-time history depended 

more on empirical flame spread than on the "shape factor" 
13,33 

of individual grains. 

In modern rockets, there are only one or a few pieces of 

propellant, occasionally cartridge loaded or segmented but 

usually cast directly into the case in a single mass and (1) 

providing an Insulating function to the case, and (2) deriv¬ 

ing structural support directly from the case. 

Grain designs are traditionally end-burning, internal- 

external burning (tubular), or internal burning (case- 

3,64 
bonded). The case-bonded grains are further divided into 

two-dimensional (satisfying neutrality in a cross-section 

Independent of length), and three-dimensional (using axial 

shortening to compensate for increasing internal radius tc 

obtain a constant total burning surface area). 

-4- 



Th« tvo-dlm«nsion*l designs g«ner«lly h*ve n*oes de¬ 

scriptive «f thelr perforetlons, es Ster-, wegonnheel-, den¬ 

drite-, enchor-, dogbone-perforeted, nultiperforeted (eec- 

tlonally or ennuler) end longitudlnelly-slotted cyllndrlcelly 

5,52,56,75,80 

perforated. Orephlcel design charts end analytl- 

29,72,73,76,77 

cal computer programe exlet for most tvo-dimen- 

slonal grain designs. The web thicknesses of these cited 

69 

grains, except for the slotted grain which does nut fully 

protect the chamber wall, are less than one-half of the charg 

radius. With length-to-diameter ratios of chamber of 2:1 or 

greater at these web thicknesses, "end-effects" of either un¬ 

restricted free-burning ends or Interception of radial burning 

by head-closure contours Is treated as a correction In the 
73,76 

two-dimensional design system 

The three-dimensional designs generally have web thick¬ 

nesses greater than one-half of the radius and often length- 

to-diameter ratios of the chamber of 2:1 or less. In this case 

an internal-burning cylinder Is used In Che high mass flow aft 

section of the chamber and the configuration detail (slota, 

stars, cones) is placed In the forward section. By this means 

the exposure of chamber wall to regulate the effective burning 

gurface area is not as severe In terms of insulation require¬ 

ment as would apply in the high gas velocity aft portions. 

Such designs are known as the stake (end-slotted clrcular- 

15 

bore cylinder), conocyl (cone-ln-cyllnder) , flnocyl (fln-in- 

95 83 
cylinder), "star-ln-a-pocket," "winged slot," and the 

54,55,62 

cone-ended or segmented cylinder. Each of these configu¬ 

rations depends as much on the chamber envelope (length-to- 

diameter ratio and head-closure contour) as on the Internal 

perforation for the form of the performance curve. Such 

designs do not generalise In morphological sequence as tidily 

as the two-dimensional grain design taxonomy. Some facilities 

therefore eschew any descriptive names or parametric computer 

programs, preferring to use only specific designations (literal 

codes). These designs are evaluated ly generalised vector 

displacement computer routines accepting definition only ae a 
51,86-93 

system of spherical, cylindrical, and prismatic sections. 

a. Volumetric Loadlna and Simultaneous ft the 
Chamber Wall 

Praotioal grain dttign may utt any oomblnation of that* 

mothode to »tour* an arrangtmnt of prop*liant turfao* trat 

will r*o*do from th» initial fr»t morfao» in aooordano* with 

Piobert 's law (»olid proptllanf bum normal to all *xpo»*d 

turfao*»)^ toward» pr*f»r*ntially a »imultanaou» •xpotur* of 

the ohamber oonfining eurfaoe (propellant it burnt in an endo¬ 

thermic prooeee in the eolid phaee and is thus it» own be»t 

insulator of the remaining propellant and underlying ohamber 

wall)12' 34, 63, 65fc> mnimise the insulation duty. 

The Ideal solution to this topological problem Is a 

series of "onion skin" layers of propellant of successively 

decreasing burning rate so that the mass flow rate Is a con¬ 

stant from a small Initial Ignition surface to a final burnout 

80 
equivalent to the chamber wall. Practically this Is ap¬ 

proached In research grains by a core of relatively fast pro- 

pellsnt, which burns out axially with transition to a radial 

layer of intermediate burning rate and finally by appropriate 

Interfacial boundaries to a relatively slow layer approxlmat- 

1,23,85 
Inn the chamber Inner surface. 

Although this tripropellant charge gives "10GS volumetric 

loading without silver," the difficulty of attaining adequate 

ratios of burning rate while maintaining competitive specific 

Impulse In all propellant layers limits this ultimate solu¬ 

tion. Practically, the cross-sectional loading for Internal¬ 

burning (single or bipropellant) charges Is limited by the 

simple principle that the port space (aft-end Internal flow 

space) must generally be greater than the nossle throat proper 

to secure accurate thrust alignment (propellant throttling Is 

less reproducible than a refractory nossle throat). The first 

controlled firings with port-to-throat leas than one were 

58a 
reported at JPL In the Loki program. Thus as throat area 

becomes an Increasing fraction of the chamber cross-section 

(high thrust relative to duration or operation at low chamber 

pressures), the possible loading fraction In the propellant 

chaober Is decreased so as not to produce a port-to-throat 

area ratio less than one. (Actually Initial port-to-throat 

less than one Is achieved in some motors by designing an 

Initially progressive burning surface area - distance burnt 

curve, so as to incorporate considerable erosive-burning 

without Incurring an excessive pressure peak, but this is a 

principle of detail design discussed elsewhere.) 

-5' 
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Ç. Pla«ii»lon«l AiMlyala and EnvlroiM«ntal Restraint» 

Th« volumetric loading dtacusalon above haa Illustrated 

a close relationship between the topological design of the 

grain, the thruet-duratlon profile of the mission, and the 

operating p-easure and length-to-dlamet'ir ratio of the cham¬ 

ber. Dimensional analysis shows that a designer seeking a 

high thrust, low duration will preferentially aelect a pro¬ 

pellant of relatively high inherent burning rate, operate it 

in a motor with relatively high chamber pressure and length- 

lo-dlameter ratio. In conjunction with configuration of low 

web thickness; while conversely, for a long duration with re¬ 

latively low thrust, he will use a low burning rate, low 

chamber pressure, relatively short length-to-dlameter ratio 

and a grain design of high web thickness. 6,19 

When total Impulse Is divided by the cube of duration, 

and substitution Is made for web thickness • burning rate x 

duration, and the resultant web/dlameter ratio Is expressed 

as a reduced web or web-to-charge radius ratio (w), then a 

2 
"dimensionless" parameter P/t Is obtained. This is propor¬ 

tional to the cube of the ratio of burning rate to reduced 

web, multiplied by the first power of the L/D ratio, and the 

ratio of chamber pressure relative to a reference pressure, 

raised to a power depending on the burning rate - pressure 

exponent of the propellant and the slope of the nozzle optimi¬ 

zation area ratio curve. 

.19 
Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of sources of 

solid propellant rockets and the types of configurations 

used, respectively, as a function of this F/t parameter. 
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Missions are characterized by F/t values which range from 

4 -2 
1 to 10 Ibf sec for all operational motors, but can be 

blocked within a specific decade for Identification of type 

of grain design, burning rate, and chamber pressure normally 

used in a particular mission such as an ICBM, Sustaining 

Rocket, Tactical Booster or Interceptor Missile. The launch 

mode which is a familiar classification of rockets, as air- 

to-air, surface-to-air, etc. is not a significant criteria of 

internal design, except as it may define the value of F/t^ 

or secondarily affect the aerodynamic envelope (the L/D ratio). 

An exception to this is the effect of launch conditions 

on environment. It would be ideal if the environmental re¬ 

quirements could be taken into direct account in grain design. 

However, aside from virtually outlawing cartridge loaded and 

multlperforated grains, the qualitative nature of environ¬ 

mental criteria compared to the quantitative rigor of mission 

pertcrmance criteria (as specific impulse, peak pressure, 

hardware weights, thrust-time curve, velocity increment) pre¬ 

clude design of the grain for other than competitive mission 

satisfaction, and environmental requirements are satisfied by 

„18 
choice of propellant. Fortunately the skill of propellant 

formulation permits partial separation of ballistic (thermo¬ 

dynamic composition) from mechanical (polymer cross-linkage) 

factors, although both are highly dependent on solids loading, 

so that the design of a grain for ballistic satisfaction and 

adjustment of mechanical properties for environmental require¬ 

ments are separable procedures. Certain grain designs would 

be preferred for structural integrity, but until unlimited 

burning rate at competitive specific impulse is achieved, 

ballistic performance will continue to dictate grain design. 

-6- 
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D. Scop« «nd D«»l»n Conitrilnt» 

* Although th«r« ara many daalgn factor* In th* «valuation 

of a grain daalgn, auch a* atructural analyala, Ignition tran- 

alant, and unatabla burning, thia dlacuaalon will ba limitad 

to tha quaal-ataady-atate burning of fully Ignltad, uniform 

temperatura, homogcnaoua grain*. 

Theoretically, tha configuration of a propellant charga 

to deliver a specified thruat performance la limited only by 

the Imagination and Ingenuity of the designer. However, there 

are a number of vary real constraints that restrict the de¬ 

signer's freedom and generally channel the design Into one or 

two fairly well defined classes. Among the principal con- 

2 17 22 A7 
straints are the available burning rate range,’ ’ ’ the 

processing characteristics of the propellant, the mechanical 

9 78 
properties of Che finished propellant,’ the environment to 

which the motor will be exposed, the complexity and coat of 

32 45 
the core or mold, * the size and shape of the motor being 

designed?1 and the sliver and talloff characteristics Inherent 

g 
In a candidate configuration. 

The general claaae* of configuration* are defined and 

their characteristics and areas of applicability described. 

This Includes both free standing (trap supported) and caae 

bonded designs. These two methods of support demrnd vastly 

different propellant mechanical properties. The former re¬ 

quires a high modulus, "stiff" propellant since the grain la 

supported at a few discrete points, and the storage, handling, 

80 
and flight loada must be distributed through the grain. Ulth 

A 
the case bonded systems, formulations capable of lerge exten¬ 

sions, sometimes aa much as 100X or more of original length, 

are required This requirement stems principally from the 

large differences between the coefficients of thermal expansion 

of the propellants and th* case materials to which they are 

bonded. Since the propellant changes dimensions with tempera¬ 

ture change much more rapidly than the chamber, moat of tha 

change in volume of the propellant must be absorbed by changes 

In volume of the Internal perforation. This magnifias the 

basic propellant strain and can lead to very high local bore 

strains at temperatures significantly lower than the cure tem¬ 

perature, particularly If the bore la highly configurated. 

Case bonding also requlras a relatively low modulus propellant 

to keep the bond atreaaes at the grain-chamber Interface with¬ 

in acceptable limit«?1 

Tha charactaristlcs, advantages and disadvantagas of tha 

poaelbla candidata configurations ara dlacuaaad. In addition 

to th* machanical yropartlas mentioned abava, this lacludaa con¬ 

sideration of ttoi limitations imposed by processing and tha 

techniques of Jaalgn construction, assembly, processing, and 

removal of tha cor* or mold usad to shapa th* propellant charga. 

Tha cora may ba a singla-placa, solid, reusable tool. Alter¬ 

natively it may ranga to mechanically dlsmantlaabla designs, 

where the core may be assembled inside the chamber and re¬ 

moved In two or more sections, or ultimately to system* where 

a portion of the core Is left permanently Inside the grain to 

t , . j lie,32,37a,41,42r.,45,57a,80a 
be ejected on ilrlng. ’ ’ The effects 

of factors such aa the range of propellant burning ratas 

available and the other propellant ballistic properties such 

as pressure and temperature sensitivities on tha choice of 

design Is Included. The ellver formation and talloff charac¬ 

teristics of the various configurations will also be dlacuaaad? 

Techniques for automatic grain design through th* use of com¬ 

puters are described?1 

E. Ballletlc Evaluation After Shaping of the Grain 

Once the shape of f e propellant charge has bean aelectad, 

the problem shifts to one of estimating the performance to ba 

expected for comparleon with the originally «pacified require¬ 

ments and possible revision of the design. In assenca this la 

an extremely simple problem. Moat designa are amenable to the 

quaal-ateady-stste approach where the mass balance changes In 

Inventory of combustion products in the enlarging bore can ba 

Ignored. The mass balance then reduces to "what Is burned off 

the propellant surface goes out of the noxsle,"and many cases 

can be handled on this simple baeia?7However, even this simple 

problem can often become quite complex in Its execution, not 

only because the determination of the burning surfaces as th* 

propellant Is consumed can offer some very complicated three 

dimensional geometry problems, but because the exposed propel¬ 

lant burns at rates dependent on the local environment exist¬ 

ing at various locations In the motor. 

Erosive burning Is one of th* major factors complicating 

th* problem. The flow of gases past a burning propellant face 

tends to Increase the propellant burning rate primarily by 

augmenting the rat* of heat transfer from tha combustion pro- 

38 
ducts to th« propellant surface. At the sane tine the local 



static prassure Is reduced, tending to lower the burning rate. 

The result Is s new equilibrium pressure dependent on the 

erosive characteristics ot the propellant and Its pressure 

14 
sensitivity. Net burning rates thus vary significantly from 

one end of the motor to the other and often large differences 

occur in the expected performance. Although this phenomenon 

is dissipated after the bore cross-section becomes large 

enough to reduce the Internal gas velocities, It results In 

changes to the grain configuration that can significantly 

alter performance and materially change the sliver. Various 

methods of accounting for erosive burning are used including 

the empirical constants of the equation of Lenoir and Robillard, 

which Is of more theoretical Interest than practical deter¬ 

mination in actual motors. Comparison of the erosive burning 

characteristics of the various classes of propellants and 

the effects of burning rate variations from specific formula- 

30 
tions have been made. 

III. Basic Analysis of the Star Perforated Grain 

A. Introduction - Distribution of Grain Designs Actually 

Used 

The most highly developed grain design analytically and 

the most frequently used in 127 operational motors developed 

in the Western World19 is the star-perforated charge?6,52 

Since the ideal number of rays for neutrality is 5.7 (cor¬ 

responding to a sector angle of one radian), the design can 

be subdivided into star-perforated charges with 6 or more rays 

(hexasta>. and higher - 37 motors), and 5 or less rays (penta- 

star and lower - 32 motors). This subdivision is important 

since the lower symmetry number stars tend to have web thick¬ 

ness greater than their lateral burning distances (one half 

of the breadth of the protrusions) and to require and effects 

(three-dimensional burning) to attain neutrality. The 

higher symmetry number stars are, on the other hand, satis¬ 

fied in neutrality in the two-dimensional cross-section, so 

are independent of length-to-diameter ratio in burning surface 

area calculations. This is usually the starting point for 

analytical grain design studies. Other grain configurations 

of higher periphery and lesser web thickness, such as the 

wagonwheel“ and dendrite- perforated (32 instances) are devel¬ 

oped from the high symmetry star configuration and will be dis- 

67,68,69 
cussed later. In the converse sense, the relatively thick- 

webbed slotted cylinder designs (16 instances) are evolved 

from the low symmetry stars and will be presented thereafter. 

These latter designs develop further into three-dimensional 

configurations, which will be introduced after the two-dimen¬ 

sional treatment is fully established. These four classes 

of grain configurations, along with 16 instances of multi- 

annular or multitubular charges, make up the bulk of the two- 

dimensional cylindrical-type grain designs employed in opera- 

82 
tional motors as listed in the CPIA Solid Rocket Motor Manual. 

The following section will introduce the precise behavior 

of the .urface regression in the star- perforlfiâ’grâîn’70,71 

in terms of symmetry number, web thickness, vertex or wedge 

angle, and fillet construction. Understanding of the behavior 

of these elements, and the principle of zoning the burning in 

accordance with changes in the first and second derivative 0f 

g 
the. burning surface area is fundamental to all of the more 

complicated designs to follow, from 7 degrees of freedom in 

the star, to 10 in the wagonwheel, 17 in the dendrite?6 and 

81 
20 in the broken-back forked wagonwheel. The multi-propellant 

and three-dimensional designs are not usually defined in the 

parametric system but are analyzed by component parts and sum¬ 

med over all surface ares?* 

B. Analytical Definition of the Star-Perforated Grain in 

Ballistic and Structural Application 

Figure 5 shows the "stop-fire" of an actual star-per¬ 

forated grain, at the moment of chamber wall exposure, demon- 

21 
strating the slivers remaining under each protrusion. Figure 

6 illustrates the graphical construction of the burnback lines 

for four principal types of surface Intersections. This be¬ 

havior is due to the presence of a combustion zone only a 

few hundred millimeters in thickness, comparable to the dimen¬ 

sions or a typical oxidizer particle, which follows with the 

accuracy of chemical milling the exact contour of the solid 

surface. This is the source of the computer-predictable re¬ 

liability of solid propellant grain design. Thus trigonome¬ 

tric expressions are readily written for the position of the 

burning surface at any distance burnt for a specified configu¬ 

ration, and these can be differentiated to obtain the optimum 

symmetry number and fillet angle for neutrality or other key 

design variables. Figure 7 shows the right halfsector of an 

5 
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INTRODUCTION Of SECANT AND TANGENT FILLETS 
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Figure 8 

to the burning periphery and eubetltutes (n/N - 4) where r/N 

formerly appeared In the periphery relations. Thus, the periph¬ 

ery equation becomes U-Rif + L + y[$ + u- tan (r/N - ¢- a)] 
s 0 

and the neutrality control expression becomes 

♦ + o - tan - b - a). 

In this case, the critical angular difference (y - 4) can be 

satisfied in neutrality by y - 0 (producing a pseudo-alotted 

grain when the secant fillet is given the piescrlbed value 4 - 

35.5* for N - 3, 4 - 16.8* for N - 4, and 4 - 4.8" for N - 5). 

Similarly, for a negative wedge angle (positive 2y) with a 

secant fillet cngle of 10*, the neutrellty condition would be 

satisfied by y * 5.2*, in N » 5, y « 13.5* in N <• i, etc. 

Charts of this correlation for various values of synetry num¬ 

ber, seesnt fillet angle, and "regresalvlty coefficient" or 

37 39 
slope of the performance curve are available ’ or solu¬ 

tions may be obtained directly from the expressions above. 

It is apparent that, when the secant fillet angle is above 

a certain critical value in each symmetry number, the vertex 

angle (y) can be negative without the tip of the wedge cross¬ 

ing over the sector boundary. A particular condition of this 

design la defined in Figure 8, where the tangential fillet 

angle (a) is arbitrarily held at 90*, and the rayside is 

parallel to the radius through the secant fillet/tangent fillet 

boundary. This is shown in a small insert in the same figure, 

where the structural nomenclature b - outer radius of charge, 

a - inner radius of web, a - wedge angle, and p » fillet radius 

26 
is used. The corresponding nomenclature for the ballistic 

analysis is shown on the enlarged half-sector, which is really 

a special case of the secant-filleted star from the previous 

figure with the tsngentlal fillet angle set at 90°. 

Figure 9 

Performing the obvious trigonometric relations including 

provision for the tangential fillet radius (yf in the ballistic 

nomenclature), the reduced web u ■ (b-a)/b , and the secant 

fillet angle (4) is obviously half the stated we'.ge angle. 

Then for the secant fillet radius R8 - R, - w, the tangential 

fillet radius yf “ p and the inner radius is obtained from 

the expression y^ esc (n/N - 4), and the initial rayside • 

(R - yf ) - y. ctn (i - 4). In this case the burning periphery 
S t t (j 

is given by 

U - (Rg + y) 4 + yo + Lo - y ctn (| - 4) 

and 

dU/dy - 4 + a - ctn (ï -4 ) 

So the neutrality control expression becomes simply 

4 + 0 - ctn (g - *) 

It is apparent that in the positive wedge angle design, ss 

defined with tangential fillet angle of 90* and independent of 

the radius of the tangentlsl fillet (y^ or p), there is a 

unique value of the positive wedge angle (24) for each value 

of symmetry number, end that this cannot even be satisfied 

with a positive velue of 4 below symsetry of 6 in the neutral- 

burning condition. Thus, all positive wedge angle designs 

having synetry of 5 or below will necessarily have progres¬ 

sive burning (positive slope) performance curves and not be 

applicable to high mass ratio, acceleration-limited rockets 

unless this two-dimensional periphery relation is mitigated 

by the end-effects of burning in short length-to-dlameter 

ratio motors, or by multipropellant charges of differing 

burning rate layers, etc. The ballistic significance of the 
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fllUt angU ln obealnlng an optlrum parformanca curva la 

davalopad In tha following aactlon. Each auch daalgn ahould 

alao ba aubjactad to a photoalaatlc atraaa concantratlon taat 

20 26 
btfort final •alaction. ' The nomenclatura« of ballistic 

and structural analysis are compared In Figure 10. 

COMPARISON 0Í STRUCTURAL ANO IAUISTIC NOMINCUTUK 
IN POSITIVS WCOCf ANCU STAR WITH TANGENTIAL FI LIST ANGU 

c..r..-Ver,tex,,Angl.e Pro^reasivity« Neutrality, and 

Regresalvlty 61 

The effect of vertex angle (y) on the performance curve 

of the Ideal (unfilleted) star-perforated grain design is 

shown In Figure 11. This is a symmetry of 8 star with reduced 

web 0.35, tangential fillet angle (a • j - y) of 85, 80, and 

75°, with «ero value of secant fillet angle (¢), and trivial 

value of tangential fillet radius (y^). Since there are 7 

degrees of freedom, the rayside (L0)is necessarily dependent 

and decreases with the decrease in fillet angle (increase in 

vertex angle). This produces a "regressive," "neutral," and 

"progressive" performance curve respectively* Although the 

loading factor decreases systematically as the rayside rotates 

(0.887, 0.84A, 0.810 respectively), the configuration effi¬ 

ciency is a maximum at neutrality (95.56Z), and significantly 

less whether the peak pressure is at the beginning of the per¬ 

formance curve (regressive case, 94.29Z configuration effi¬ 

ciency) or at the end of the curve (progressive case, 94.64Z 

configuration efficiency). 

In tha casa of ssvara acceleration limits» tha regressiv* 

curve might be used to accomplish as much acceleration as 

possible while the mass of the motor is large, i.e., allowing 

thrust to decrease proportionally as the residual mass of the 

rocket reduces. Even with the 4X increase in volumetric load¬ 

ing (0.844 to 0.887), it is doubtful whether the IX loss in 

specific impulse (configuration efficiency 0.9556 to 0.9429) 

would be acceptable in terms of burnt velocity at constant 

maximum acceleration. Significant regresalvlty for the entire 

length of the curve is seldom employed, due to the necessity 

of carrying a chamber and nozzle capable of the maximum pres¬ 

sure experienced, while only enjoying the specific impulse 

efficiency of the average pressure. 

Using the progressive option, an allowance could be made 

for erosive-burning without the risk of exceeding the design 

pressure in an "erosive-burning peak." However it will be 

shown later that this is better done by control of the outside 

round, which gives an Initially deficient burning surface area 

(Zone I burning) during the erosive-burning period, without 

impairing the neutrality of the main portion of the performance 

curve (Zone II burring). It is seen that neutrality is actually 

the control of the tangential fillet angle to determine the 

length of the rayside compared to the sliver burnout arc. 

This is the firet principle of grain design for maximum burnt 

velocity. 

D. Tangential and Secant Fillet for Stress Relief 
at Point of Attachment 

For stress reasons, it will be desirable to Introduce a 

fillet at the point of attachment of the wedge to the case- 

bonded web. This may be done with a tangential fillet, which 

has its center just off the web surface and meets the rayside 

tangentially (Figure 12) or by a secant fillet whose center 

is at the axis of the charge and forms a small annular segment 

before attachment of the wedge (Figure 13). The web thick- 
o? Vertex Angle on Slope ot Performance Curve 

Figure 11 

* For definitions, see the diagram in the Glossary 

Introduction of a Tangential Fillet 
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ncgg (0.350) and aaaortnent of tangential fillet anglea (85, 

80 and 75*) are nalntained the aaae In both caaes. The tan¬ 

gential fillet radius la Increased fron Its nominal value of 

D.02 radius to 0.05 of the charge radius In the prior figure 

with a 6 to loss In loading respectively, costpared to the 

base case In the unfllleted star. The configuration effi¬ 

ciency shows the usual peaking around neutrality, i.e., 

the enlargeaent of the tangential fillet radlua has no sig¬ 

nificant affect on neutrality. 

The secant fillet, on the other hand, causes a slightly 

more coaplex phenomenon. The loading for introduction of a 

2.5* secant fillet decreases only half as much In the pro- 

greaalve case (a) as resulted from the tangential fillet, but 

the configuration efficiency obtained the lowest value cited. 

The second case (b) has almost the same volumetric loading 

and configuration efficiency whether the filleting la done 

In the secant or the tangent fashion. Finally In the third 

case (c) it is noted that loading Is again about the same, 

and the configuration efficiency la slightly higher (95.01X) 

with the secant fillet han was obtained with the tangential 

fillet (94.96X). Host significant Is that neutrality with the 

secant fillet has shifted from the b (a * 80°) case to midway 

between the b and c cases (o % 78*), reflecting the fact that 

not the tangential fillet angle a but the difference a - $ 

appears In the neutrality control expression. 

9 - Y “ ctn (v/N + 4-y)or ¢ + 0- tan(ir/N - ¢ - o) 

It has been necessary to use quantitative examples to 

show the significance of filleting in controlling the perform¬ 

ance curve, and thus the velocity Increment. It Is noted that 

a IX change in configuration efficiency is directly equivalent 

to a IX change In specific Impulse by analogy. However It 

would require a 6.5X change In volumetric loading factor 

(1-0.935°'15 - 1-0.99) for the same effect, assuming a load¬ 

ing exponent of 0.15 (which is typical of the threshold be¬ 

tween fixed volume and open volume chambers). It is avldent 

that configuration afficlancy and the volumetric loading fac¬ 

tor have a material effect on the choice of tangential flllat 

angle (a) for rayslde orientation, while either the tangential 

fillet radlua (yf) or the secant flllat angle (¢) controls the 

wedge attachment stress relief, wht constant burnt velocity 

control Is being maintained In the design of the grain. This 

assumes that maximization of mass ratio and specific Impulse, 

which are effectively combined in the expression (I^p01) for 

propellant specific Impulse and density tradeoff or ï v a 
P 

for the analogous configuration efficiency and volumetric load¬ 

ing factor tradeoff, is the object of optimization.* 

E. The Significance of the Secant Fillet 

In the reinforcement theory of stress concentration In 

a star-perforated grain. It Is postulated that deformation 

which would normally occur In the internal pressurization of 

a thick-walled cylinder is restrained by thn presence of the 

protrusion, so that it must concentrate in the unreinforced 

portion (subtended by the secant fillet) In the proportion 

of the protrusion width to the secant fillet width. Since 

y* - web for reasonable ballistic performance, the stress 

concentration la thus approxlmat.»! by the ratio of web thick¬ 

ness to secant fillet arc or w^ radians. If the secant 

fillet angle (¢) Is Increased therefore for stress relief?®’*® 

Figure 14 shows th_t the performance curve will be altered 

significantly. The usual spread of regressive, neutral and 

progressive performance has been foreshortened, since the 

center of the tangential fillet was moved towards the far 

sector boundary. That is, the critical distance (y*) has 

been decreased, while the radial web remains unaltered. 

Introduction d Broad Secant Fillet at Constant Wat) 

Figure 14 

* The use of a established In the expression Igpa Is not to 

be confused with the tangential fillet angle a used In grain 

design. 

.» 

(- 
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Thui, th« l«ter»l burning wedge (which contrlbutee the 

regreeelve element to the total periphery) le being exheueted 

at an earlier time than the progreeeiwe element emanating from 

the acveral filiate, which enduree until the burning front 

from the eecent fillet reachee the chamber wall (web burnout 

time). The effect le an upwarda turn in the performance curve 

(poaitlve second derivative of the burning surface area with 

respect to the distance burnt characterizing Zone III or post - 

y* burning),regardless of the slope of the performance curve 

MEAT Of «»«lot to foam SAGOWMEl Of SICS 

prior to y* (the Zone II or wedge-angle-controlled burning). 
76 

I 

F. Creation of the Waeonwheel Grain Design 

In an effort to recoup the large loss of loading occur¬ 

ring in parallel displacement of the rayside with an increas¬ 

ing ♦, and to correct for the upset of the y* * web limitation 

on the Zone III terminally progressive burning, the tangential 

fillet may be Increased beyond 90°, producing the "positive 

wedge angle" star perforation previously shown in contrast to 

at neutrality, much es the vertex angle was the key optimiza¬ 

tion variable in the simple star configuration. Figures 16 

and 17 show that interplays of tangential fillet angle 

(a) and breakround angle (6) produce comparable configuration 

efficiency and volumetric loading factor, and final evaluation 

would require both structural and mission analyses for resolu- 

9 
tion. 

the conventional "negative wedge angle" (looking outward) of 

the baeic star configuration (Figure 7). Unfortunately 

spatial limitation requires that the secant fillet also grow 

very rapidly to prevent physical cross-over of the protrusions. 

Under neutrality conditions, this loading factor becomes im¬ 

practical for more than a very modest positive wedge angle. 

WagonwhMl Design with Varitlion o( Ungsntiil Fillet Angle 

A break is therefore made in the rayside at the point of 

reasonable approach to the reference line (actually determined 

by the practical web of the casting core and the pressure 

equalization of the web and central flow spaces). 

This extra degree of freedom (adding a breakround angle, 

breakround radius, and far rayside length) results in 10 in¬ 

dependent /ariables. It permits the tangential fillet angle 

(a) to be net to permit the critical burning distance (y*) to 

approximate the web thickness at an appropriate secant fillet 

angle (») magnitude, and the neutrality to be satisfied by 

assignment of the breakround angle (6). ; 

Loading is a maximum when the far rayside is approximate- 

* 

ly parallel to the reference axis producing a spoke-and-hub 

appearance, whence the term "wagonwheel" perforation 

(Figure IS)?6'68 The value of B thus becomes an Implied de¬ 

pendent variable under conditions of maximization of loading 

Figure 16 

Wagonwhetl Design with Virlstion ol Breakround Angle 

Figure 11 

Up to this point, it has been established that y* must 

be almost as large as web to prevent post - yw terminal pro- 

gressivity. It has been previously shown that y* much greater 

than web reaults in a large quantity of propellant remaining 

when the radial web burns through to the chamber wall. This 

"attached sliver" is consumed during the decreasing pressure 

period or tail-off, where nozzle thrust coefficient is re- 

13- 



duced (aMumlng ;on»tsnt expansion araa ratio). Thus attached 

ellver, although not phyalcclly loat, decreases the everage 

24 40 
specific impulee of the propel1ant, ’ and is a part of the 

penalties aaeeaaed in the configuration efficiency along with 

the deviation froa neutrality during web-burn tlae. These 

are taken together to obtain the effective specific impulse 

to action time compared to that which would have been ob¬ 

tainable if all the propellant could have been burned in a 

"square curve" at the design pressure of the nozrle and cham¬ 

ber, l.e,, aa if there were no apatlal problem of grain de- 

. 60 
sign. Control la thus the eeoond principle of grain design. 

If an Intentional displacement of the rayside along the 

length of a grain (all prior considerations have been con¬ 

stant croaa-sectlon) were made in variation of the three de¬ 

signa shown in Figure 18, which action would be said to violate 

tha provision of y* - web for minimum sliver, there would be a 

significant terminal muting of the usual web-burnout thrust 

in the resulting composite mass flow (presaure-tlme) curve. 

Numerous varlationa on the axial taper prlnciple^’^ to 

systematically mute the anguler features of single cross-sec- 

tlona have been devised, but ell follow logical appHcatlon 

of principles stated above. 

G. Development of the Dentrltlc-oerforated Grain Pesian 

The action taken above to for.i the wagonwheel configura¬ 

tion placed a greater proportion of the propellant lying along 

a sector boundary with the mean burning vector normal to that 

boundary than occurred in the star grain where the mean vector 

lay midway between the sector boundary and the charge circum¬ 

ference. The effective web thickness for a balance between 

the lateral and radial webs Is also less than in the at t con¬ 

figuration. To obtain even thinner webs, for a maximum sur¬ 

face area and a minimum burning time, a simple Increase in 

symmetry number will not do, since this would result in ex¬ 

cessive regressivity. Instead, the "eye" of the wagonwheel 

configuration la filiad by a minor protrusion, which may be 

either star or wagonwheel in its form, and ideally nestles 

within a major wagonwheel protrualon, to form a constant 

width, branched channel, flow space, whence the term "den- 

8 76 
drlte-perforated" grain?* 

Figure 19 shows the disproportionately high surface area 

and low web thickness obtained in this design, which unfortu¬ 

nately Incures also relatively lower configuration efficiency 

and volumetric loading factor, due to the simple geometrical 

fact of imperfection in design of continuously supported 

argular and radial elements in an overall sectorial space with 

continuous flow space and without violation of detachable 

sliver or neutrality deviation prohibitions. This is clearer 

Simple Dendrite Design formed by Two Stir Protrusions 

by inspection of the dimensiona of the simple dendrite in 

Figure 20. 

Dimensioning d Simple Dendrite Showing Significance de Round 

Figure 20 

Actually much higher loading can be obtained by compos¬ 

ing the dendrite-perforated grain from a wagonwheel-ln-star 

(Figure 21) where the far rayside of the minor protrusion is 

made parallel to the opposing rayside of the major protrusion. 

If further the major protrualon is Itself a wagonwheel form 

(Figure 22) with its outer rayside in turn parallel to the 

14- 



DENDRITE COMPOSED OF WAGONWHEEl IN STAR PROTRUSION 

Figure 21 

DENDRITE COMPOSED OF WAGONWHEEL IN WAGONWICEL 
PROTRUSION 

Figure 22 

minor protrusion sector bound«ry, the generalized 17-degree 

of freedom dendrite grain is obtained. In practice, a com¬ 

puter program written for this design, by assigning insignifi¬ 

cant values to the unwanted variablea, is actually used in 

evaluation of the complete star-wagonwheel-dendrite two-di¬ 

mensional case-bonded grain design system?’76 An even more 

general design is shown in Figure 23, where the "broken-back" 

on the major protrusion adds 3 more degrees of freedom (total 

of 20), while permitting a slightly better access to the 

, 73, 81 
sliver area and thus reducing tail-off losses. ^ 

GENERAL FORKED WAGON WHEEL (DENDRITE) 
CONFIGURATION INPUTS 

an 
not input) 

Figure 23 

H. Conflaurstion Efficiency and Volumetric Leading Factor 

for the Star-Waeonwheel-Dendrlte Grain Design 

The cosiplete performance of the atar-wagonwheel dendrite 

system can be summarized in Figure 2460 The configuration 

CWFICUMTIM CmCIINCY AS A FUNCTION OF 
VOLUACTRIC LOADING FACTO* F0« GRAIN DESIGNS 

OF VARIOUS TYPICAL NCI TMCKICSSEF 

-^•End'burning g'«In 

Slot and conocyl grains (Wab ty» 
It-0.8of radius) 

-TftiCK «Mb Mar grains (raguiring and 
affacts or bipropellant to nautraliaa) 

-Star typo grains (YVaebi 

iWcbty? 1M to 1/2 radius) 

«agonwnMl type grains 
<wab typ 1/4 to 1/3 radius) 

rito type grains 
(«Mb typ l/t to 1/4 of radius) 

0.4 at 0.8 
Volumetric Loading Factor, / 

Figure 24 

efficiency is given as a function of the volumetric loading 

factor for seta of dzndrite type grains (the square symbols), 

wagonwheel type grains (the circular symbols), and star type 

grains (the triangular symbols). The tielines between the 

symbols repreient the variation in properties as these aats 

go from regressive to neutral to progressive, which repre¬ 

sento the rangj from angular wedge attachment (typically low 

.(configuration efficiency, high loading factor and stress con- 

Tj I , 
I ientration) to secant and/or tangentially filleted attachment 

•15- 
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(tTpleallT UiImz eaofl«antlaa •tUctucy, Um*t leaAlat, 
b«t «l«o lowr atrest eottccatratlon). A locoi My b« drawn 
tfaCDoth tba troop caotara aad cottaaetad to tba Idaal a&d- 
Wrniat ehars* (lOOX caafltoratloa afflclaacy ond loadlnf 
factor, la priaelpla). It aay than ba ganarally atacad chat 
aa radocad «ab foaa tnm I/fi to 1/4 to 1/2 of tha radlua, the 
loadl^ factor gom trtm 60 to 90 vol Z afalla tha coBfi(ora- 
tiaa afflclaaey goaa fraa 90 to 96Z Mapaetlaaly, or an ast- 
ehaat* aaponaot o 0.15 for tba axpraaaloo c • eooataac,
aa prarlooaly diaeoaaad.

tlaea thla la approxlMtaly tba thraahold oMbltoda of 
tba eloaad toXom - opaa volona iapulaa^daBalty arpoaaot for 
bmc aaloelty oaalaiaatloo, it la aridaac that tha cbolca of 
eoaflforatitm la a aanaitloa balaaca of nrA thleknaaa aaraua 
bonlat rata, bonlBg rata varaaa tba apaclflc lapolaa and 
daMlty, aad mb tblckaaaa ▼araoa tha Inadint factor and eon- 
flturatloa afficianey. Tbaaa latcar la turn rary with tha 
aynaatry aiabar aad rayalda orlaatatloo for nautrallty and 
allwar control, aad finally tba raaultaat flllat anglas 
and ndll datanlaa tba strata coacantratlon factor, idilch 
praaan^ly ralataa to tba Mcbanlcal propartlas of tha pro- 
pallant and Inaolaaa tba aollda leadli^, burMag rata, specif

ic Xapulsa, ate?** rail axacutlon of this loop la not yat 
a gimcltatlwa capability of prallnlnary daslgn, altbnntb 
coniMtar progroM art naad to ganarata parforMnea eurwa 
obtalMbla in ayataMtle paranatar variation of tba balllatlc 
faeton dlaeuaaad abera, nd thasa raaulta are co^arad 
gaalitatlraly with atmctural failure crltarla and propellant 
faranlatlott practlcaa.

TV. Balllatlc ChMfcar Enaaure. and
cirMf- fcmag

Tha above aseurslon aatabllahaa tba first two laws of 
grain design for slBgly-emiMctad, Intamal-bumlng, caaa- 
bondad two-dlMoaloul grain daslgna. (rigure 25 shows the 
fnnctleoal sooas of balllatlc analysis for tba wagoowbaal 
configuration).

Flgura 25

1. Tha first derivative of tha burning surface area with 
raspact to distance burnt shall spproxlMte sere (oautral- 
buming) In tba reglou between the aihsustlon of tha outside 
rotmd (yg) and the critical burolng dlstaxice (y*), wtalch da- 
floas the Zona II of funetlonal burning. This law wlU ra-

syMatry na^r. reduced web thickness, tangMClal flllat 
angU, secant flUet angle, and braakround angle (In appionl- 
Mtaly that order of dacraaslng slgnlfleanca) for Mxlalsatlon 
of tha voluMCrlc-loadlng-walgfated configuration efficiency 
(coablclng the algnlflcance of neutrality, silver, and volu- 
■etrlc loading In fixed or variable chaabar voIlwss for Mxl- 
wtm burnt velocity).

2. Tb. ucoad dnlntln of bnrntn, rarfac. ana »tai 
raapact to Olatanca bornt aball ba nagatlTa dorlii, that parlod 
(Zona I burning) in nblch aroaiaa'^mlng and/or axial praa* 
anra drop nako atatlc fora-aod prwaure greatar tl.a idaal 
ataady atata ralatlon to homing aurfaca arw (nbloh la 
nanally aynchronlaad vlth Zona II vharo tha aaoond darloatlya 
la aaroi and tba alop. la datamlnad by flrat lav conaldara- 
tlona). Thla aacond darlvatin ahall furthar not ba poaltlva 
during tba pcat-ya parlod vban radUl prograaalvlty ovar- 
ahadova tha raaldual vadga-bumlng. Bouevar. thla My ba ai- 
captad ufaan axial abortanlng of tha affactloa charga langth
by latarcaptlon of curvod hood cloaora ourfacaa coqianaotoo 
for tha Incraaalng naan radlua of tha lonar burning aurfaca.
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ttt ilrttH ftH PWU>

TIm aha/wm 4mml^ tf Mlalclo* km aot rkmtmr

wall ta rnfallmat tUma mcU Mk ktmat. «w«vc for cte 
"—i rffacf" MC«i U tk« wftlvOT «r pw«-T* kvral^ U tte
mco«4 Uv ■>w. JmcImt e—ca»c ai graia 4m1^ aa^lcy 
tka eka^«r mU m c—f1— tlM kvnlat a«rfae« an* at aay 
polat la Cte». la tiM atac -wafoawkaal <M<rita caaa ^ractai

(iaa1«M, thla aecara amly aftar aak konoat i^mb cka ;

rTia^iri latavaadlata I (1001 vala-

aacrU laail^ aarf caafifuraclaa afflelaaey, alkalt l«aarl^ 
eaaaiOarabla taaalatlaa H**lKlaa) amd tka trvl^ tataraal 
baral^ gralaa (aaaally vltk wak cklckaaaaaa laaa ckaa aaa> 
half af tha chart* ra41aa)» ara a larga variety af "alactaO** 
grala eaaflgaratlaM. Tha caafitlaa akleh Oaftaaa cka kal« 
Itaclcally faactloaal alot la Cka claaalfUaciaa of frata «a- 
•IfM U ilvaa U Pifura 2k.

Pl«vra 16

Hm BMC fMillar la CMa-41aaaalaaal alaccaO gralaa la 
tka alatcad akall (alaccad cylladar) akoaa la n«ara 27. 
fkia la arl^aally dialgaod with a cartala aivaaare Ctea 
CklclBMaa (olaor aak), dorlat aklch tlaa It la yratraaalva 
karmlat (a^alvalaat to cka laaa I araalva karal^ akaorkaaea 
partii af atar caafitaaatiaaa). Aftar tka flrat ckaakar *■- 
faaara, cka raOlal baaalao froat fraa caatral bora aad 
tkac fraa tka lacUlaa flllat lataraactiai tha ckaakar aaU 
tapctliar aaataU tka iaatck at cka lacaaal kacalat freak fcaa

BUILT-UP INSUATIQN FTC SIOT 
COaPABEO TO UNIFORM LINER FOR STAR

U doeraaalag rabidly or a* hood eloaaraa akaro addltloaal 
laaalatiaa la raadlly laatallad. Tka amd haralat trala, am 
tha ockar haad, haa a llaaar rata of ■■Mtari of rkmdtr aall 
vich dlataaca karat, aad la ckaa llaitad to laa flaaa taapara- 
Cora yroyallaata, akart karaiat tlaaa, or ralatlvaly haiij mail

tka aidaa at cka laclaiaa, akirrty a atata of aaatrallty caa 
ka aaaraalaatad. Tha ngaaama tlaa of Cka ckaakar aall caa 
ka calcalacad. aad cka orlglaal dagch of Cka laclalaa ad~

Jaacad far tka aacaaaary laaalarlna gad eaaaaaaaclat far ak- 
laciaa darlag chta yarlad. aa tkac tkacaal doty oa Cka ckaa> 
kar alll ka aalfora ovar tka grala, aad aot yradaei "hat avaca” 
aadar cka alota.

»aa ofClalsad for ftrac laa aaatrallty (ealy akoat

half aa aaay olata ara ragalrad, 2 at 3, aa tka tyarry ai» 
bar U a caagarakla atar-rarforacad chart*) • f** tkla

tka aacaad darlvatlv* af karaiat aarfaca araa la eaaataatly 
aataclva; that U, at a gl*** *l«r* *f cka yarfocaaaea earva, 
tka aacaad darlvaciva caaclaaaaaly darraaaaa glrl^ a caaraa 
yarfocaaaca ettrva. Tkla aaCorally yrarldaa far Cka akaar 
kaaca of tka lalclal aroalva-karalag yaah, aad far a tacalaat 
aacl^ af tkraac daalrakla U high aaaa ratio, acealaratiaa 
llaitad ayaraaa. Tkaa tka Oacaad Lao, U alattad gralaa, U 
aaclaflad caatlaaaoaly. Tka yrlca af tbu Idaal gBrfaraaara 
aaroa la, haaovar, Cka a^aaad ckaakar aall doty. Tkaa tka 
AM Im af riaaigm ia Hm$ tka aaaomd dartaatim af 
ktmHmg m^fmaa owa aai ba mada aemHmioaala aagatiaa amHaa- 
tg ta yab teawat aalg bg aapaaaaa af oMiar mil aa m 
mmtmlitif aomtaol daiHaa. Tkaa It foUaoa chat cka twmtam 
altaat laaalatlaa (aaaaarad la tka aivaaar* latagral or lata> 
fral of ckMkar ■afpRart araa with raagact to tlaa of kaialag). 
caklag accawc af ablaclaa rata far atlfaca tkawaal pratac- 
tlaa af tha plMkor aall. U a dlraet offaat ta paaaltla* of 
allvar aad poalclva aacaad darlvaciva latalraaac of raaflgara 
tlaa affUlaacy U tka lataraal karaM graU. ka giaaclta-

I
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THilaa of tka tklr< Xm. to cha laa41a«-
■lfkta4 r laflgaiaMai afttolaarr a( eha laraaj Ua,

tida U aaalaata* aalr W oaaparatlaa «•

Tka aatka« at caaatTactlaa o< tka Utarfaca aa4 tka 
«a of oarfenaaca caroaa oktalaakla ara akaaa la flfara 29.

al«a «ltk a CTtikMilaa aklatloa taaalatlaa, tkaf I «aal|a.

U tka ■Yaartk laa* at irala «aal«B caaU ka atata« 
faaatttatl.alT, It aaaU raaalra tkat ai; arapallana ka aa^ 
faota< ftOB tka akaakaa aaU altk a alil— af atraaa eaacaa 
tratlaai altkac lataraal araaaarlaatlaa. ttarawra crcllat 
aa fllfkt aacalantlaa. Oa tka aarfaca tkta taaaca tka alat- 
taO trata, aklek rallaaaa all aiftaraatul erlUdrlcal atraU 
tiff ckaakat mi atafallaat Xj aaaaa of tko olot tkn tko 
aak. loaaott. U aaoUti« tko otraao caacaatiatlaa of tka 
iatanallT-eaaaalataa irala. tka alattal ekatga laeara «laa«- 
aaattiai la laiiaara af tka rtiatir rail mim tka alat. glaa 
tka aaeaaaltr af taatrletlai a gortlaa of tka alat foeaa to 
aaat eartala kaUUtU ragatraHata, aaO U tka llaltaO aak 
tklakaaaa at 0.7 - 0.0 at tka v^ar■a taOlaa tar caagatltlaa 
oalaBotrlc loaOtai af tka ekaakar .gata.

(ar ralatlaalT aaO^IkU aaaaa tkat tka Oaalga la <

tata tkraat. laag Oaratlaa alaalaaa. at tkat aacagtlaaally 
klgk katalag lataa aaat ka aaOa aaallakla.^* Tka alactaO 
gtala U ratkar laflaalkla altk raagact ta aak tkltkaaaa, aaO 
U arttlaallT OaraaOaat aa tka taakaalaglaa of lataraal laaala- 
ttaa, callagaUU caraoo, aaO partial ralaaao titaf ekaakar 
aall aaf grala for critical atraaa araaa. A alloarloaa, aatl- 
iripillirT ekarga oaalj tkaoratlcall; aaaa tka Uaal aolatlaa 
tar klgk laaOtag. alalaM atraaa, aaatral-karalog ekarga.

Tka iOaal oUaarlaaa ekarga U kaaaO aa tka prlaelpU 
tkat a llaa af karaiag paaalag tkraagk aa Utarfaca kacaaaa 
pragallaata at llftarlag karaiag rataa, alU rafraet aa U tka 
caaa at a atuk placal U aatar, aal If tkU Utarfaca U aa 
arlaatal tkat aftar rafractug, tka llaa af karaiag U aotaal 
U tka cUakar aaU, aal tartkaraara tka UltUl aarfaca 1a aa 
lalatal u tka karaiag nu ratu tkat aU tkaaa lUaa af 
karal^ ara aUiiiaral at tka aaaa tlaa, tkaa a alloarliat. 
UtariHl-karalag (klprapallaat) grala kaa kaaa acklaaol. TkU 
U akaaa U Tlgara 20 tar apMtrlaa af 2,2, aal A glolag 
pragTaaalaa. aaatril. aal ragriaaloa partoraaaca. raopactloa-

rif«r« 29

fliyalcftl Mb tbUkMM of nch blfrorolloM mtea to 
tyflcallT 0.5 - 0.7 of tbo cborgo rodloo. to 0.3 -
O.b for o oltlo pTOftlUor ocor>oorforotod groU of r—gtro 
bio oootrollty. Ibo lottor U eoaglotoly oatloflorf Lo too* 
Aimumtitmtl ooctloo (loboyoo<oot of lo^b-to-4lMot«. «oUo)» 
wltb Uo41ag foctoro obovo MX oo4 • eoootootly oogotiro oo- 
ooori 4ort«otlvo of oooo fie* gMorotloo (otborvlo* ottoloobU 
ooly by elMobor ooU oopooaro). Hochoolcol oo4 boUUtU ro> 
llobUlty of btgroMlIoor iotorfoeo U oe yroblM with yrogor 
yocooo eooerol, bot tbo fobrleotleo 4eoo Uool*o tbo oMro 
•aigoooo of too grogolloot yrocooolog aoi cootlog ogonttoao. 
•olj^ of eoootoat crooo ooctloo, tbo 4ool«o gorolto tbo eoo- 
oootloool oft-vltbiroMbU eo^tlot eoro.

mm »
Oltk tka aloaat of aoaocogaa (Utagral) ckaakara loulopol 

rU flaaaat alallag tackaologr, Utagral cara oltklraaal ka- 
aaaa tagaaaUU. gUaltaaaaaalp tka klgk aaaa ratU, akort 
ta^k-to-llaaator ratU kallutu alaalU paaar plaat craatal 
aa "all a^-affacta' attltala taoarla eaauatlaaal taa lUta 
aUaal aur-parforatal graU apataaa. tpataaatu kaat traaa*

far atallaa Ullcota tkat tka -alota’ tor UUk-aak 
auoal^ ^U loalgaa okoall prafaraatUllp ka lacatol U 
tka otagaatloa ragUa at tka faraarl kaal, ratkar tkaa aal> 
foralp aloag tka laagtk of tka graU (Tlgara 10). TkU pra-

laoaa tka < cpl (or .-U-CTllalar) loalgat aal Ita aarl-
atlaa far allgktlp graatar lagraat of traalea - tka 'atar-U- 
a packat" ar tUacrl (tUo U a floral cplUlrUal aarfaca)?*

Tlgara It

I'



Figure 31 

with L/D - 1/2, but that « highly progressive curve Is ob¬ 

tained at higher webs and loading factors. The solution for 

total neutrality by end effects Is Indicated by the Idealised 

design In Figure 32. In practice end-effects are used only 

IKAL HYPM80LIC-CMOED EXT! *NAUY-RESTRICTED NEUTRAL-BURN INC CHARGE 

Figure 30 

These designs frankly depend on the exposure of chamber 

wall (third law domain) for burning surface area control, but 

keep this exposure in the relatively low heat transfer regions 

of the forward part of the chamber. They display the de¬ 

sirable negative second derivative of the burning surface area 

characteristic of slotted or end-exposure grains (second law 

satisfaction), and furthermore have the unique property of con¬ 

veying the greatest portion of this gas generation through a 

circular bore to the nozzle during the initial moments of 

burning. This has desirable thrust alignment, ignition tran¬ 

sient, and erosive-burning characteristics. The casting cores 

are completely collapsible, frangible, or consumable. 

Structurally the main body of the grain is a simple thick- 

webbed circular-bore cylinder. Figure 31 shows that neutrality 

is obtainable in a cone-ended circular bore grain design at 

an Impractical 402 volumetric loading and 0.25 reduced web 

EX1ERNAU.Y-RESTR1C1ED COK-ENDED INTERNAL-BURNING CHARGE 

Figure 32 

partially to compensate the increase in surface area of the 

inner bore burning, and conical slots are employed in the 

forward end to complete compensation of the burning surface 

area. This results in the conocyl grain of Figure 33, which 

has been proven in a wide variety of sizes and chamber propor¬ 

tions as shown in Figure 34. The stress concentration has 

been shifted from the internal bore to the case-attachment 

region of the flared end of the cylinder and the structural 

integrity is further aided by systematic partial release of 

the chamber-to-propellant bond in the critical regions, with¬ 

out impairing support of the whole. When the chamber envelope, 

the mission requirement, and the available burning rate permit 

it, the conocyl/flnocyl type grain design is apparently an 

ultimate utilization of solid propellant. On the other hand, 

if burning rate is not adequate to the requirements of chamber 

dimensions and mission parameter, the previously discussed 

internally-convoluted grains must be used. The Fourth Law, if 

it could be formulated, would have something to do with the 

topological relation of chamber support of the burning surface 

area for maximum structural integrity. 

F. Review of Cartridge Loading and Free-standing Crains 

Many other grain designs have been postulated and a few 

have enjoyed temporary vogue. The original artillery grain was 

simply an internal-external burning cylinder with a single 

circular perforation. This is the origin of the term "grain 

design." To accomplish greater stability and reproducibility 

in the burning surface area, this was replaced by a smaller 

number of larger grains with seven equally-spaced circular 

perforations (the Rodman grain, circa the Civil War) as shown 

in Figure 35. A "sliver" is released when the burning from 

adjacent perforations cuts off support from the chamber as shown 

in the inset. In World War II the artillery rocket was devel* 

oped, using an extruded, external-burning triform or cruciform 

grain (Figure 36), sometimes with cogs or lugs to space it in 

the chamber. Durations were only a few seconds, flame temper¬ 

atures moderate, and weight fraction propellant typically 0.3. 

1 
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ckl. ru.lt. t. . Mtol.-tototo ptofMuto. nrto, Hto. tto
flnt torlmtlT. mt tk. kualM urlto. toto, .Itktotk »tol- 
llto. 1. toctourlly eoMttot. Ttat U, tto cylltorltol 
cknito km. m «tor.«. of trtotoa for to toulu tom I, 
M.tr.1 loto II. to. tOTltoll7-rto»to.t». toto III kmlto. 
to kto kto. .hoto ck.rKttol.tU of tk. .uc-p.rfor.tto (r.U. 
toltl-ptoforuto frtoto km. .Im km. .malopto to Kklor. 
tai 71— .utoklp U Ilto mt tk. topport praklu. of tto ...>* 
ototot-ook mltltoktoto cktofo. ■moror, ritor. M toma 
Cto mtrmmm ctoCtotratlao tololu fro. .Ifftototul tkoitol cam

•CrUtlto okto Mtotoly coollap tk* .toiil.t toltlporfonta.
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fTtttft. Thl* design ir»s therefore ohendooed.^^’** LUm/iM 
ngm 41 shove tUt Is slotting tbs tubulsr chsrgs for 
eylladrlcsl stress relief, not only Is diaaber protection re> 
golred under the slot, but Chet soy nounclng of rigid fiber- 
glM mstrlctlos OB the support ends or excess slot feces 
vUl crests difficult problsas la tfirsture cycling. Cm- 
eeqnently psrtlsl restriction so s bslllotic device Is vlr- 
tosUy obsolete, sad every effort is node to develop csse-

rVUUCRASlUTY OF JWlTtPtRFORATlD GRA!K| 
TO DMIWWCMAL OCUSG

*). IL
nr>r. *0

tawstff^iiiuni oMotni tmst m cmnc mih
tists H^TtiCTIOM M ftIHS sng<MOgl Fsm

bonded chsrgs ebspes thst give tbs nseeessry bsllistU burn

ing eurfsce srss eeqoancs free sll Inltlsl surfsces without 
susillsry support devices.

C. VmXnmm ot U>»-»od<1.< Crrtij.

n» iltU cutrld,. 10.410, ,rop«llooti mr« Uiorofon 
roplocod In th. 1950’. by c«»-boo4«l polronchum ud nibbu 
bM. propoIUnu, cut 4troc..lp Into tb* chobor mi oAMrli), 
to tb. dkamrnr mil for oopport. Sloe. tbor. «. no oxtomUt 
bomln, ourfK. to bolncft th. inhomt protrvMiTity of th. 
lonu boro. It woo nocoooorp to convolute or olot tho innor 
ourfoco to ooeuro nootrolltp In blfh loofth-i. '-dioMtor rotto 
groin., or to no. blpropcllont or throo-dlaonol.nol oxlol- 
humlo, offocto In ohort loogth-to ilonotor r»-lo or noorip 
ophcrlcl clmoboro to opproilooto o conotont bamli« ourfoco 
tim. Tb. conooguont dov.lopwent of otor-wogonohMl-dondrlto 
ooctorloUp doplopod, intomol-bumlng, two-dloooolonol coo- 
flgurotlono In wob looo thon ooo-holf of tho choiriior rodlno, 
or olot-conocpl-flnocyl-md bumor in wob grootor thon ono-boU 
of the rodluo, ond tb. conooguont gonoroUootloo to tb. "four 
low." of groin doolgo: first dorlvotlvo, .ocond dorlvotlvo,

apaour. iotogrU, mi support vector h»ro boon
dUCUMOd.

! . , Blisi

I .
•
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1
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figure 41
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H. Ibo dnehor and Botbono Perferstloni
One grsin configurstion which hss not been nen- 

* toned end which le more noteworthy for its posi

tion es s norphologlcel refsrcncs then setuel use 
in Motors is tbs snebor-perforsted charge. The 
enchor-perforsted grein esn be thought of ss s 
shell end tube cherge, in irtiich sn Utfaaue or 
bridge of propellent eonnsets tbs tubs to the 
shell. This fotns tbs snaulsrly sultiperforated 
chsrgs shown in ths previoas section, which etsy 
Chen be cut between ettechaents to evoid the etrees 
concentrations of differential pressurisetlon and 
chemsl cycling. The result has the eppesranea of 
sn aacbor-perforstlon (ngure 42) end in one eense 
nsy be thought of es the ultimte dcvclotMot of 
Che secant fillet under the etrees rsinforcaaent 
theory.

Onfortunetely, the large ness of the anchor 
mr^ or tines is subject to abeer failure at the 
stteclaent bridge, end the deaign has ssUon been 
used in practice. 4n unfortunate chsrecterUtic 
of the anchor configurstion is also the presence 
of a dstschsbU silver, reeultlng fron the neetlng 
cf baming frosta froe Utersl weba before sll 
icMrdly-supperted propsllsnt hss been consunsd. 
This breakup produces an irrsfolsricy In tbs 
perfomsttce curve md is generally undesirable.
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4a»ClMr laCOTMtl^ graU U Ch« **4ogbMa'* parforatlM 
(?lf«r« 43). nia 4«atg» e«a W apfroslMtad U •

•WMC arntm m m i
4—Ijw Um ac«c«4 abawa, vlU ba faaad ■orpbalaflcaUy tm ba 
^art af a taaaaaalc caaclaaM aa4 cbaa racagalaabla aa ta
prabatla acUlty ami (aactiaMl ebaractarUtica?

fka tap ilaaaaloaal paraaatrU daalga af Cba aCar, 
wbaal, ami daadrlta parfaratad ayataa. ar cba (t«ara af

n«wa 4)

perMacrta fpartag arataa. altb cba aclfaUclaa cbac cba 
faapaarUi flllac (a) bacaaaa tt«*, tba aaar rayaUa aaalabaa. 
Md Cba braakravad ai«la (!) bacaaaa raUcad ca 9(f*« «. It 
U aacad, bavavar, cbac cba blfbar-ardar dopbaaa daalga caa- 
talM a aMll daCacbabU flllac, ablcb U aac praaaac la a 
craa a^oaabaal daal«a. Ic U cbarafara aaapaccad cbat cbla 
daalfa U darlaad U part fraa cba aaebar-yarfaratad praU 
U ablcb Cba la^tb af cba claaa baa dlalalabad ca cba aad- 
rawda aaly (n«ara 44)* TbU axarclaa aatpaaCa cbac acbar 
f-Tlp-T. abatbar U twa ar cbraa dlaaaalaaa, aaalysad faaa* 
claaally aa abava, aad aptlalaad aaalrcleally ar grapbleally 
ca Cba aaM abjaeclaaa af parfaraaaea aapriMad U tba grata

raaalaciaa af cba aaalycleal eoaaeyl, paralc ai^llclc a^raa 
aiaa far bacb balUaclc aad acractaral daflalclaa. ■aaaaar, 
ta abcala addlclaaal baralag aarfaca araa la tba faraard aaa- 
tiaa, far addlclaaal dagraaa af fraadaa cbaa abcalaabla fraa 
cba alagla fUrad aarfaca af cba raanryl, flM ar alaia aca 
aaglayad abaaa radlaa «aaU aacaad tba aft apaalag af Cba wama^ 
aagaa chabbar, Cbaa ragalrt^ iMarclaa af a ealUgai^U eara 
caapcMrl af aagaadabla aacarUl aach aa atyrefoaa (Plgara 4S). 
U addicaa ta cba apaclflc cbraa*dlaaaalaaal flMcyl rnagafar 
pragraa, a gaaarallaad aaetar aarfaca dlaglacaaaat aatbod la^a* 
valapad Chat U capable af avaluatlaa ,avaa If aaC afaCbaalalMt 
alaaat aay ayataa af faadcaaital gacaacrlcal alMcata: pyraaldai 
cylladara, aad apbarlcal aacclaaa. Tbaaa art avalaacad by a

• fba ralaclaaablpa af aarlaaa grata daalga Cypaa, aa dlacaa- 
•ad bare. My ba rarlawad U tba aalaacad flla Aarajat Pradae- 
Claa 4b4, **1Wa-DlMaalaaal Grata Daalga,'* praparad far Cba Air 
Parca aadar caacract AP M(411)-43Sd (14 m. cdlar, aauad, li 
ala). Tbla file abewa the aarphalagtcal traaaferaaclaa bac

aaaa aarlaaa grata daalga cypaa aad tba eaatral af dagraaa af 
fraadaa far aattafytag a parfaraaaea cunra.

k
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+■ if

■i^mii«i fW »i>«rlMl tnl* m4 fl«» «f
n«*l«ciM 0<»^u. mU k. fonlMK f»r MCk 
trail kaalga araaa lactlaa aal alUrtlc kaa< eaa- 
tm.** k ckras-4lMalaaal alUtat ar ractar «!•- 
tlacaMU attraack aaa akaatal aa tka aalT MlaaraaUy 
affaeclaa aackal at liial aa< grata affacta aBalyala.
Ikla U kaaa4 aa 4tftaraatlatli« tka rolaaa alMat 
titaaia taa aaceaaatra yrojaetlaaa at tka aaiaal 
karal^ aartaca, te aktaU aaaa aarfaca araa at a 
tlM U karmlaj. aa akaaa la ngara 47. Tkla kaa 
tka I4aaarata tkat It alao yl«Ma tka aaaaata aa4 
grokaeta af latactU, tka eaatar at aaaa, t>4 tka 
total aaaa rata af ckai^. Daalfaatad tka Naara 
Natkaf**’** It aaglaya aaall alaaaata af grapallaat 
baaa«a4 ky aaiaaU ta tka laaar yrayallaat aarfaca.
Tka aMlyaU tkaa tracaa tka ylaaar ragraailaa of 
tka ynaaa faraaf ky eolaeUaat oata of kaaoHag ylwa tm 
tka llroctlaa af aataaU to tka karalat aarfaca aatll latar- 
aactloa ar yrlor eaaai^tloa ky aaatkar karmlag fraot. Ikla 
U alolUr ta tka talllar toe flaaaaloaal tragklcal caaatraf 
tlaa af karalaa fraat caataara. ta aatraM caaaa, for aoaliR> 
atlaa of flaal daattaa. a aarlaa of tkrai fla—laaal aadala 
af tka yaaltlaa of tka karalag aarfaca aoy ka aaaatraetad, 
aa akaaa la Mgaraa 44 aad 4«.
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kMtt frMd of ofty roocrietloa ee el«Mlc«lly 
fimmd coofItwaciou (or «*lch pa»Mtrlc MalytUal

MlntlOM aro •oall^lo, tbo Mthod cm b« appllW ta

■oft'UBifocB boralaf ratM* raavltla« (rea ataadlag



gridlasta, BultlliropeiUot fabrication or polar- 
laad filoMot bumint.’^

-?;■

M

Sub»*queat atudlM under that progm 
dcvelopaitnt of finite eleaent i 

tural anelyeU end experlnentel pboco-etrens techniques.

b«ve been directed to the dcirelopaienc of finite eleaent etruc-
93

the vector dUpUceMnt Mthod he* been node operetloael 
by Fecerson. et e^. of Hercul.ee/aecchae.Ihle Method re- 
qulree only thet the »reltj be deecribed in terse of four 
baeic input figuree: e cylinder, a fruatnai of a right
circular coca, a right trleogular prlau, or a sphere (Figure 
50). Elesents can be defined as either propellant or void 
to produce exceedingly couplex configurations, as the flnocyl 
of Figure 51 ahovn in clesental partition in Figure 52. To 
siJBulace teimli^* each figure expands or contracts as ap' 
proprlate until It Intereects and Is overcoM by or auper- 

MSIC fttoKS m neB-sufesiOM eensuae cawe »«ai tenes

tVOiM

iMieS rmaot Owfi

tti
taHnW Ftfirti M S* Vae

Figure 50

Longitudinal Section of Bore and Fin 
in Flnocyl Propellant Charge 

Figure 51

Slawlatlon of Grain Void by Using 
elemental Ccosetrical Figures

Figure 52
cedes another figure, and the record of such surfaces Is Inte

grated to give the Masa flow generation at any tine. The 
•athod obviates fomldable graphical or Modeling epproaehea to 
the eveluatlon of three-dlMenelonal eberge configurations, the 
entire grain la considered as a three-dlMenalonal whole, as la 
necaaaary for structural analyala, rather then e series of two- 
dlMenalonal croaa-aectlona. It la thus not necessary that the 
configuration ba a figure of revolution, elthough this sIm- 
pllfles the input and would bring the problss back under the 
province of the theorem of Pappus. Although the method le 
applicable to grelna of any web thlckncas, it trill generally 
be used for relatively thick-vebbed grains (web 0.6 of the 
radius or greater) in relatively short length-to-diametcr 
ratios, where two-dimenslonel solutions with mere end-effects 
corrections would be inadequate. For frequently used con

figurations, s peremetrlc style pre-load can be devised to 
expedite the generalised coordinate evaluation.

Frum this generalised point of view, it is instructive to 
re-examine the conventional approach to the parametric two- 
dlmenaienal designs. It will be seen chat there were fortuit

ously developed two different sequences in cxealnlng the tra

ditional star-perforated cross-section.

B. Degrees of Freedom and Construction Sequence in the 
Thlokol end Aerojet Meximun Parsmctric Two-Dimensional

Figure S3 dcfloas the Ihiokol and Aerojet aystama of para

metric definition of the universal two-dlmanalonal grain cross- 
aactioo previously described In Figure 8, IS and 20-22 for 
Aerojet end Figure 23 for Thlokol. However Aerojet does not 
have analytical provision for the allvar-mlnlmlslng **brokan- 
back" feature aeeo In the letter. Alternating Che long 
and short protrusions forms the forked wagonwheel (Boeing/



COMPARISON OF KNDRITÏ PARAMETRIC SYSTEMS 

I I 
1 

BMlnÿThlotol IS 
variable Input) 
Uzlmuth system) 

NO 131 
RF 14) 
TAUW 15) 

Aerojet (17 variable Input) 
(functional system) 

Symmetry numbe'T 
Charge radius h“" 
Web thlcknes' J 

K5 (16), R6 (17)* 

lC, In (Implicit) 
A03 I«), A04 (9) 

Lg (211 
R4Í15I 
A02(71 

R3 (141, R7118) 

IA 120), LE (22) 
A01 (61, A05 (101 

R21131, R8 (191 —- 
LS 1 ( 11), LS2 ( 12) I Height ol protrusion 

Secant fillet angle 

-Tangen'ml fillet radius— 

Tangential BCt a.igle 
—Nea rayslde length - 
Nur nyslde azimuth 

Insldi break lenÿh 
Inslie break radius 
Inslfe break azimuth 

- Breakround radius — — 

Far rayslde length 
Far rayslde azimuth 

Breakround angle 

Outside round radius - - 

■ All dual values refer to major and minor protrusion respectively. 
Parentheses indicate computer order of input 

Thiokol)* or the generalized dendrite (Aerojet). This in¬ 

cludes the mino, protrusion created by a normal wagonwheel, 

except that in the Thiokol design a "broken-back wagonwheel 

has been used for the major protrusion while in the Aerojet 

design a normal wagonwheel is used. The "broken-back" 

feature accounts for the 20 variables input in the Boeing/ 

Thiokol design compared to 17 cited for the Aerojet design. 

The central column shows the comparison of the variables in 

the two systems. 

1. The first three variables (symmetry number, charge 

radius, and web thickness) are single valued and common to 

both design systems. For all remaining variables, except 

for th nree associated with the Thiokol "broken-back" 

feature, there are two values, referring to the major and 

minor protrusions respectively (sub 1 and sub 2 in the Aero¬ 

jet nomenclature; no direct association in the Thiokol sym- 

bols). 

2. From this point the comparison is superficially dif- 

ferent in that Thiokol designates explicitly the height of 

the protrusion and then begins a traverse along the rayslde 

towards the case-bonded web; whereas Aerojet designates ex- 

Figure 53 

plicitly a secant fillet angle 0, and then proceeds to con¬ 

struct a traverse towards the extremity of the protrusion. 

There is also the difference that Thiokol uses the azimuth 

angle with respect to the protrusion bisector to define the 

direction of the next linear segment, whereas the Aerojet 

construction cites the actual angle of bending between each 

successive set of line segments. 

* Citation of Aerojet or Thiokol refers to references 76 and 

81 respectively. The latter, although a Boeing report, is 

based on the Thiokol analysis system. 

Thus for the comparison of parameters, they should be 

read from bottom-to-top for the Thiokol oonstruotion sequence, 

whereas they should be read from top-to-bottom for the Aerojet 

plotting method. The first dual variable (height of major/ 

minor protrusion - Thiokol) has no Aerojet analogy, while the 

last variable (secant fi).let angle 0 - Aerojet) has no Thiokol 

analogy. Furthermore, after constructing the outside round 

radius in either system, the far rayslde length will be ex- 

plicitely input by Thiokol, whereas it will be implicit to 

the Aerojet method. Conversely near the end of the table, it 

will be noted that the near rayslde length (Aerojet) is a 

mandatory input, while in the '"-iokol system this quantity is 

considered an implicit quantity. It is thus seen that there 

is a direct parallel between the systems, except that one 

method locates the extremity of the protrusion initially and 

constructs towards the web with the last rayslde (near the 

web) implicit, while the other procedure commences at the 

! ! 
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«•b ind construct* towsrds th* cxtrsnlty with the last rayslde 

(Mai the ext realty) Implicit. 

Along the rayelde the radii of juncturea ara expreaaed 

In parallel faahlon, while the anglea are parallel In occur¬ 

rence hot different In raferanca. The Thlokol ayatem uaea 

an aalMith angle aeaeured with reapect to the permanent pro- 

trualon blaactor axle, whereas the Aerojet method takes the 

actual angle of Intaraectlon between adjacent linear segmenta. 

It la not the purpose here to discuss which Is the "bet¬ 

ter ayatem: protruslon-to-wab or web-to-protrualon sequence 

and aslauthal or Included angle reference, since either system 

can be programmed for accurate convergence in iigltal computers 

and will be easiest to use by those to whom It is familiar. 

The comparison made In this manner la intended to assure that 

the degrees of freedom In the parametric expression are equal 

(allowing for the extra broken-back In the Thlokol design). 

This has been show.: to ba exactly satisfied by offset of ex¬ 

plicit for Implicit variables or vice verse In the pa’-ameter 

list. 

C. Control Zones Versus Functional Zones for Interpretation 
of Performa», a 

Regardless of the input system used, it will be Imsedlately 

necesaary for the computer to calculate a number of "control 

values" or "plane constants." Thuse are shown In Figure SA 

to consist primarily of the Cartesian coordinates of the 

center of all fillats and outside rounds, from which the 

progressive (from fillets) or regressive (from outside rounds) 

circular arc segmenta will emanate. This defines the growth 

or shortening of adjacent linear segments. Figure S3 shows 

how the configuration la broken into control sonea, within 

which a single analytical function defines the behavior of 

the burning periphery segment. Figure S6 defines the specific 

construction of the reference segment (LA) In the far rayslde. 

The functional significance of the control zones la indicated 

In Figure S7. It la Intuitively obvious that regardless of 

the parematric sequence by which the Initial configuration 

was defined with the option of one or the other of several 

explicit/Implicit sets, the Cartesian coordinates of the 

radial canters and tha corresponding functional zone boun- 

darlec will be the same. These may have form.iliv different 

analytical expressions depending on the choice of evaluation 

aaquanca In transcendental expression of the coordinate 

CARTESIAN COORDINATES AND RADII Of CENTERS Of 
All FILLETS AND ROUNDS 

INCLUDED ANGUS AND DEFINING CHORDS FOR AU 
FILIEIS AND ROUNDS 

Protrusion 

^ Future 
2 Secant fillet 3 

141 by 
difference 

6-7 Tang, fillet 
4-5 Broken-beck 
2 Outside 

round 
L, g Far rayslde 

"(Not applicable) 

9-10 

12 

•t 

Figure 55 
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values, but theoretically they would all be convertible to a 

common system. 

KFINITICN OF KKKNCf SEGMENT <UU IN FM 
BAVSlOl IV PBOjfCTION OF 

WEAK ANGLE 

FUNCTI )NAL ZONES FOR BURNING ANALYSIS OF GENERAL 
FORKED WAGON WHEEL GRAIN CONFIGURATION 

uniqueness between systems. The modest effort required for 

this purpose is recommended. 

This would have the added benefit of tending to develop 

a common descriptive nomenclature free of any conflict of the 

"official minimum Inputs" which now tends to hold the systems 

at bay. 

D. Degeneracy From Maximum Parametric to Simpler Designs 

''ertaln quantities are subject to nominal assignments in 

preliminary design, and in fact to degeneracy to simpler design 

forms. Thus when the second set values are omitted (all sub¬ 

script 2 values set to zero), the Thiokol forked wagonwbefci 

becomes only a simple broken-fcack wagonwheel, or If the broken- 

back feature is set to zero, then the design becomes Identical 

to the Aerujet wagonwheel (resulting from zeroing-out all sub¬ 

script 2 values from the dendrite). That is, by allowing the 

mid-rayside and mid-break parameters (A02, LB, A03 - Thiokol) 

to vanish, the original general forked wagor.wheel becomes 

an ordinary wagonwheel (Figure 58). If the values associated 

with the "break" are further allowed to vanish, the design 

becomes simply r. star-parforated design (Figure 59). 

NAGCN mm COMM CURAT I CM INPUTS 

Figure 57 

T 

The actual computer time of the control parameter eval¬ 

uation for the input check in either system is so small that 

it would be conceivable to program a self-checking input system 

whereby the parametric input of the system was converted to 

the common Cartesian definitions, and then the analogous para¬ 

metric boundary description was output for the other option 

This would be a total check on the validity and reasonableness 

of the input assignment, and remove permanently any sense of 

Finally by forcing all azimuth angles to be equal (Thiokol 

A01 ■ A02 - A03) and inputing only the tangential fillet radius 

(R5) and the outside round radius (R2) along the universal 

charge radius and web thickness, the Thiokol system can de¬ 

fine a slotted ccne design with input of the height of pro¬ 

trusion (LSI) and the insert of a circular bore with angle 

theta zero (TH "zero") as shown in Figure 60. This is anala- 

gous to the partially-slotted shell previously described for 
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Aarojat ln Figura 26. It la alao poaalbla ln tha ganaralliad 

Thlokol Input to aat all valuaa axcapt charge radlua and web 

thlcknaaa to «aro, whence tha croae-sactlou reducea to alaply 

an Internal-burning cylinder or ahall grain. 

The principia (actor (or choice o( calculating ayatan, 

since tha actual evaluation a(tar daternlnatlon o( Cartesian 

control and (unctlonal tona linea la analytically équivalant, 

la convent area o( assigning and revising input variables. 

A bay (actor is height of protrusion. In taparad bora 

grainy designad to nlnlnlaa tha aroalva burning by enlarging 

tha port aa tha nass (low la incraawntad, it is convenient to 

assign a prescribed tapar to tha height o( tha grain. This 

la explicitly dona in tha Thlokol ayatan, but nuat ba lapllc- 

itly arrived at by the several paraaatara asking up tha pro¬ 

trusion construction in tha Aerojet ayatan. This la only an 

illusionary convenience however, since the auccaaslve scalar 

paranatera (lengths and radii) are absolute and not (ractlonal 

to tha protrusion height, and mist ba specldcally progressed 

(or taper whether beginning at a tapered height oí protrusion 

(Thlokol) or at a web base to construct a protrusion (Aarojat). 

Tha relative ability to identliy and aanipulata control sonas 

(or generating tha structural modal and (eedback of strass 

relieving revisions Is thus the final criteria for coordinate 

system selection. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Four principles describe the design of solid propellant 

grains: (1) The first derivative of the burning surface area 

with respect to distance burnt should be approximately sero 

(neutral burning) to asaure maximum thrust coefficient com¬ 

mensurate with chsaber strength. (2) The second derivativa 

of burning surface area should be preferably negative, and 

certainly not positive, to allow a reduced initial surface 

area to be compensated by eroaiva-burnlng without exceeding 

the rated operating pressure, and yat to permit a terminal re- 

grasslvlty to minimise tha peak acceleration Imparted at wab 

burnout. (3) Tha chamber interior surface should be protected 

by a layer of case-bonded propellant for as much of the ana 

and as long a portion of tha duration as prscticabls. Exposure 

in tha forward stagnation region with ablative insulation may 

ba tolerable if it simplifias tha ballistics in tha main and 

aft section of the chamber. (A) The propellant grain should 

obtain support from the chamber thruout tha consumption of tha 

grain, and should adjust to thermal and pressure environments 

with a minimus of stress concentrations resulting from bound- 

arias between conflicting atrasa elements, as notches, case- 

propellant Junctures, ate. 

Th® ,t*r-w»»onwheal-dendrite internally-perforated grain 

daslgn system is fully dascrlbad analytically with up to 20 

parameters in the cross-section, and can ba optimised for 

neutrality, progresslvlty or ragresslvlty (first derivativa) 

by control of sjmmatry number and fillet angles. It achieves 

second derivative control by tha relation of tha critical 

burning distança to the wab, and the exhaustion timas of tha 

breakrounds and other features of tha protrusion. It is es¬ 

sentially case-bonded and without exposure of tha chamber wall 

except for and-effecta. Support by the cesa is completa os 



long at Che rayalde doaa not diverge from the protruaion bl- 

eector Inwardly (detachable ellver or alug). 

The alotted cylinder charge haa a diecontlnuoue flret 

derivative, with an Inherently negative aecond derivative, 

making it balllatlcally daeirable, but It employa exposure 

of the chamber wall to control Che b trnlng aurface and la 

thus dependent on the quality and placement of insulation to 

preserve mass ratio. However, it does not have the sliver 

that a fully chamber-protecting star-wagonwheel-dendrite con¬ 

figuration would need. The slot configuration relieves Che 

hoop stress in the propellant grain, but if concentrated 

only in the forward end to minimize ablation duty, results 

in a stress concentration at the juncture with the major 

cylindrical section 

The dogbone and anchor grains are variations from the 

wagonwheel to minimize stress concentration between the case- 

bonded web and the protrusion but give technically inferior 

ballistics in return for the structural advantage. Since 

the ballistic sacrifices are quantitative, l.e., predictable 

in thrust-time performance curve and missile range, while 

the structural gains are qualitative, dapending on mechanical 

properties of the propellant, the environmental exposure, 

photoelastic tests and correlations; these designs receive 

reluctant consideration by balllsticisna. 

Cartridge-loaded graine of the free-standing tube, shell- 

and-rod, or shell end-tube type do not offer a negative second 

derivative, have poor chamber protection and support, and 

receive logistic consideration for low weight fraction situ¬ 

ations only. 

In addition, free-standing grains require a high modulus 

propellant not compatible with case-bonding. Multi-perforated 

grains have a positive first derivative unless the external 

surface is burning, and yield a detached sliver. 

Multipropellant grains based on the refraction of the 

burning front between propellants of differing burning rates 

satisfy all four principles of design within a two-dimensional 

cross-section including especially the negativity of second 

derivative, chamber protection without web, and fillets with¬ 

out sliver penalty, but are succeeded by monocoque grains on 

the basis of casting cost. 

Monocoque grains are necessitated by the filament-wound 

chamber whose openings are too small for core withdrawal. The 

collapelble or consumable core technology thus required elso 

makes it possible to locate slots and related ballistic fea¬ 

tures in the forward section while leeving a sinpls circular 

bore in the mid and aft section. Since end-effects pradonieMe 

in such a configuration, the first derivative of the burning 

surface area is controlled primarily by the length-to-dlameter 

ratio, the second derivative is suitably negative, the chamber 

is protected from propellant flame except in the suitable 

forward stagnation area, where insulation is strategically 

placed, and the circular-bore main section is relatively stress- 

free except for the juncture point with the forward ballistic 

detail. 

litese monocoque grains may be known as conocyl, flnocyl, 

star-ln-a-pocket, or winged slot. They are ultimate designs 

providing that the burning rate, duration and diameter permit 

the high web thickness (0.7 - 0.8 of the charga radius) 

characterizing the cylindrical main section. They are de¬ 

scribed parametrically in liiulted forms,but in general re¬ 

quire a vector surface displacement type of belllstic calcu¬ 

lation based on prism, cone and sphere representation, rather 

than an analytical calculation. This differs from the pri¬ 

marily two-dimensional, thinner web, star-wagonwheel-dendrite 

systems which are used in long length-to-dlametar ratio cham¬ 

bers and where burning rate is not adequate for the thick- 

webbed cylindrical section. The "slots" in a flnocyl or 

star-ln-a-pocket configuration are usually dlmlnultlve and so 

close together that they perform balllatlcally not as slots 

but as star cross-sections, so that the detail analyala of 

the flnocyl continues to employ he star-wagonwheel-dendrite 

parametric logic in segments. A similar principle applies to 

the structural analysis, since a full three-dimensional treat¬ 

ment both longitudinal and crosa-aectlonal exceeds the coor¬ 

dinate definition capacity of the structural analyala pro¬ 

grams. 

Finally coordinate system selection between azimuthal and 

vector displacement methods, although producing equivalent 

numerical results, differs in ease of recognizing control 

zones and performing a logical revision of parameters for maxi¬ 

mum relief of stress concentration commensurate with maximum 

sacrifice of ballistic performance. 
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Actlaa TIm - Dm tt«> M akldi tkrat la aa lso(ar coa- 

al4araa alfalflcaat Co tha alaaloii, aa "lOt actlaa 
CIm" »haa tha thraat haa Ucmfi to 101 af Ita 
aaaraoa aalaa ta kata tlaa. (lUaatratlaa kalaa)

CtrtOia LoaOaO l»ai«a - rnpallaat fralala) aaparititf
aaat ta4 laaattW la cha cha*ar alU «atai*itla aft

lachoT (haakar-rarfaracaf) Crala Daai«a - aa latanal-
karalaf alaply-rnaaictaf trata caafliaratloa faiaaf
by a kria«a af yrapallaat caaaactaf ____
ta tha caat-boBfad aab aad aup- 
portlat tva aaaular aactloaa X
af lataraal-a.taraal buralaf / J J
irala, kaaaa aa aiaa at tlaaa af tha I 1
aachar, aad foialaf a parfararlea
rasMblli^ ae anchor-ahapad flow 
spaca. Nay ba tanaralliad la blghar 
ayMCry wabara. laa a ualaaa aafatlva aacoad da-
rlvaclaa for a aladly-coaMctad, alafla propallaat, 
fully cbaabar-prr*^accla9 grala doalga.

eloauraa. Supportad by caapraaaloa trapa or appear 
luga- lagulraa a high aodulua propallaat aot aulc- 
abla for vlda taaparatara raaga. aad aabja^Ca cNaaMr
aali to dlract flaaa of propallaat gaaaa («•« Caaa- 
iofidad Charga).

glprepallaat Sllvarlaaa Grata - Tha blpropallai 
charga aaploya tha rafraccloe of cha lit 
paaolag through aa latarfaca batwaaa 
propallaata of dtffarlag burning rataa. 
ao orlaatad that afcar rafractlag» tha 
llaa of bumii^ alll ba aoraal to tha 
chaabar wall. If, la addition. Cha 
Initial aurfaca la ao ralatad to tha 
bumlag rata ratio that all thaaa 
llaaa of bumlag ara axhauatad at 
tha aaaa tlaa. than a allvarlaaa, 
Intamal-bumlng (blpropallaat) 
grain will ba achlawad. Tha daalgn 
Bay ba OMCutad la 2, 3. aad 4 
ayaaatry for prograaalva. aaotral. 
aad ragraaaiva parfocBaaca. ra- 
apactlvaly.

Caaa-londad Propallaat Charga • Propallaat eaat dlractly lata 
tha rockat chaBbar, aaparatad only by a bonding llaar, 
and darlwlng acrwcCaral aopport froa tha rtiwditr aad 
giving thamal protactleo to tha chaabar. facrlflelal 
Inaulatlon of tha chaabar ragulrad only uadar alota 
aad at Intaraactloa with aad eloauraa whara wab will 
ba praaaturaly a^iauatad (aaa Slottad Crala).

‘aaad - Tha ontalda rowad ocearriag 
at a braak daflalag tha aaar 
and far rayalda of a pro- 
craalon in an intaraal-bumlag 
grala daalgn. Tha braak la tha 
charactarlatlc of a wagowdiail 
daalgn that aakaa It dlatlnctlwa 
froa a atar.
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Par lapalda, 1^
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aoaauraa Cha Joint affoct of allvar aad daviaclon 
froa aautrallcy uadar actual condltlona of thmat laaa 
in a aoasla aa a function of altltuda or back praaaura. 
Good In avaluating progranaiva, nautral. aad ragraa- 
alva grain daaigna. (lllnatratioa balow)

CoBoeyl Grain Dnalga * An axla; 
circularly parforatad 
IttCamal-bumlng cyllndar 
natad with a conical alaaaat 
In cha forward portion of tha 
chaabar to fom a flarad or 
fuBBol-ahapad flow apaca. 
taraad coaocyl for eoaa-la- 
cyllndar.

itrle charga foraad by a

Critical humlng Dlataaca - Olotaaea fraa cha initial aur
faca along cha boundary baewnan tha taagauilal flllat 
aad tha procruaion to tha far aaetor bumdary (ana 
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Multi-Annular - A propellant charge composed of opposite 

concentric radial burning surfaces» as a set of con¬ 

centric tubular charges, and thus having «ore than 

one web thickness on a radius. Exempt from the 

generalisation of web thickness as a fraction of 

charge radius, except as a measure of the number of 

annular elements. Related morphologically to the 

anchor-perforated grain as a transitional case to the 

case-bonded internal-burning design. 

Multi-Perforated - A grain configuration containing more than 

one internal perforation, and thus not singly connected 

in free surface. Can only be pro¬ 

gressive in burning surface area 

when externally restricted until 

web between perforations is burnt 

through. Used as a free-standing 

grain with internal-external burning 

of seven equally spaced circular 

perforations for the Rodman artillery 

grain. 

Negative Hedge Angle - A structural designation for a star- 

perforated grain design in which the 

sides of adjacent protrusions form a 

negative angle looking outward from 

the center of the charge (this design 

usually contains only a tangential 

fillet but in any case, the sum of 

the secant and tangential fillet 

angles must be less than 90”). 

Neutrality - Constant burning surface area, pressure or 

thrust with respect to distance burnt or time, as a 

neutral performance curve, distinguished from pro¬ 

gressive (increasing with time) or regressive (de¬ 

creasing with time) (see Configuration Efficiency). 

Outside Round - A circular arc forming 

a portion of the free boundary 

of a grain design such that 

the directrix lies on the 

solid side of that boundary. 

This feature decreases in 

length as it burns and 

vanishes when the burning 

distance equals its initial 

radius. The converse of an 

inside round or fillet which 

Increases in surface area as 

it burns. Outside Round 

of Radius y 

Inside' 

Round or 

Fillet of 

Radius y 

Rayside - The linear segment of 

a protrusion in * case- 

bonded grain (e.g. star- 

perforated) immediately 

adjacent to the attachment 

fillet, the normal to which 

at this point defines the 

critical burning distance 

(yA). For the wagonwhesl 

design, two raysides must 

be distinguished, the "near" 

adjacent to the tangential 

fillet and case-bondad web, 

and the "far" separating the 

break-round and the outside 

round. 

Rayside Clearance - Nearest approach of the boundary of a 

protrusion to the ref arenca axis or wab bisector, and 

thus defining the minimum structural wsb of the 

casting core, or to the adjacent protrualon in a 

dendrite. Significant also in radial equalisation 

of chamber pressure in highly convoluted bores. 

Reduced Web Thickness - The ratio of web thickness to charge 

radius in correlating grain configuration Independent 

of site. 

Reference Axis - The radius or sector boundary bisecting the 

web at the nearest approach 

to the chamber wall. 

Rod - An external-burning free¬ 

standing propellant element 

of constant outer radius, 

necessarily regressive- 

burning when standing alone. 

Secant Fillet - An inside round in 

the free surface of a grain- 

design whose center of 

curvature is congruent with 

that of the outer boundary 

of the charge. 

Second Derivative (Ballistic Performance Curve) - The second 

derivative of the burning surface area with respect 

Penta-Star Grain Design - A star-perforated grain design in 

symmetry of five, which represents the progressive 

side of the neutrality threshold for ideal star- 

perforated grains (sector half-angle - 1 radian) 

without end-effects. Actually penta-star and lower 

synaaetry number grain designs are usually combined 

with significant regressive end-effects to secure 

overall neutrality of total burning surface area. 

Port Area - The fraction of a charge cross-section repre¬ 

sented by flow space (compliment of the Volumetric 

Loading Factor). 

Positive Wedge Angle - A structural designation for a star- 

perforated grain design in which the 

sides of adjacent protrusions form a 

positive angle looking outward from 

the center of the charge (this design 

must contain a aecant fillet aa de¬ 

fined in the ballistic nomenclature 

and the sum of the secant and tangent 

fillet angles must exceed 90”). 

to distance burnt, which is aero for peripheries 

composed of tangential inside rounds (fillets) and 

linear segments (see Tail-off), positive for outside 

rounds or flats (concave curve), and negative for non- 

tangentlal inside rounds (convex curve) such as cusped 

boundaries or non-concentrlc Intersections with the 

chamber wall. 

Shell - An internal-burning case-bonded propellant element 

of constant inner radius, necessarily progressive 

burning when standing alone. 

Shell-and-Rod Charge - Combination of an internal-burning 

shell grain and an external burning rod grain to give 

neutrality to the total charge design. Mtactadsllm 

Sliver - A segment of propellant remaining 

unburnt when the chamber wall be¬ 

comes exposed to direct propellant 

flame in a case-bonded grain. 
As attached sliver, it will be 

consumed at decreasing pressure 

(i.e., forming tailoff), which 

is not a complete loss but re¬ 

duces the overall configuration 

efficiency. Detached sliver is 

physically lost from the chamber 

and detracts from usable propellant 

and can cause ballistic irregularity. 
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Slotted Grein - Structurellv. a grain dealgn having aldea of 

adjacent protrualona parallel 

ao aa to fon a alot cut froe 

the Inner bore aurface towarda 

the caae-bondad web. The 

cue of the aecant and tangent 

flllata la apadfically 90*. 

sum » eaois« »»m 

1 I 
»alllatlcallv. the parallel condition la an Imaterial 

caae of the ati i atar-parforated 

grain (balllatlc continuity 

between poaltlve and neg¬ 

ative wedge anglea). and 

the algnlflcant condition 

for plotting la whether the 

Tall-off - A rapid decline of chanbar preaaure or thruat 

occurring In a parfomance _ 

curve when the principal 

burning fronte have been 

exheuated. Comencet at 

wab burnout tlm and 

repreaenta the rapid dacreaae 

in aurfaca area aaaodatad 

with allver conauaptlon, 

aagnlfied by the dacreaae In thruat coefficient and 

elongation of tlm - corresponding to decreaelng 

preaaure, aodified by the dlecharga of chanbar 

capacitance. 

critical burning diatance terminates on the far aector 

boundary or on the charge circumference (l.e., uses 

exhauatlon of the protrualon or expoaure of the cham¬ 

ber wall as the neutrality control device). 

Star (Star-Perforated) Grain Dealgn - An Internal-burning 

caae-bonded grain dealgn composed of Identical pro¬ 

trualona where the aide of the protrusion la unbroken 

fron the attachment fillet at the case-bonded web to 

the commencement of rounding or flat at the extremity 

of the protrualon. 

Star-Hagonwhael-Dendrlte - A ayatem 

of parametric definition of 

grain designa for ballistic 

analysis, wherein the 

mathematical model of the 

dendritic-perforated grain 

contains that of the 

wagonwheel and star aa 

special caaea. 

Tapered Star Configuration - Uses overly 

progressive aft conflgu: itio , 

neutral midshlpa, and elonl .ted 

highly regressive fore ser ion 

to achieve overall neutrality 

of burning aurface area with 

the port apace increasing with 

mesa flow to minimize erosive- 

burning. For web > y„, com¬ 

pensation by end effects required 

to avoid K 

terminal , \ 

progrès- 1 'i i 

slvlty of 

croas- 

sectlon. 

0 
0 
§ 

Independent Parametera (17) 

R W y y. y 

c *1.Z bl,2 cl,2 

h,2 8 ^.2 81,2 *l,i 

Stress Concentration Factor - A factor obtained from photo- 

elastic specimen teats versus 

finite difference stress 

network calculations 

which multiplies the 

atreae which would 

exlat In a 

circular bore 

grain dealgn of 

the asms web 

thickness, and thus 

accounts for the 

contribution of re¬ 

inforcing elements resulting 

from protrualon or convolution on the propellant 

inner surface. 

Tangential Fillet - An Inside 

round In the free aurface 

of a grain dealgn that 

meets the adjacent 

bcundatles tangentially, 

and thus projects a 

straight line through 

Its center aa the 

boundaries Jointly regress. 

(Serves to connect the case- 

bonded wab to the pro¬ 

trualon, whose equivalent 

of web la measured by yt.) 

Tubular Charge - A free-standing Internal-external burning 

grain having a neutral burning aurface area. 

Volumetric Loading Factor - The fraction of a charge croaa- 

sectlonal area represented by propellant (used In 

weighted configuration efficiency). 

Uagonwheel (Wagonwheel-Perforated) Grain Design - An Internal¬ 

burning case-bonded grain 

dealgn composed of 

identical protrusions 

where the side of the 

protrusion la broken 

to approach parallelIty 

between adjacent pro¬ 

trualona In the Inner¬ 

most segment, and dis¬ 

plays a poaltlve wedge 

angle for the segment 

nearest the web, giving 

a spoke and hub appearance 

to the flow space. 

Web - Literally membrane or covering, structurally the thlck- 

n.iss between opposite .— 

surfacee, as in a ^ 

beam. For ballistics,| pfT 

the depth of tha 

burning path from 

initial Ignition sur¬ 

face to primary ex¬ 

haustion of burning 

i'ronc or an Inert aur¬ 

face such as chamber. 

Thuc aaaoclatad with 

¿’■m time in data re¬ 

duction for average 

burning rate under 

motor conditions. 

Originating from 

aultiperforated 

grains, (actually, a 

double web In the balllatlc sense) and now applied 

singly to externally-restricted star-perforated 

grains (see Tangential Fillet). 

Web Burn Time - The tine required to burn through the pro¬ 

pellant web - generally the time for first expciui-e 

of the chamber wall in a etar-wagonwhaal-dandrxce 

type Internal-burning grain dealgn. 
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Hab Spectrum - K morphological lequence of Internal-burning 
grain deelgna of Incraaalng relative web thlckneee) 
In the eequence dendrlte-wegonwheel-etar-perforated 
(1/6, 1/5, 1/4 of the charge radius); thlck-web star, 
bipropellant allverlaaa (0.5-0.7 rel. web); slotted 
cylinder and conocyl (0.75-0 90 rel. web). Configu¬ 
ration efficiency and voltaetrlc loading factor In¬ 
crease systematically 0.91-0.98 and 0.60-0.90 
respectively, In thle order, while neutrality la 
Independent of length-to-dlameter ratio for relative 
web less then 0.5 radius, le typically 3:1 for the 
thlck-web-star and blpropallant, and becomes con¬ 
trolling at about 2:1 for tht slotted cylinder and 
concoyl. 

CM-bumlng grsln 

■Slot ina conocyl groins Mobtyg 
0.6 - 0.1 of radius) 

■TM« mb sttr groins Inquiring inb 
odor's or btpropollont lo noutrolM 

Sur tyîs groins (YVmW 

I Srb ly: llbto 112 rodiusl 

'ogonwOeel type groins 
iMDlyP l'bto 113 rodlusl 

Heb Thickness - The least distance from e point on the 
Initial Ignition surface of the propellant grain 
to the chamber wall, or to intercept another burning 
front causing a major decrease in burning surface . 
area (see Tangential Fillet). 

y* ■ Web locus - The grain design condition where the 
critical burning distance le meda equal to the web 
thlckneee ao that chamber wall exposure commences 
at the earns Instant that lateral burning of the 
protrusion is exhausted, so that there is neither 
poet-y* positive change of the second derivative, or 
web < ye excessive-silver generation (theoretical 
condition of minimum silver for maxima configuration 
efficiency at eea laval). Sea Tapered Star for 
web > y„. When yÉ > web, silver is excessive ea 
shown below. 

MK 

¡te type grains 
(wet) lyp 1/6 to 1/4 of radius! 

0.6 0.1 

Volumtric Loading Factor, v 

•«itm-f'Plinii 
•MMN - U Uni. 

Sb Si-ta tun y cat• mil 
CStnct the InltM fsyUM SnSb la 

'MmiMr sw wnm ■ iurtnl Msw T, 

tans a dmitar an « mes VOt 

■ni iharWiH Sw nylUi H 7 OS (. 
Thutthaparbtiaryu • ta'X»-Y cM{ 

•bbVT •■Ç' Ot ana £ ■ . y • . -a 

THE RELATIVE WEB SPECTRUM AND ATTRIBUTES OF NEUTRAL-BURNINC CHAIN DESIGNS 

Dendrite Wagonvheel Star 

Dendrite Voiture-roue Etoile 

dpeBOBHAtuitt Bar OHHon moJieeo 3»#»aoopasBiiI flayx ropanoix 

Bipropellant Slotted-cylloder 

Deux poudres Montalse-cylindre 

IKeJieBott Bspu 

Conllgureicn 

Relative Web 
Mlradiusl 

Dendrite 
llorlted eagonaiheell 

1 1 
8 ‘ 6 

Ideal SUr 
Wagcnadiaal IWab ( y.l 

c 
Ù 

Bipropellant Star 
Irdractive Intertaca) 

I m nOWM — Mbn. I 

Gross Volume 
loafing 

Sliver at Web 
Burnout 

Conflgurltior 

Elficiency 

Maaimum LID 
for Neutrality 

Shape of Ptr- 
formance Curva 
(Sign ot Second 
Oerlvatlvel 

Exposure Indax 

0.60 

2» 

got 

1 1 
5 ' I 

0.70 

3» 

V» 

0.3-0.4 

are 

5» 

33* 

0.45-0.60 

685 

4* 

35* 

0.6-0.1 

ago 

None 

36* 

Slotted Cylinder 

ai-at 

0.35 

End-Burning 
tdoorotni ' 

2 L/0 

LOO 

Nont 

iConstant crais- 
sodional oratl 

Exposure 

to fraction 
burnt 
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CALENDAR OF CONFERENCES AND SHORT COURSES 

PATE 

Apr. 6-9 

Apr. 8-9 

Apr. 8-11 

Apr. 14-16 

Apr. 16-17 

Apr. 28-30 

Apr. 28-H»y 1 

Apr. 29-May 1 

Apr. 29-May 2 

May 5-9 

May 5-9 

May 6-9 

May 7-9 

May 12-16 

May 13-16 

May 19-23 

May 19-30 

PUCE 

Washington. D. C. 

St. Louis. Missouri 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

New Orleans, La. 

New Orleans, La. 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

Washington, D. C. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Chicago, Illinois 

Detroit, Michigan 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Venice, ITALY 

Detroit, Michigan 

Philadelphia, Pa: 

Detroit, Michigan 

EUEWT 

ASME Metals Engineering 

4th Annual Synpoelua on High 
Performance Composites 

Acoustical Society of America 
Spring Meeting 

ASME/AIAA 10th Structures, 
Structural Dynamics and 
Materials Conference 

AIAA Structural Dynamics and 
Aeroelaatlc Specialists 
Conference 

AIAA 4th Aerodynamic Testing 
Conference 

American Physical Society 

Meeting 

Rubber Chemistry Division 
Meeting, American Chemical 
Society, Spring Meeting 

Society of Aerospace Materials 
and Process Engineers 15th 
National Symposium and Exhlb. 

Society of Plastics Engineers 
27th Annual Technical Confer¬ 

ence 

Polymer Conference Seriea, 
Fundamintali o( PolymM. 
Science 

INFORMATION 

ASME 
345 East 47th Street 
Net York, N. Y. 10017 

Monsanto Company 
800 N. Lindbergh Blvd. 
St. Louis, Missouri 63116 

Dr. Mary L. Harbold 
Temple University 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122 

A. H. Hausrath, General Chairman 
Bldg. 520, Room 144, TRW Systems 
P. 0. Box 1310, Norton AFB 
San Bernardino, California 92402 

H. Norman Abramson, Director 
Department of Mechanical Sciences 
Southwest Research Institute 

8500 Culebra Road 
San Antonio, Texas 78206 

Elmer G. Johnson, General Chairman 
Aerospace Research Laboratories 

WPAFB 

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr., APS Hdq. 
Pupin Physics Laboratories 
Columbia University 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

American Chemical Society 
1155 16th Avenue N. W. 
Washington, D, C. 20036 

A. F. Feldbush, SAMPE Hdq. 
P. 0. Box 613 
Azusa, California 

Director, Member Activities 
65 Prospect Street 
Stanford, Conn. 

Professor Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairman 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 
4001 West McNlchols Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 

SESA Spring Meeting 

2nd International Conference of 

Space Engineering 

Polymer Conference Series, 
Optical UelhocU oí PolymM 
Chasiacte/Uzation 

SESA Spring Meeting 

Polymer Conference Series, 
Mectatúcal and ThVmodynamic. 
PnopvUiU oi CuyitalLLni Poly- 
mint 

Dr. B. E. Rossi, Exec. Sec. 
21 Bridge Square 
Westport, Connecticut 06880 

Cdr. G. A. Partei 
Conference Organizer 
Centro Studi Trasporti Mlssllistici 
Via Squarelalupo, 19-A 

00162 Rome, ITALY 

Professor Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chslrman 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 

4001 West McNlchols Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 

Society for Experimental Stress Analysis 
21 Bridge Square, Westport, Conn. 06880 

Professor Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairman 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 
4001 West McNlchols Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 

Los Angeles, Calif. Aerospace Vehicle Systerv 
Engineering (Short Course) 

UCLA 
Engineering and Physical Sciences Extension 

University Extension 
P. 0. Box 24902 
Los Angeles, California 90024 

Í 
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May 19-30 

May 19-30 

May 20-22 

May 21-23 

May 22-23 

June 2-6 

June 2-13 

June 4-6 

June 9-13 

June 9-13 

June 9-13 

June 9-20 

June 15-19 

June 16-17 

June 16-18 

June 16-18 

June 16-20 

June 16-20 

Ann Arbor, Michigan Engineering Suoner 
Conferences, 
HumVuXAl Uethodi, Optimi¬ 
zation Teckniquu, and 
SimùUion ¢04 EngiMVU 

Ann Arbor, Michigan Engineering Simer Conferencee, 
AppticaXioni o( Computed in 
EnginttKing 

Chicago, Illlnola Interagency Chealcal Rocket 
Propulsion Group, 4th Solid 
Propulelon Conference 

Seattle, Washington AIAA 2nd Advanced Marine Ve¬ 
hicles and Propulelon Meeting 

and Technical Display 

Santa Clara, Calif. 4th Aerospace Mechanises 

Symposium 

Detroit, Michigan Polymer Conference Series, 
Adhttixm 

Ann Arbor, Michigan Engineering Summer Conferences, 
hUttoMirtfaZion ¢04 Uichanicnt 
Analytli 

Denver, Colorado Modern Photoelastic Stress 

Analysis (Short Course) 

Colorado Springs, Colo. AIAA 6th Propulsion Joint 
Specialist Conference 

Andover, N. Gordon Research Conference, 
PolymeA Phyiia 

Detroit, Michigan Polymer Conference Series, 

Recent Advancu in PolymtA- 
ization Catalytic 

Ann Arbor, Michigan Engineering Suasaer Conferences 
Computen Gnapkia ¢04 VuigneJii 

Cambridge, Mass. 6th U. S. National Congress for 
Applied Mechanics 

London, ENGLAND Plastics Institute, PolymtAi 
in High PtAiomnanci Application* 

Chicago, Illinois ASME Applied Mechanics Conf. 

Evanston, Illinois ASME Suasaer Annual Meeting 

Colorado Springs, Colo. AIAA Sth Propulsion Joint 
Specialists Conference 

Detroit, Michigan Polymer Conference Series, 
HamabitUy ChanacteniAtic* 
o¢ PolymvUc. Mat entât* 

James 0. Wilkes, Co-Chairman 
Chrysler Canter 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 4S10S 

Maurlca J. Slnnott, Co-Chairman 

Chrysler Canter 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 

CPIA, Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Lab 
8621 Georgia Avenue 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

AIAA Meeting Manager 
1290 6th Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10019 

Dr. George G. Heral, Symposium Chairman 

Orgn. 51-10, Bldg, 201 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. 

3251 Hanover Street 
Palo Alto, California 94304 

Professor Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairman 
Polymer Instituts, University of Detroit 
4001 West McNicbols Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 

Prancls Flaher, Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 

Photoelastic, Inc. 
67 Lincoln Highway 
Malvern, Penna. 19355 

AIAA Meeting Manager 
1290 6th Avenue 
New York, N. Y. 10019 

Alexander M Crulckshank, Director 
Gordon Research Conference 
Pastors Chemical Laboratory 
University of Rhode Island 

Kingston, R. I. 02881 

Professor Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairman 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 
4001 West McNlchols Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48221 

Bert Herxog, Chairman 

Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 

Prof. Howard W. 
6th U.S. National Congress for Appl. Mech. 
Pierce Hall, Harvard Unlvaralty 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Plastics Institute 
11 Hobart Place 
London, S. W. 1, ENGLAND 

American Society of Mechanical Englnaere 
345 E. 47th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

345 E. 47th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

AIAA, 129C 6th Avenue 
New York, d. Y. 10019 

Prof. Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairman 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 
4001 West McNlchcla Road 

Detroit, Michigan 48221 
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Jun« 16-27 

June 16-27 

June 18-20 

June 22-25 

June 22-27 

June 22-29 

June 23-25 

June 23-27 

July 7-18 

July 7-18 

July 21-25 

Aug. 6-8 

Aug. 6-15 

Ann Arbor, Mlchlgen 

Loe Angelee, Celif. 

Rochester, New York 

New York, N. Y. 

Atlantic City, N. J. 

Weiner, GERMANY 

Toronto, CANADA 

Detroit, Michigan 

June 30-July 6 New London, N. 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Meriden, N. H. 

July 21-Aug. 1 Ann Arbor, Michigan 

July 28-Aug. 1 Ann Arbor, Michigan 

July 28-Aug. 1 New London, N. H. 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Engineering Summer Conferencea, 
NumvUcal knalyi-U 

Vibrations Theory and Appllcatlona 
to Engineering Caaes (Shore 
Course) 

American Physical Society 

ASME Summer Annual Meeting 

ASTM 72nd Annual National 
Meeting 

5th International Congress 
on the Application of Mathe¬ 
matics In Engineering 

7th International Shock Tube 
Symposium 

Polymer Conference Series, 
Onganic Coatingi Technology 

Gordon Research Conference, 
PolymtM 

Engineering Summer Conferencea, 
PiuiuatUtUy and Pandan Pnoceati 
ion tngineeA» and Scienf¿¿t& 

Engineering Summer Conferences, 
Vuign and Analyiii oí Engineer¬ 
ing Experiment* 

Gordon Research Conference, 
Chemiitny at Interface* 

Engineering Summer Conferences, 
fundamental* and Application* 
of Optical Vota Pnoce**ing and 
Holography 

Engineering Summer Conferences, 
Application Compútete to 
Automated Oetrgn 

Gordon Research Conference, 
Efuatómete 

Engineering Summer Conferences, 
Untten Communication (or 
Engineer*, Scientiitt, and 
Technical Writer* 

Engineering Summer Conferences, 
Simulation o¿ Mechanical Sy*tem* 

Cleve B. Moler, Co-Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

P. 0. Bo* 26902 
Engineering 6 Physical Sciences Extension 
University Extension 
UCLA 
Los Angeles, California 90026 

Dr. W. W. Havens, Jr. 
335 East 65th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

A. B. ConiIn, Jr., ASME Hdq. 
365 East 65th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

T. A. Marshall, Jr., ASTM Hdq. 
1916 Race Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Prof. H. Matxke, Director 
Weimar College of Arch, and Bldg. 
Karl-Marx-Platx 2 
53 Weimar, GERMANY (Deo. Rep.) 

Prof. I. I. Glass, 
Institute for Aerospace Studies 
University of Toronto 
Toronto 5, CANADA 

Prof. Irving N. Einhorn, Conf. Chairmsn 
Polymer Institute, University of Detroit 
6001 West McNlchole Road 
Detroit, Michigan 68221 

Alexander M. Crulckahank, Director 
Gordon Research Conference 
Pastora Chemical Laboratory 
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, R. I. 02881 

Ralph L. Disney, Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

Charles Llpson, Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

Alexander M. Crulckahank, Director 
Gordon Research Conference 
Pastors Chemical Laboratory 
University of Rhode Island 
Xingaton, R. I. 02881 

E. N. Leith, Co-Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

Paul Reinhard, Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

Alexander M. Crulckahank, Director 
Gordon Research Conference 
Pastors Chemical Laboratory 
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, R. I. 02881 

W. Earl Britton, Chairmen 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 

Joseph E. Shlglay, Co-Chairman 
Chrysler Center 
The University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 68105 
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Aug. 18-20 

Aug. 18-22 

Aug. 3.8-22 

Aug. 24-31 

Aug. 23-29 

Aug. 25-29 

Aug. 

Sept. 1-3 

Sept. 1-4 

Sept. 8-10 

Sept. 8-11 

Oct. 6-10 

Oct. 13-16 

Oct. 14-17 

Oct. 14-17 

Oct. 20-24 

Nov. 16-21 

Nov. 18-20 

Anea, love 

New Hampton, N. H. 

Tilton, N. H. 

Mexico City, MEXICO 

Eugene, Oregon 

New Hampton, N. H. 

Alburquerque, N. M. 

Prague, CZECH. 

Prague, CZECH. 

Grenoble, FRANCE 

Pregue, CZECH. 

Loe Angelee, Calif. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Houaton, Texaa 

Detroit, Michigan 

Anaheim, Calif. 

Loe Angelae, Calif. 

China lake, Calif. 

11th Mldvaatarn Machanlce 
Confarenca 

Gordon Kaaeareh Conference, 
ChimUtoy and Phu4¿c4 "i 
CoUutaA McutvUaJU 

Gordon Reeearch Conference, 
Thin fUmi 

7th International Conference 
on Soil Mechanica and Foun¬ 
dation Engineering 

30th Sumner Meeting of Mathe¬ 
matical Aaaoclatlon of America 
(Joint Mtg. with Amer. Math. 
Soc.) 

Gordon Kaaeareh Conference 
Science oi Mhiuion 

Applied Mechanica Weatern 
Conference 

5th Mlcroaymposlum on Cyclo- 
polymerieatlon and Cyclo- 
polymera 

4th Microaympoelum on Rheology 
of Polymer Solide and Concen¬ 
trated Solutlona 

National Scientific Reaearch 
Canter, International Colloqu¬ 
ium on Phyalcal Propartlaa of 
Solida under Preaaure 

6th Mlcroaympoaium on Light 
Scattering in Polymer Science 

National Aeronautic and Space 
Engineering and Manufacturing 
Meeting 

ASM Materlala Engineering 
Expoeltlon and Congraaa 

SESA Fall Meeting 

28th Annual Meeting of the 
Society for Nondeatructlve 
Teatlng 

AIAA 6th Annual Meeting and 
Tech .leal Diaplay 

ASME Winter Annual Meeting 
and Energy Syatema Expoeltlon 

JANAF Machanlcal Behavior 
Working Group, let Heating 

H. J. Walaa, Conference Chairman 
Department of Engineering Mechanica 
Iowa State Unlveralty 
Amaa, Iowa 50010 

Alexander M. Cruickahank, Director 
Gordon Reaearch Conference 
Paatora Chemical Laboratory 
Unlveralty of Rhode Inland 
Klngaton, R. I. 02881 

Alexander M. Cruickahank, Director 
Gordon Reaearch Conference 
Paatore Chemical Laboratory 
Unlveralty of Rhode laland 
Klngaton, R. I. 02881 

Inatitutlon of Civil Engineera 
Great George Street 
London, S. W. 1, ENGLAND 

H. M. Gehman, MAA Hdq. 
SUNK, Unlveralty of Buffalo 
Buffalo, N. ï. 14214 

Alexander M. Cruickahank, Director 
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A. B. ConiIn, Jr., ASME Hdq. 
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Inatute of Macromolecular Chemietry 
Caachoalovak Academy of Sclencee 
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Faculte dea Sclencee, Unlveralty of Grenoble 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS, by Munir 
R. El-Sadan, D. Van Noetrand Company, 

, Prinoeton, New Jersey, I9tl, 
2iff pp. 

In thl« text, the author has attempted to reducá the 
treatment oí thermodynamlca baaed on Jayne'a formellem of 
Information theory, aa preacnted by M. Trlbue In hla book 
"Thermoetatlca and Thermodynamlca," D. Van Noetrand Company, 
Inc., 1961 to the level of an Introductory couraa for under¬ 
graduate engineering atudenta with no prevloue training In 

thermodynamlca. The flrat five chaptara praaant the baalc 
information theory approach with application of the raeultlng 
mathematical formellem to the determination of the propertlaa 
of an Ideal gaa and a dlacuaalon of the principle of the 
increaae of entropy. The remaining five chaptara preaent a 
very abbreviated treatment of elementary engineering thermo- 

dynamlca. 
The major difficulty with thia text. In the opinion of 

thla reviewer, la atated by the author hlmaelf In hla intro¬ 
duction to hla treatment of macroacoplc thermodynamlca, 
quoting page 96, "New advancea In enginearlng require the 
inaighta which the atatlatlcal treatment afford. The atudent 
ahould note that In the working out of many, If not moat, 
engineering problema, the macroacoplc lawa will be found to be 
most efficient, eapaclally If the mlcroecoplc foundatlona are 
used as a guide to the Intuition." From this point on, the 
author reliea almost exclusively upon macroacoplc concepts, 
as la usually required in engineering thermodynamic analysis. 
Here lies the basic point; the macroacoplc approach to thermo¬ 

dynamics is most efficient for ayatema analysis, while the 
microscopic approach yields property analysis. The author 
attempts to bridge the gap, but falla abort because of diff¬ 
iculties with the concepts of temperature and heat. 

It is the opinion of the reviewer, having taught Intro¬ 
ductory thermodynamics from both the classical and the 
statistical approaches, that the moat effective way to preaent 
thermodynamics to the student, la to provide first a thorough 
treatment of classical thermodynamlca, with the student gaining 
an ability for systems analysis, followed by a treatment of 
the statistical approach in depth. The approach presented in 
this text is just the reverse, presenting flrat the abstract 
concepts of probability theory, followed by an elementary 
treatment of engineering thermodynamlca. Such an approach 
seems to be inefficient from a pedagogical standpoint. 

Contents; 
1. Propablllty, Uncertainty, and Entropy 

2. The Statletlcal Formalism 
3. The Ideal Gas 
4. The General System 
5. The Principle of Increase of Entropy 
6. The Laws of Thermodynamics 
7. The First Law and the Closed System 
8. The Second Lav and the Closed System 
9. The Open System 

10. Fundamentals of Energy Conversion and Refrigeration 

Appendix 
A. Data For Computations 
B. Some Definite Integrals 
C. Definite Integrals and the Error Function 

L. K. Isaacson 

RECENT PROGRESS IN APPLIED MECHANICS: 
THE FOLKS ODQVIST VOLUME, edited by 
Bertram Broberg, Jan Huit A Frithiof 
Wiordeon, Almqveiet A Uikeell, 
Stookholm, John Wiley A Sons, New York, 
London, Sydney, 1967, S86 pp. 

This volume on Applied Mechanics was prepared as a 

tri >' te to Folke K. G. Odqvlst when he retired from 61* 
professorship at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stock¬ 
holm. The contents Include a short biography and bibliography 

of professor Odqvlst and contributions of forty-five of his 
colleegues from twelve countries; 

Barsnblatt, G. I., Rosyrev, Tu. I,, Malinin, N. I., 
Pavlov, D. Ta., Sheatarlkov, S. A., "On the Thermal 
Vlbrocraap of Polymers." 

Berndt, S. B., "The Vortlclty Jump Across a Gasdynamic 
Discontinuity as Influenced by Extraneous Forces." 

Bessellng, J. F., "Thermodynamic Interpretation of the 
Concept of Ideal Creep and Plasticity.” 

Bishop, R. E. D., Gladwell, G. M. L., "The Spacing of 
Natural Frequencies and Critical Speeds of Coupled 

Systems.” 

Bland, D. R., "Lagrange's Equations for Finite 

Elasticity.” 

Broberg, K. B., "Discussion of Fracture from the Energy 

Point of View." 

Carlaaon, A. J., "A Simple Method for Measurement of 
Crack Propagation Velocities." 

Carlson, R. L., "Structural Instability Induced by 
Creep." 

Dorn, J. E., Mitchell, J. B., "Mechanisms of Creep in 

Ordered Alloys." 

Drucker, D. C., "On Time-Independent Plasticity and 
Metals Undsr Combined Stress at Elevated Temperature." 

Edstam, U., Huit, J., " Design Chares for Stationary 
Creep." 

Hill, R., "On the Claselcal Constitutive Relations for 
Elaselc/Plastlc Solids." 

Hoff, N., Ross, B., "A New Solution of the Buckling 
Problem of Thin Circular Cylindrical Shells Heated 
Along an Axial Strip." 

Hohenemser, K., "Recent Work on the Energy Transfer 
Across Moving Gaseous Interfaces." 

Johnson, A. E., "Some Progress in Creep Mechanics." 

Kachanov, L. M., "On the Theory of Creep Rupture." 

Kloter, W. T., "Post-Buckling Analysis of a Simple 
Two-Bar Frame." 

Laasonen, P., "On Stresses in a Thin-Webbed Profile 
Induced by a Point Lc-d.” 

Neuber, H., "Stress and Strain Concentration at Non- 
Linear Elastic and Plastic Deformation." 

Nlordson, F. I., "A Method for Solving Inverse 
Eigenvalue Problems." 

Olsaak, W., Perzyna, P., "General Constitutive Equations 
for Elastic/Vlscoplastlc Materials." 

Parkus, H., "On the Lifetime of Viscoelastic Structures 
In a Random Temperature Field." 

Persson, A., "A Complex Variable Study of Shrink Fits." 

Phillips, C. E., "Recent Advances in Time-Independent 
Plasticity st the National Engineering Laboratory." 

Plechnlk, S., "Creep of a Solid Circular Bar Under 
Bending and Torsion." 

.4 e 
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Tratar, H., "Variation Principia» of llnaar Elaato- 
Statlca for Dlaeontlauoua Dlaplacaaanta, Strain» and 
Itraaaaa." 

Sainar, M., "Exaalnatlon of Straln-Tanaora." 

Ralaanar, 1,, Han, F. T. N., "On Strata Strain Ralationa 
of tha Untar Thaory of Shalla." 

Shu, L. S., Onat, S. T., "Finita Dafonatlona of an 
Ettanalhla FLiatlc Areh." 

Sjöatröu, S., "Exparluantal Machoda Vaad at Scanla-Vabla 
for Fatigua Ufa Datarminatlon of Vahlcle Conponanta." 

flraworka nanufacturar thla book dota glva tona Intaraatlng 
Iralght Into tha origin and hlatory of aolld rockatry. 

Contant»! Introduction 
Ingrudlanta 
Manipulation 
Froducta of Manufactura and Formuler 
Inhibition Flraworka 
Mlacallanaoua 

F, R. Wagnar 

a a a a 

Stanaroth, 1,, "Tha Longitudinal Strangth of Shlpa." 

Zlaglar, H., McVean, D., "On .he Notion of an Elaatlc 
Solid." 

PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES TO DESIGH, 
by Eduard B. Haugen, John Wiley S Sons, 
Ino., Heu York, 1968, 323 pp., $13.95. 

Zycakowaki, M., "Central Solution for the Linear Creep 
Buckling of Heavy Bara." 

W. L. Hufferd 

a a a a 

MILITARY AND CIVILIAN PYROTECHNICS, by 
Herbert Ellem, Cheminai Publishing 
Company, Ino., Neu York, 1968, 464 pp., 
$15.00. 

Thla la an enlarged veralon of the book entitled Modern 
Pyrotechnic» which waa originally publlahed In 1961. It la 
a primar and a collection of up-to-date Information on pyro¬ 
technic» and thalr uaaa. Thla varaion haa bean enlarged to 
Include comtMrclal aapecta aa wall aa tha wall-known military 
application». A competent technical dlacourae In which Dr. 
Ellern dlacuaaaa tha reaeona why aa wall aa tha "how to do it." 

Tha book la primarily organiaad by appllcationa, which 
Include flama and glow production, light production, heat 
production, production of chamicala, etc. He than diacuaaea 
tha baaic characterlatlca of material* which affect their 
uaaaga In pyrotechnic davlcea. Next, »pacific materiale 
Including carbon, aulfur, boron, aluminum, etc., are examined. 
Tha book then anda with a nummary of formulation» and a dla- 
cuaalon of tha language of pyrotechnic». For thoaa dealring 
further Information a bibliography of over 700 reference» 1« 
included. 

Contant»: 
I. Ganaral Outline 

II. Prlaury Flame and Glow 
III. Light 
IV. Aaroaola (Smoke and Diaparaad Agent») 
V. Kinetic Energy 

VI. Nolee 
VII. Heat Production per ee 
VIII. Chemical Production 

IX. Baaic Bahavlor and Fropartlaa of Material* 
X. Specific Material* 

XI. A Formulary of Pyrotechnic» 
XII. Tha Language of Pyrotechnic» 

XIII. Aftermath; Afterthought» 

F. R. Wagnar 

Thla book takes on the very difficult and thankless task 
of showing how statistical or probabilistic calculations can 
be used In engineering design, a function which this reviewer 
1» grateful to see someone take the lead. Although primarily 
concerned with structural reliability and the abolishment of 
the safety factor and margin of safety, the author develops 
the basic tools necessary to expand Into other applications. 

The book Is divided into two major sections. The first 
■action 1» devoted to development of the foundations of 
probabilistic analysis and the second part to applications. 
The portion of the book devoted to fundamentals Is excellent 
and worthwhile In Itself. Almost all conceivable distributions 
are considered. It Include» both the law of propagation of 
error although It Is called the "method of partial derivatives" 
and Mont* Carlo technique*. It also Includes a section on 
numerical '.ntegratlon. 

The portion devoted to applications la heavily weighted 
towards structural problems and reads like an elementary 
text In strength of materials, 1.*., simple beams - concen¬ 
trated loading, cantllavar beams, column design, combined 
torsion and bending, etc. This Is not really surprising 
since this Is the easiest and most logical application to 
begin with. There la a chapter devoted tt electromechanical 
devices. 

In general the book Is considered excellent. It Is 
somewhat lengthy for the person who Is already acquainted 
with atatlatical techniques but Is not verbose, and la 
probably well suited to the uninitiated. 

Contents: Chapter 1. Introduction 
Fart I - Foundation 

Chapter 2. Mathematical Considerations 
Algebra of Normal Functions 
Determination of ~ 'lability 
Numerical Methods 
Monte Carlo Methods 

Part II - Applications 
Chapter 7. Mechanical Elements 

Elements In Tension 
Simple Beams; Concentrated Loading 
Simple Beams: Distributed Loads 
Cantilever Beams 
Column Design 

Chapter 13. Torsion and Combined Torsion and 
Bending 

Chapter 14. Statistical Study of Distortion 
Chapter 13. Electromechanical Devices 

Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6. 

Chapter S. 
Chapter 9. 
Chapter 10. 
Chapter 11. 
Chapter 12. 

F. R. Wagner 

* * * * 

* * * * 

PYROTECHNICS, 2nd Edition, by George 
W. Weingart, Chemioal Publishing Co., 
Ino., Neu York, 1947, 244 pp., $8.50. 

A dated but Interesting discourse on the precursor to 
solid propellant rockets, namely fireworks. Treating the 
topic as a craft, tha author discusses the ingredients, 
methods of manufacture, and the design of fireworks Including 
large diaplays for exhibitions. He ends on some notes of 
historical Interest, namely the use of pyrotechnics In war¬ 
fare and industry. Although of primary Interest to the novice 

COMPOSITE MATERIALS WORKSHOP, edited 
by S. W. Tsai, J. C. Halpin, and 
N. J. Pagano, Teohnemio Publishing 
Co., Ina., Stanford, Conn., 1968, 
360 pp., $22.50. 

This 1* a compilation of most at the papers presented 
at the advanced session of the summer workshop: Physical 
Aspects of Composite Materials, held at Washington University, 
St. Louis, Mo., 13-21 July 1967. This workshop was sponsored 
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by the ONR-ARPA A«sacl*tlon of Monsanto and Washington 
Unlvarslty. 

The papers In this book range from basic fundamentals 
and theoretical developcmta to the dealgn data for the 
practical applicatlona of composite materials. An excellent 
coverage of the field. Two excellent papera which fall Into 
the fundamentals category are "Introduction to Vieco- 
elaaticlty" by J. C. Halpln and "Stress Analysis of Visco¬ 
elastic Composite Materials" by R. A. Schapery. Both of 
thasa papers Introduce their materials In a manner that can 
be followed by the beginning engineer yet also provide 
significant depth. Halpln addresses the question of what is 
viscoelastic behavior and how do you describe It while 
Schapery discusses predicting the strees and strains In 
viscoelastic bodies. In a related paper, "Fracture Mechanics 
of Anisotropic Plates," E. M. Wu Investigates the effect of 
anlaotroplcity upon fracture characteristics. In so doing, 
no o e the fracture mechanics approach of Investigating 
what the magnitude of the stresses In strains In the vicinity 
of a crack or defect. The material is assumed to be a 
continuum In the rest of the body. 

The volume ends with two relatively practical papers. 
The first one is by M. E. Waddoups and is entitles "Character¬ 
ization and Design of Composite Materials." In this paper 
Mr. Waddoups presents the methods and data for achieving a 
composite material with a specific set of properties. In the 
final paper, "Structural Synthesia" by L. A. Schmit, the 
author presents the methodology for designing a structure to 
a set of criteria. It Is an excellent discussion of 
structural optimization. 

Contents; 
1. Introduction to Micro Mechanics 

N. J. Pagano and S, W. Tsai 
2. Fracture Behaviors of Composite Materials 

G. R. Irwin 
3. Fracture Mechanics of Anisotropic Plates 

E. M. Wu 
4. Interaction of Dislocations with Inhomogeneltes 

In Presence of Applied Stresses 
J. Dundurs and G. P. Sendeckyl 

3. Review of Some Correlations of Physical and 
Mathematical Theories of Plasticity 

T. H. Lin 
6. Introduction to Viscoelasticity 

J. C. Halpln 
7. Stress Analysis of Viscoelastic Composite 

Materials 
R. A. Schapery 

8. Introduction to Wave Propagation In Composite 
Materials 

P. C. Chou 
9. Bending and Buckling of Anisotropic Plates 

P. E. Chen 
10. Invaralnt Properties of Composite Materials 

S. W. Tsai and N. J. Pagano 
11. Characterization and Design of Composite Materials 

M. E. Waddoups 
12. Structural Synthesis 

L. A. Schmit 

F. R. Wagner 

ass* 

SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, edited by 
Regia D. Heitahue, Jr., Reinhold Book 
Carp., Neu York, 1968, 300 pp. 

This book la a very comprehensive yet practical treatlae 
prepared by members of Advance Systems and Technology, Missile 
and Space Systems Division, Douglas Aircraft Company. It la 
truely wriiien for the syatems engineer. The contributors 
have been very aucceaaful In avoiding the long mathematical 
developments which too often bog down the reader yet provide 
the results required by the systems. The text la concise 
and faat moving while the book la replete with descriptions 
of present systems, typical performance data and compilations 
of material and component properties which are useful to 
systems designers. 

Although those steeped in Intellectualian may argue that 
this book lacks sophistication, this reviewer feela that la 
what gives the book Its charm. It la a lucid straightforward 
presentation which even the novice ahould be able to under¬ 
stand and ahould only upset those dedicated to the philosophy 
that things must be complicated to ba worthwhile. 

Contenta: 
1. Structures and Materials - S. I. Orlando 
2. Flight Control - W. K. Waymeyer A I. W. Sporing 
3. Propulsion - X. B. Canrlght 
A. Life Sciences - R, I. Batterton 
3. Life Support Systems - K. M. Yakut 
6. Secondary Power Conversion Systems - S. D. Diamond 
7. Cosmunlcatlons - R. C. Sykes 

F. X. Wagnar ' 
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<•22 Hutikami, K. «t ali "Vlacoalaatlc Ptop- 
attlaa of tandoa, Stock and Blandad 
Folpatra," Fifth International Congren 
on Shaology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Thl* paper dealt »Ith the retulta of obaervatlon about 
the vlecoelaetlc propertiea of the variou* kind* of polymer* 
vhlch are random copolymer, block copolymer and blended po¬ 
lymer containing two klndt of monomer unite. The behavior 
of the mechanical propertiea of theee polymer* 1* obeerved 
under the given condition euch that the ratio of the weight* 

of two homopolymeia la conatant. 
In thia paper, etyrene, methyl acrylate, leoprene and 

butadiene were ueed at monomer tpeclee. Vlecoelaetlc para¬ 
meter* obeerved her* are n (*t*ady-*tat« tenell* vlecoelty), 
J. (ettady-atate compliance), r. (maximum relaxation time 
obtained by Procedure X) and S, (maximum modulua). 

ft* reaultt that J, dependa upon molecular weight, 
•lightly, and remarkably upon molecular weight distribution 
were obtained from our prevloue paper*, and theee «ere «up- 
ported by the data of Leaderman and Hinomiya. In addition 

to Jt, other (arameter* euch ae n t> %> ,tc■ “• *',° *f" 
fected by molecular weight and Ite dletrihution. Then the 
vlecoelaetlc behavior* of the varloue polymer* were ob¬ 
eerved and cellared with each other by a variation of com¬ 
petition when molecular weight and Ite dletrlbutlon remain 
to be a conetant. The value* of ta of block copolytaera wer i 
generally larger than thoee of other polymere under the above 
condition*. Thl* reaeon will be baend upon the epeclflc 
mechanlam of entanglement among polar chain groupe In the 

block copolymer*. 
Electron and phaee photomicrograph* Indicate that the 

•täte of fine etructuree of block polymere It roughly be¬ 

tween thoee of random and blended polymere. On the other 
hand, the curve of rigid modulue agalnet temperature ehowe 
the seme tendency above described for block, random and 

blendad polymere. 
Other retulte for theee polymere will be deecrlbed and 

dltcuttad. 

1.1 Uniaxial Linear Characterleatlan 

5523 Mercier, J.; Howell, J.( Silva, C. Da.: 
"Ktact and Intrlnelc Derivation of the 
Strain Ratea In a Contlnuoue Medium," 
Stanc. Acad. Scl.. Parle, Mo. 2668, 1968, 
pp. 1266-68, (In French). 

By uae of intrlnelc co-moving coordinate*, authore derive 

the linear relatlonehlp ti(”^(vj/i + vi/j> between the etrain 
rat* teneor and the covariant derivative! of the componente 
of the vector velocity field. The derivation Impllee no 
eimpllfylng aeeumptlon about the velocity field, and dote not 
require the fixed and the cc-movlng coordinate eyeteme to 
coincide at the time the derivation le taken. 

552* Teal, S. W.( Halpln, J. C.: "Polymer- 
Polymer Compoeltee," Fifth International 
Congre** on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

It 1* becoming coneon practice, in polymer mechanic*, to 
develop polymeric eollde which coneiet of two or more thermo¬ 
dynamically dietlngulehable phaee*. ft* claeelcal treatment 
of particular compoelt* lead* to a development for the effec¬ 
tive elaetlc moduli in term* of the moduli and volume frac¬ 
tion* of the conetituent material*. Additional refinement* 
In theory Invoke the additional variable* of relnfc cement 
and phaee geometric*. While theee aolutione are er :iflc, 
with reepect to the variable* a**um*d, they can be leduced to 
a unified formulation which 1* applicable not only to particu¬ 
lar Systems, but aleo to fiber reinforced materials. Since 
polymer-polymer composite* (block copolymer*, blenda, etc.) are 
generally Intermediate between the reinforcement end phase 
geometries associated with either particulate or fiber rein¬ 
forced system*, one nuit employ a treatment o! composite re¬ 
sponse in which a variable phase geometry can be Introduced 
into the theory. In this manner a casual relationship Is 
established between the volume fractlone, moduli, and morpholo¬ 
gy of constituent* and the overall compoelte response. This 
analysis «hall be demonstrated for two phase polymeric systems 
and then extended to the multlphaee problem. In addition the 
viscoelastic response of the polymer-polymer composite shall 
be outlined with epeclflc emphasis being placed upon the time- 
temperature reduction relationship, it is shown that the 
elasticity treatments of inclusion problema by Kerner, Hashln, 
Hill, Hermans, and others, are special caees of the unified 

formula. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5590 
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5525 Wallis, F. R.î "Stress Analysis of In¬ 
compressible Solids of Revolution by 
Point Hatching," Journal of Spacecraft. 
Vol. 6, No. 1, 1966. 

The analysis applies to any solid of revolution composed 
of an incompressible homogeneous Isotropic elastic material 
under conditions of small strain. The axial component of the 
body force must be constant radially, and the radial com¬ 
por* must be constant axially. Any axisymmetric boundary 
conditions that are consistent with incompressibility may be 
applied, provided that at least one value of a direct stress 
is given. The boundary points are fitted by least squares, 
with an optional subset matched exactly. 

5526 Wheeler, Lewis T.: "Some Results in the 
Linear Dynamical Theory of Anisotropic 
Elastic Solids," California Institute of 
Technology, Division of Figineering and 
Applied Science, Pasadena, Calif., Nov., 
1968. 

This paper aims at generalizations to anisotropic homo- 
geneous elastic solids of some of the results contained in a 
recent comprehensive study of various topics in the linearized 
dynamical theory of homogeneous and isotropic elastic media. 
All of the theorems proved encompass unbounded domains. Speci¬ 
fically, the prolonged quiescence of the far elastodynamic 
field in an initially quiescent anisotropic body is established. 
In addition, a uniqueness theorem and a reciprocal identity 
are proven which are applicable to infinite anisotropic sol¬ 
ids, in the absence of artificial regularity requirements 
at infinity. 

5527 Carroll, M. M.: "Finite Deformations of 
Incompressible Simple Solids II. Trans¬ 
versely Isotropic Solids," Quart. Journ. 
Mech. and Applied Hath.. Vol. 21, Pt. 3, 
1968. 

Four families of inhomogeneous finite deformations are 
known to be controllable for homogeneous, transversely iso¬ 
tropic, elastic solids, i.e., to be possible in every such 
material in the absence of body forces. These deformations 
are shown to be controllable also for homogeneous, transverse¬ 
ly isotropic, simple solids. The corresponding stresses are 
expressed in terms of material functionals which characterize 
the response to homogeneous plane deformations, whose funda¬ 
mental plane contains, or is normal to, the symmetry direction 
of the material. 

5528 Perkins, Richard W., Jr.; "A General 
Theory of Plane Elastost&tlc Dislocation 
Problems ft' Anisotropic Media."Journal 
of the Franklin Institute. Vol. 286, No. 
1, July 1968. 

The general solution to the dislocation problem is con¬ 
sidered for anisotropic media which have a plane of elastic 
symmetry for the plane strain and anti-plane strain deforma¬ 
tion cases. The displacement discontinuity function is as¬ 
sumed to satisfy a Httlder condition for all points along the 
dislocation cut. It is shown that the general dislocation 
problem can be identified with the Hilbert problem, and can 
effectively be reduced in the customary boundary value prob¬ 
lems of plane or antiplane elasticity. The general properties 
of the solution functions are discussed. The case of a set of 
Volterra dislocations is given as an illustrative example. 

5529 Edmonds, D. V.; Beevers, C. J.: "The Ef¬ 
fect of Inclusions on the Stress Distri¬ 
bution in Solids," Journal of Materials 
Science. Vol. 3, Sept. 1968, pp. 457-463. 

Examination of the effect of a hard inclusion on local 
magnification of an applied stress. The stress distribution 
existing in and around hard inclusions in solids subjected to 
a uniaxially applied stress is investigated both by a photo- 

elasticity technique and by a theoretical analysis due to 
Eshelby (1957). It is stated that the local constraint of the 
matrix by hard inclusions during tensile loading can produce 
severe stress concentrations, which depend on the elastic 
modulus, shape, and orientation of the Inclusions. 

5530 Beatty, Millard F.: "Stability of the 
Undistorted States of an Isotropic Elas- 
tic Body," ifltmttlgMl Jamal jaL&gE 
Unw Mechinlca. Vol. 3, Septenb« 1968, 
pp. 337-349. 

Increment«! «lability criteria appropriate for comprea- 
alble and Incompreealble, general iaotroplc elaatic «olida 
are need to study the stability of all undiatorted «tatea 
of an arbitrary body subject to dead loads corresponding to 
a uniform hydrostatic stress. General condition« aufficient 
for stability of all such hydrostatic atress states are de¬ 
rived. The results indicate a geometrical dependence for the 
apparent shear and bulk moduli. The relation of the main re¬ 
sults to uniqueness theorems in the theory of small deforma¬ 
tions superimposed on large, to broad plausibility restric¬ 
tions. Imposed on the elasticities so as to assure physically 
reasonable material behavior, and to the propagation of 
elastic waves is also outlined; these relations constitute 
only specific application of certain general theorems already 
in the literature. Finally, it is shown that the principal 
results coincide with estimates that may be gotten by aid of 
Holden's (1964) inequality. 

5531 Diatlovitskii, L. I.; Lemberg, E. D.; 
"Plane Problem with Central Symmetry for 
an Incremental Body with a Variable Modu¬ 
lus of Elasticity," Prikladnaia Hekhani- 
ka. Vol. 4, August 1968, pp. 74-84, (in 
Russian). 

Investigation of the stressed state of a solid whose 
modulus of elasticity is a function of the coordinates. 
During the application of the load the boundaries of the re¬ 
gion change - i.e., the body becomes Incremental. In view 
of the complexity of the problem for real structures, the 
study is begun with a body of very simple shape. The solu¬ 
tion is obtained in closed form and can be used not only to 
judge the nature of the stressed state of the body studied, 
but also to estimate the accuracy of approximate methods of 
solving more complex problems for bodies whose configurations 
and moduli of elasticity are altered when they are inmersed, 
such as is the case with hydraulic structures. 

3532 Haythornthwalte, R. M.t "Analysis of 
Complex Stress States in Classical Plas¬ 
ticity," Developments in Mechanics. 
Vol. 3, Midwestern Mechanic« Conference, 
9th, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
Wls., August 16-18, 1965, Proceedings, 
Part 1, Solid Mechanics and Materials, 
ed. Huang, T. C. and Johnson, M. W., Jr., 
1967, pp. 41-52. 

Study of stress distributions in bodies undergoing plas¬ 
tic deformation. This deformation may be highly dependent 
on the precise form of the yield criterion. Treating the 
tube subject to combined axial force and Internal pressure 
as ar. example, it is shown that significant error can be in¬ 
troduced by assuming uniformity of stress even in relatively 
thin tubes. Rational interpretation of failure loads is 
possible only when exact solutions are available, and several 
of these are discussed. 

¡533 Hartmann, Christian: "Equilibrium Prob¬ 
lem of an Elastic Medium with Stress 
Couples in Linearized Theory," Académie 
des Sciences (Paris). Comptes Rendus. 
S^lg A - Sciences Mathtmatlaags, Vol. 
267, No. 17, Oct. 21, 1968, (in French). 

Extension of a method of solving equilibrium problems 
in plane elasticity, by representing a biharmonic function 
with the aid of two analytical functions, to media with 
stress couples. The solution of a Type II problem is demon¬ 
strated for the case of a disk. 



1.1.1 glut le ChKicttrlution icontd.) 

5534 Shen, H. K.: "Note on the Static Critérium 
of Ela.tlc Stability," Zeltechrlft fuer 
Angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, Vol. 
48, July 1968, pp. 356-57. 

Evaluation of the von Mieee veralon (1923) of the atatlc 
criterion of elaatic liability of a conservative eyatem 
(Î 2 #*0. where n is the potential energy of the syitem 
and { li a special variation). >y confining the study to 
structuras for which the critical load is known a priori to 
be nonaero, it is demonstrated that both the von Mises and the 
PflUger (1964) «pressiona of the static criterion of the 
elastic stability of a conservative system may be employed 
for the stability study of properly designed structures. 

5535 Eimer, Cs.¡ "The Boundary Effect in 
Elaatic Multiphase Bodies," Archiwum 
Mechanlkl Stosowanei. Vol. 20, No. 1, 
1968, pp. 87-93. 

Discussion of the solution to problems of elasticity for^ 
a body with finite dimensions, and made of multiphase ma¬ 
terials. It is suggested that the solution is similar to the 
solution of the corresponding problem for a microscopically 
nonhomogeneous elaatic body. Equations are given for expres¬ 
sing the elastic tensor as a function of position. 

5536 Hillis, J. B.i "The Stress Field Around 
An Elliptical Crack in an Anisotropic 
Elaatic Medium," InterWioBBl JatfUlil-M 
EnBln««ti<18 jtltWd. Vol. 6, No. 5, June 
1968, pp. 253-263. 

Development of a mathematical method for finding the 
atrasa field surrounding a flat elliptical crack in an in¬ 
finite elaatic medium, which is subjected to general loading 
at infinity. The Fourier transform method which was used by 
Wlllla (1967) to solve Bousslnesq'a problem is used. Detailed 
resulta are presented when the stress at infinity la a linear 
function of the coordinates. 

1,1.2 Constant Strain Rate Characterisation 

5537 Kydonlefs, A. D.i "The Finite Deformation 
of an Almost Homogeneous Elaatic Solid," 
Akademie Athenon. Praktika. Vol. 42, Ft. 
2, 1967, pp. 331-348. 

Description of a perturbation and approximation method 
for solving problems in the theory of finite deformations. 
The method uses the perturbation of the strain-energy func¬ 
tion W(It), where are the strain invariants to be defined. 
The effect on the deformation of the Inhomogeneous perturba¬ 
tion term c W (Ij, g 3), where I, and 63 are the strain in¬ 
variants and the convected coordinates, respectively, and e 
is a constant number small compared with unity, is considered. 
The general theory is given and la applied to the case where 
the original deformation is a uniform extension. As an example, 
a solution is given for a problem in which the specified de¬ 
formation is a uniform extension and the undeformed body is 
an Incompressible right circular cylinder. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5729 
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1.1.3 Creep Conmllânce Ch»ract.8rU»Uon 

5538 Barenblatt, G. I. et al.i "Vibrational 
Creep of Polymer Materials," Journal of 
Applied Mechanics and Technical Physic»■ 
No. 5, September-October 1965, pp.44-48. 

In the mechanics of deformed solids it Is usually assumed 
that superposing small amplitude vibrations on a static load 
has no effect on the over-all characteristics of a material 
under strain. This hypothesis Is reflected In the fact that 
the existing equations of state for the case of static loads 
with superposed small vibrations give deformation character¬ 
istics which differ little from the corresponding parameters 
of deformation processes taking place In the absence of exci¬ 
tations. At the same time, substantial changes In the defor¬ 
mation characteristics of a mister of materials are observed 
under certain conditions after the application of alternating 
stresses of small amplitude. Reports on studies of creep of 
metals, elastomsers, and concrete have been published. In which 
the fatigue curves obtained with small vibrations superposed 
on static loads lie above curves obtained for static loads 
correpondlng to the maximum pulsating load level. Attempts 
have been made to explain this effect from the standpoint of 
the molecular-kinetic and phenomenological theories. Certain 
theoretical considerations and experimental data, discussed 
In this article, show that superposing a small dynamic cmn- 
ponent on a static load leads to an Increase io the rate 
of creep of several polymer materials. This effect, which Is 
due mainly to an Increase In the polymer temperature as a 
result of dissipation of vibrational energy, differs from the 
'vibration effect' observed on elastomers by Slonlmskil and 
Alekseev, In which the temperature rise due to the heat 
generated by vibrations plays no substantial part. 

most cases the rate determining diffusing species seemed to 
be the cation. Mg, but in two cases It was suspected that 
oxygen boundary diffusion was controlling. Porosities above 
about 10 per cent appear to increase the temperature depen¬ 
dence of creep, probably by introducing boundary sliding. 
The agreement of the creep data with those of other diffusion 
controlled processes (electrical conductivity, sintering and 
grain growth) la demonstrated. 

5539 Namestnlkov, V. S.: "Creep Beyond The 
El at tic Limit,'' Inzhenernvl Zhumal - 
Mekhanlka Tverdogo Tela. May-June 1968, 
pp. 173-176, (In Russian) 

Extension of previous work (Namestnlkov, 1964), In which 
creep was found to have a pronounced effect on the instan¬ 
taneous loading curve and a pronounced deviation was seen In 
the behavior of a material under variable loading beyond the 
elastic limit from the predictions of strain-hardening chewy. 
Analytical relations are derived which describe the behavior 
of a material beyond the elastic limit In a manner which 
agrees well with experimental results. 

5540 Tagal, H.; Zlsner, T.: "High Temperature 
Creep of Polycrystalllne Magnesia. 1. 
Effect of Simultaneous Grain Growth," 
J. Am. Ceram. Soc.. Vol. 51, No. 6, 
1968, pp. 301-310. 

The creep of pure magnesia (99.9+ 7. MgO) was tested In 
transvedse bending at temperature from 1200 to 1500 C, strain 
rates near 10"H 7hr and grain sites from 4 to 50 microns. 
In most cases grain growth during the test affected the ap¬ 
parent behaviour more than all the other variables combined. 
An analytical graphical method was used to separate the grain 
growth .rom other effects and to obtain more meaningful creep 

Creep occurred primarily by a viscous mechanism (Na data. 
barro-Herrlngtype, catlon-lattlce-dlffuslon controlling) with 
a minor amount of plastic creep dislocation climb. The 
agreement with previous creep data was good. 

5541 Zlsner, T.; Tagal, H.: "High Temperature 
Creep of Polycrystalllne Magnesia. II. 
Effects of Additives,” J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 
Vol. 51, No. 6, 1968, pp. 310-314. 

The creep of magnesia doped with 0.035 to 2.26 cation per 
cent of nine other oxides and three binary mixtures thereof, 
and of three seawater products (about 96, 98 and 99.5% MgO) 
was evaluated In transverse bending at 1200 to 1500°C, with 
strain rates of about 10"z%/hr and average grain sices 5-50 
microns. The results obtained were compared with those for 
pure magnesia. Most additives accentuated the plastic (dif¬ 
fusion contrclled) nature of the creep process, presumably 
by pinning dislocations and/or slowing grain growth. In 

5542 Ajroldl, G Garbuglio, C.¡ Peseln, G.! 
"Dynamic-Mechanical and Creep Measurements. 
A Comparison of Approximate Conversion 
Methods," Journal of Polymer Science. 
Part B, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 119-121. 

The validity of approximation methods proposed by McLeod 
and by Hopkins and Hamming to correlate stress relaxation 
modulus and creep compliance, has been tested by experimental 
examination of plasticised PVC, evaluating the results by 
means of a computer. It is concluded that the approximation 
methods can be applied with confidence. 

5543 Lletvlnskll, 0. Kh.: "Determination of 
the Time to Failure During Creep," 
Heat Resistance of Materials and Struc¬ 
tural Components. ed. by G. S. Pisarenko, 
1967, pp. 193-197, (in Russian). 

Determination of the time to failure during creep on the 
basis of a phenomenological approach which associates failure 
with the variation In the mechanical properties of the body 
during creep, as well as with the variation of stresses In 
the body during the deforratlon process. This approach makes 
It possible to consider both ductile and brittle failure from 
the same viewpoint. 

5544 Marriott, D. L.: "Approximate Analysis 
of Transient Creep Deformation," Journal 
of Strain Analysis. Vol. 3, October 1968, 
pp. 288-296. 

A method has been proposed which approximates transient 
creep behavior by the superposition of elastic and steady- 
state creep deformation. The paper discusses the errors in¬ 
curred by this method and shows that they are small. Equa¬ 
tions are derived which enable corrections to be calculated 
with moderate accuracy for an Important group of creep theo¬ 
ries. Some numerical examples are Included for comparison. 

5545 Marriott, D. L.: "Approximate Estimation 
of Strain-Hardening Creep Deformation," 
Journal of Strain Analysts. Vol. 3, 
October 1968, pp. 297-303. 

It is demonstrated that creep deformations of a struc¬ 
ture based on strain-hardening behavior are bounded by time¬ 
hardening and total-strain solutions. The bounds are not 
exact, but It is shown that any error Is small compared with 
the difference between the exact solution and the approximate 
solution when the superposition method Is used. As this dif¬ 
ference Is Itself small compar'd with overall deflections, 
the error due to assuming the strain-hardening solution to be 
bounded Is negligible. It Is also shown that strain harden¬ 
ing Is asymptotic to the total-strain solution as time in¬ 
creases. A relatively rapid method Is suggested for the ap¬ 
proximate calculation of deflections, based on an approxi¬ 
mate method devised previously for total-strain theory. Nu¬ 
merical examples verify that total-strain theory is a better 
approximation to strain hardening than Is time hardening, 
especially for large times. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5721 
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LIA. IkïlMii 19.P. flgá'iliUL ShatiastkaUac 1,1.5 Time-Temperature Shift Function Characterization 

Becker, G. W.: "Mechanic»! Relaxation 
Behavior In High Polymers. I. Area of 
Small Deformation," Kunststoff-Rundsch■. 
Vol. 15, No. 8, August 1968, pp. 377- 
387, (in German). 

A discussion is given of mechanical relaxation in high 
polymeru in general as related to their molecular structure 
and of the region in small deformation in particular. Mea¬ 
surements are made of the dependence of elasticity modulus 
on time, solidification temperature and frequency. Examples 
are given using polyisobutylene, polyvinyl chloride, poly¬ 
methylmethacrylate, polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene, polyvinyl- 
carbozole and polyimides. 

5551 Soffer, L. M.; Molho, R.: "Mechanical 
Properties of Epoxy Resins and Glass- 
Epoxy Composites at Cryogenic Tempera- 

ture»." J. Muctomol. Set., Vol. 81,1967. 

Tensile propeities, notch toughness, impact strength, 
thermal expansion and thermal shock resistance were measured 
for four resins at temperatures of 75, -320 and -423°F. 

5552 Armeniades, C. D.; Kuriyama, I.; Roe, J. 
M.i Baer, E.: "Mechanical Behaviour of 
Poly(ethylene tenephthalate) at Cryogenic 
Temperatures," J. Macromol. Sel. (Phys) 
Vol. 81, 1967, pp. 777-791. 

5547 Yoshioka, N.; Obata, Y.; Kawai, H.: 
"Theoretical Approaches to the Mechanical 
Relaxation Mechanisms in Semi Crystalline 
Polymers," J Macromol. Sei.. Vol, Bl, 
1967, pp. 567-585. 

The non-crystalline and crystalline relaxation mechanisms 
are interpreted in terms of the theories both of Bueche and 
Montroll. 

554g Yannas, I. V.; Tobolsky, A. V.: "Stress 
Relaxation of Anhydrous Gelatin Rubbers," 
J. AppI■ Polvm. Scl■■ Vol. 12, 1968, 
pp. 1-8. 

Materials tested have rubbery behaviour in the tempera¬ 
ture range -40° to+40°C, with gelating weight fraction 0.1- 
0.4. Stress relaxation moduli are measured and shear visco¬ 
sities deduced. 

5549 Takayanagl, M.; Kawasaki, N. : "Mechanical 
Relaxation of Poly-4-Methyl-Penlene-l at 
Cryogenic Temperatures," J. Macromol. 

Scl., Vol. 81, 1967, pp. 741-758. 

Both bulb crystallized material and single crystal mats 
were examined using a Vlbron vlsco-elastometer at temperatures 
down to -160°C. The absorption peaks recorded were Inter¬ 
preted In terms of molecular structure. 

555Q Slonlmaky, G. L.! "Laws of Mechanical 
Relaxation Processes In Polymers," 
Polvm. Scl.. Part C, Vol. 16, 1967, pp. 
1667-1672. 

Certain distinctive characteristics of relaxation pro- 
ceaeea In polymers due to a chain stru-ture of macromolecules 
and super molecular structure of a polymeric body call for a 
new approach to their quantitative description. A mathemati¬ 
cal method of description of relaxation proceaees baaed on the 
use of fractional Integral operators Is proposed. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5621, 5652 

Experiments were performed, using a freely oscillating 
torsion pendulum and an Xnstron tester, in the temperature 
range 4-300°K. Relaxation peaks, elastic modulus, and tough¬ 
ness, were measured and -e discussed. 

Valants, K. C.: "Unified Theory of 
Thermomechanical Behavior of Vlacoelas- 
tlc Materials," Mechanical Behavior of 
Materials under Dynamic Loads;Proceedings 
of a Symposium, San Antonio, Texas, 
September 6-8. 1967, ed. U. S. Lindholm, 
Springer Verlag, New- York, pp. 343-364. 

Derivation and proof of a general theorem and its corol¬ 
lary which establish the existence of a viscoelastic potential 
from which the stress tensor and the entropy density are de¬ 
rivable. The theorem presents the constitutive equations of 
a viscoelastic material with an initial elastic response and 
in the presence of large deformations (smáll deformations 
for the corollary) and time-varying, spatially inhomogeneous 
thermal field. A theory is developed and applied with the ob¬ 
ject of developing explicit forms of constitutive equations 
of viscoelastic materials for two cases: (1) nonisothermal 
small deformation, and (2) isothermal large deformation. 

5554 Murthy, P. N.; Patel, T. S.: "A Study 
of the Creep Rupture Parameters," Indian 
Journal of Technology. Vol. 6, No. 4, 
April 1968. 

The reasons for the superior extrapolative ability of 
the Manson-Haferd (M-H) creep rupture parameter compared to 
the other two parameters (Larson-Mi11er and Dorn parameters), 
obse.-ved by R. M. Goldhoff have been investigated. It is 
shown that the superior performance of the M-H parameter in 
enabling relatively accurate predictions of the long-term 
rupture characteristics of metals on the basis of short-term 
creep data is due to the implied dependence of the activation 
energy(A H) on stress and temperature, and by assuming a 
suitable polynomial expression for A H, the M-H parameter can 
be derived from the general creep deformation equation. 

Brinson, Halbert F.: "Mechanical and 
Optical Viscoelastic Characterization of 
Hysol 4290," Experimental Mechanics. 
December 1968, pp. 561-566. 

(See Abstract 5249). 

SEE ABSTRACT 5593 
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5556 Soraovt A. I,; Chtrnyi, 0. V.! "Strissed 
St»t« *nd Mechanical Properties of Compo¬ 
site Mstsrisls," 

G. S. Pieírenko, 1967, pp. 76 85, (in 
Russisn). 

Discussion of the generalised results and conclusions of 
numerous 'ecent studies dealing with the production and prop¬ 
erties of composite fibrous materials with metallic matrices. 
Conditions are analysed under which these materials meet the 
requirements of modern technology when used in structural 
parts. The Young modulus, inclusion orientation, matrix defor¬ 
mation, and stress distribution at inclusions are considered. 
The behavior of such compositions under mechanical load and 
at high temperatures is investigated. 

5557 Haydl, H. M.! "Stress Concentrador in 
the Plastic Range," Strain. Vol. 6, 
July 1968, p, 29. 

Calculation of the plastic stress concentration factor, 
t.hen material at a discontinuity under high stresses loses 
elasticity and becomes plastic. The formula obtained is 
similar to that of h'euber (1961). The new relationship can 
be expressed as 'the square of the ratio of stress concentra¬ 
tion factors is equal of the ratio of the secant moduli.' 
Future experimental work on stress concentrations Ir the 
plastic state may profit from this result. 

5558 De Arantes E Oliveira, Eduardo R.¡ 
"Theoretical Foundations of the Finite 
Element Method,” laijajKi.oD.p.U.pyrnS] 
of Solids and Structures. Vol. 4, No. 10, 
October 1968, p(. 929-952. 

The finite element method is nowadays the most general 
ard one of the most powerful tools for the analysis of strut- 
tires. 

It is also a general mathematical technique and the main 
concern of the paper is to present it in this light, Func¬ 
tional Analysis is used as the ideal frame for a general ab¬ 
stract formulation. 

The ability to predict convergence to the exact solution 
of a sequence of approximate solutions obtained from patterns 
of finite elements with decreasing sise is fundamental in the 
application of the method. 

In case conformity between elements is obtained, the 
finite element method is a particular case of Rite's method, 
so that convergence ran be ensured as far as completeness is 
achieved. 

A general complet«,,;;? criterion is justified in the 
paper. Such criterion requires that the field components and 
all their derivatives, of order not higher than the highest 
order of derivative entering into the energy density expres¬ 
sion, can take up any constant value within the element. 

It is finally proved that such criterion is also a gener¬ 
al convergence criterion, i.e. a sufficient condition for 
convergence even if conformity is not achieved. 

5559 Carroll, M. M.t "Finite Bending, Stretch¬ 
ing, and Shearing of a Block of Ortho- 
tropic Incompressible Simple Solid," 
J9Mml °t APPU«d HFVhBPKt. September 
1968. pp. 495-98. 

It is shown that a finite deformation history, involving 
bending, stretchning, and shearing, can be supported in every 
incompressible orthotropic simple solid by the application of 
suitable surface tractions, if the bending axis is along a 
material symmetry direction. The corresponding stresses are 
expressed in terms of the material functionals which charac- 
terlte the response to homogeneous plane deformations, and 
these material functionals art calculated explicitly in terms 
of the constitutive functionals of the material. The surface 
tractions which are required in order to effect bending end 
stretching of a rectangular block are also calculated. 

5560 Green, W. A.; Rlvlln, R. 8.! "Simple 
Deformations of Materials with Memory," 
Acta Mschtnlsa. Vol. 5, 1968, pp. 254-73. 

Four classes of simple time-dependent deformatidns art 
examined for general incompressible viscoelastic solids and 
for incompressible rate Independent materials with memory. 
These aret (i) rectilinear shear, (li) simple torsion of a 
right-circular cylinder, (Hi) helical shear of a cylindrical 
annulus contained between rigid coaxial cylinders, (iv) simple 
torsion of material contained between two rigid coaxial cones 
with commun vertex. In each case the deformation of an ele¬ 
ment of material nay be regarded as a superposition of a 
rigid rotation and a time-dependent simple shear with con¬ 
stant direction of shear and plane of shear. Tot the visco¬ 
elastic solids the state of stress in each class of deforma¬ 
tions is shown to be determined to within an arbitrary h, iro- 
statlc pressure by the seme three material functionals of a 
single argument function, the history of the amount of shear. 
For rate independent materials these three functionals become 
ordinary functions of the amount of shear at the Instant under 
consideration. 

5561 Leigh, D. C.i "Asymptotic Constitutive 
Approximations for Rapid Deformations of 
Viscoelastic Materisis," ftÜ,«,,MSfllBlUkB. 
Vol. 5, 1968, pp. 274-288. 

Asymptotic constitutive approximations for the rapid 
finite deformation of general viscoelastic materials are de¬ 
veloped. The tero-order approximation is an elastic-type con¬ 
stitutive equation, although different from the elastic equa¬ 
tion for the slou-deformatlon approximation. The higher-order 
terms are multiple Integrals of the departure of the deforma¬ 
tion history from the step-function history. The approxima¬ 
tions »re shown to be fo:?m-Invar lent to change of deformation 
measure. The approximations are specialised to Isotropic so¬ 
lids and to fluids. As observed by Metzner, White and Denn 
and Pipkin, fluids undergoing rapid deformations exhibit a 
sol id-like behavior. 

5562 Olear, P. D. ; Erdogan, F.i "Time-Tempera¬ 
ture Dependent Brittle Fracture of Visco¬ 
elastic Solids," JoutPffl, of Applied 
Polymer Science. Vol.12, 1968, pp. 2563- 
2574. 

The Griffith formulation is used to study fracture be¬ 
havior of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMU) as a function of 
strain rate and temperature over the range 4.4 x 10"9 < t 
s 4.4 X 10‘2 ln/ln/sec and 25°C<T<T ,T. being the glass tran¬ 
sition temperature. It is found thit the transi'ton from 
brittle to ductile failure occurs abruptly at a temperature 
Tf which is dependant on strain rate and is approximately the 
same as the glass transition temperature of the material. The 
Griffith brittle fracture criterion is found to apply below 
Tf for all strain rates. The brittle fracture behavior is 
shown to obey the time-temperature equivalence principle in 
the same way as the material's other viscoelastic properties, 
having the same shift function. 

5563 Nowackl, W.i "On the Completeness of 
Stress Functions in Asymmetric Elasticity,'' 
htrthitf Po'opdtlF dyp gçlpnqep, Bulletin. 
Strie das Sciences tschnlaues. Vol. 16, 
No. 7, 1968, pp. 546-555. 

Development of a new simplified method for deriving for¬ 
mulas for the stress functions in the asymmetric theory of 
elasticity, without recourse to the laborious solutions of 
sixth-order determinants. A completeness theorem for the 
solutions is obtslned with the aid of the stress functions 
t and n . Expressions relating the Stokes-Helmholts poten¬ 
tials and the stress functions are proposed, together with 
relations for representing the displacements, rotations, 
and temperature in terms of the vector functions 4 and 4 
and the scalar 8. A system of wave equations in these func¬ 
tions is derived. 
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5564 Ro«en, B. «»leers "The Strength end sttff- 
neie oí Fibrou» ConpoeJtes," Modern 
SmSÍÍLSJàtaialã. ed- i-. J. Broutmen 
and R. H. Krock, 1967, pp. 106-119, 529, 
530. 

Dlacuaalon of recently developed méthode for evaluating 
the relatlonahlp between propertiea of composite! and proper- 
tlaa of constltutents. Several problem areas which are crit¬ 
ical to the understanding of the synthesis, design, and re- 
sponae of composite structures are examined. The use of the 
results of these studies to Influence future composite develop¬ 
ment la emphasized. Attention Is also directed to the con¬ 
trast between the analytical results and those which have 
been popularly accepted In the absence of suitable analyses. 
Problems of average elastic stress-strain response and tensile 
strength are discussed. The average stress and strain In the 
composite, rather than the actual stress and strain distribu¬ 
tion, are considered. This permits the representation of the 
actual composite which Is Inhomogeneous and Isotropic by an 
equivalent Idealized homogeneous anisotropic material. 

5565 Krokoeky, Edward; "Behavior of Time- 
Dependent Composite Materials," Modern 

, Caaeila. atmilk. ed- *-■ J- Broutman and 
R. H. Krock, 1967, pp. 120-145, 530-532. 

Study of the behavior of composite materials consisting 
of time-dependent binders coupled with fillers that are either 
time-dependent or ttme-Independent. Baal: viscoelastic theory 
and the fundamental parameters of a time-dependent characteri¬ 
zation are examined. The work has applItablllty to solid rocket 
propellants and to flber-relnforced plastics. 

Bickford, W. B.; Warren, W. E. : "The Pro¬ 
pagation and Reflection of Elastic Waves 
in Anisotropic Hollow Spheres and Cylln- 
dera," Development In Theoretical and Ap¬ 
ollad Mechanics. Vol. 3, Proceedings, ed. 
W. A. Shaw, 1967, pp. 433-645. 

The propagation and reflection of elastic stress waves In 
anlaotroplc hollow spheres and cylinders subjected to time- 
dependent surface pressures are Investigated. The material 
Is assumed to be transversally Isotropic with respect to a 
direction of syesaetry, and solutions to the displacement field 
equations are formally obtained using Laplace transforms. It 
Is shown that If rational approximations are used to represent 
the aotuHed Bessel functions which occur In the transformed 
expressions for stress and displacement, the Inversion of 
thaae expressions for short times may be readily carried out. 
These short-time results ars valid tor times much longer chan 
tha customary short-time solutions obtained using asymptotic 
approximatlo-s, and are of considerable practical Interest 
since tha material internal damning can be expected to diminish 
tha motion for Increasing time, fhe physically Interesting 
problem of a prêteurs suddenly applied to the Inside surface 
of the sphere or cylinder It considered In detail. For the 
tangential stress at the Inside surface, a comparison between 
the maximum dynamic stress and the corresponding static con¬ 
dition shows the customary dynamic factor of 2 to be low In 
varying degrees depending upon the particular elastic con¬ 
stants . 

Moghe, S. R. St el,; "Mechanical Break- 
d«n of Oriented Solids under Time Depen¬ 
dent Loads," Fifth International Congress 
on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

A theory describing the time dependent mechanical break¬ 
down phenomena for homogeneous, oriented solids subjected to 
time dependent loads or stresses Is formulated. The kinetic 
nature of the microscopic molecular behavior Is take;; Into 
account. The analysis Is based upon the mathematical model 
which consists of a system of randomly oriented linear ele¬ 
ments, composed of molecular chains or domains. The solu¬ 
tions for the time required to fracture under repeated loading 
conditions are obtained. The Influence of some parameters 
invt'ved on the solution Is discussed. Within a large range 
of v.irlous applied periodic tensile stresses the logarithm 
of tlme-to-break is found to be almost linearly related with 
the maximum amplitude of the applied stress. As'this ampli¬ 
tude gets smaller and smaller the time required for fracture 
becomes greater and greater and approached to Inffnity for 
a certain smai; limiting value. Qualitatively the analytical 
results to represent closely the general fatigue behavior of 
a material, However, In order to correlate this behavior with 
actual data and to gain confidence In the validity of the 
formulation and solution, experiments have to be conducted for 
oriented media. Certain material parameters are obtained 
from fatigue tests of oriented nylon under different stress 
ratios. Results are compared and correlated. 

5569 Ross, B. E.: "Adaptation of the Molri 
Fringe Technique to Rheological Studies 
of Polymers," Fifth International Congress 
on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968, 

A brief rèsumi of current techniques is presented. Pre¬ 
sent efforts to Increase the accuracy and sensitivity of the 
method when applied to high modulus material are noted, 

A specific example involving research related to the 
stress distribution around olastlc and rigid Inclusions In 
an elsstlc polymer matrix Is Included, Variations In stress 
distributions due to spacing of the Inclusions and to relative 
moduli of Inclusions and matrix are presented. The pertinent 
results of the specific Investigation Indicate that present 
methods of analysis yield conservative values for stress con¬ 
centration factors. 

The Molrt fringe technique Is extended to the flow of 
polymers by Imbedding grids In the polymer material and record¬ 
ing by motion picture camera the changing rioiri fringe pat¬ 
terns which are related to the velocity fle’d. Methods of 
analysis of the data are presented. Techniques for the experi¬ 
mental Implementation of the method are explained. An example 
of the two dimensional flrxi of a polymer through a die Is 
shown. 

5J67 Ohjl, Klyotsugu: "The Elastic Analogue 
In Creep gtreaa Analysis," JMg Mllttn. 
Vol. 11, August 1968, pp. 585-592. 

Dlacuaalon of tha applicability of the elastic analog 
for various combinations of boundary conditions and mechani¬ 
cal assumptions for creep behavior. It la concluded that 
whan tha boundary condition le Indépendant of tima, tha elas¬ 
tic analog In tha creep atrasa analysis la valid for tha 
choice of either the time-hardening theory or the strain-hard¬ 
ening theory. Whan the boundary condition changes with time, 
the elastic analog la valid for the time-hardening theory. 
Whan tha boundary condition varias with time and the material 
behavior la compatible with tha strain-hardening theory, tha 
elastic analog la valid only under tha constraint that tha 
atrasa-boundary values and/or tha displacement boundary val¬ 
ues change In tha asms way as tha proportional loading. 
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5570 Teodortscu, Petr«: "Two-Dimen^ioruil Prob" 
lems '/£ Elasticity Theory. II - Two Zero 
Tangential Utra.i.a," Acciiitaic Batlonale 

Atti. EamUconti - Clane dl 
Seltnge Fiiltb^. MatawatIcha a Naturall. 
Vol. 44, Mar. 1968, (ln Tranch). 

Investigation of a previously defined tvo-dimenslonai 
problem In the case of two aero tangential stresses. The 
stress and strain states are expressed by means of a blharmon- 
ic function Pq and two harmonic functions P¡ and In two 
vãiíables. Some particular Interesting cases are considered, 
and questions connected with the investigated problem are dis¬ 
cussed . 

5571 Irobe, Makoto! "Method of Numerical Anal¬ 
ysis for Three Dimensional Elastic Prob- 
le™." Jacan National Conaress for Ao- 
aUilttohlaUu. ISth, University of Tokyo, 
Japan, October 19-20, 1966, Proceedings, 
Central Scientific Publishers, 1968, pp. 
1-7. 

A numerical method for solving three-dimensional elastic 
problems Is presented. Partial differential equations of equi¬ 
librium are transformed to three sets of system of ordinary 
differential equations, and the solution is derived by suc¬ 
cessive approximation. Numerical examples for a cubic problem 
of symmetry and for a cylindrical problem of axiaymsetry are 
worked out In order to examine the rate of convergence and the 
accuracy of this method. 

5572 Coleckl, J.; Jeffrey, A.: "Two-Dimensional 
Dynamical Problems for Incompressible Iso¬ 
tropic Linear Elastic Solids with Time 
Dependent Moduli and Variable Density," 
Acta Mechanics, Vol. 5. No. 2. 1968. pp. 
Ilfl-lifl.- 

The paper describes a new general method of solution of 
two-dimensional problems involving the dynamical behavior of 
Incompressible linear elastic solids. As formulated, the 
solution takes account of density variation with both position 
and time and a shear modulus which Is purely time dependent. 
Several simple applications are made to problems Involving 
thick cylinders and an Infinite plate containing a circular 
hole. 

5573 Alblae, J. ï.! "On the State of Stress 
In a Semi-Infinite Elastic Eody with a 
Cylindrical Hole, I. II," Konlnklllke 
Mtdsrland»« Akademie van Wettenschappen. 
Eroctsdlngs. Seri«« A - Physical Sciences. 
Vol. 71, No. 4, 1968, pp. 279-296. 

Investigation of the problem of the three-dimensional 
stress concentration around a cylindrical hole In a seml- 
Inflnlte body, unlaxlally loaded at Infinity. The solution 
Is obtained In the form of an Infinite integral with an Inte¬ 
grand that may be algebraically expressed in terms of an 
auxiliary function which satisfies a Fredholm integral equa¬ 
tion of the third kind. The results are obtained by apply¬ 
ing Integral transform techniques to the displacement equations 
of equilibrium over the region (0, « ) x (1, « ). The method 
may be extended to a larger class of boundary value problems 
for the same region of space. 

LUI SenSMl Time-Dependent Characterisation 

3574 Grübln, A. N.i "Criteria of Static 
Strenfjth under Conditions of Triaxial Ten- 
slon, Afcgdflla Havuk MS». Vestal. 
Servia flglka-Takhnlchnvkh Msvuk. Mo. 2, 
1968, pp. 5-12, (in tusslan). 

An# ysls of the stress ttate arising as a result of ten- 
slon on a cylindrical specimen with a small annular notch in 
a state of great plastic deformation. The problem is solved 
for an elliptical profile, which can easily be obtained from 
a rae tilintar profile with a notch with a rounded base. This 
•tuny It n supplement to an earlier analysis by the author 
(1968), based on a problem discussed by Neuber (1958). 
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1575 Sh»n, M. C.; Strong, J. D.¡ Mntualk, F.J.i 
"The Effect of Hydrogen Bonde on the Dynem- 
1c Mechanical Propertlee of Glaeey Poly- 
uthacrylatea from 77°K," J. 

huiBmul,Vo1’ 81- 1967> pp- 1S'27> 

Experimenta ware carried out over the temperature range 
from 77‘%-Tg ualng a epeclally dealgned reaonance-type acoustic 
apectromater■ The resulta are examined In terms of 'volume 
of action' and 'bond looeenlng' hypotheses. 

5574 Hammond, R. J.¡ Work, J. L.i “Dynamic 
Mechanical Properties of Plasticlxed Poly 
(vinyl chloride) Linear Free Energy Re¬ 
lationships In the Poly(vlnyl chlorlde)- 
aster System," Journal of Polymer ScltMi, 
Al, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 73-8J, 

A considerable number of quantitative attempts have been 
made to predict the properties of solutions containing poly¬ 
mers and polar solvents. Thermodynamic approaches have 
generally failed to accurately describa these systems. This 
can be ascribed to the difficulty In determining structural 
characterlstlca arlelng from the variety of secondary Inter¬ 
action present In these highly complex solutions. A linear 
free energy relationship has bean used here to explore changes 
encountered In solutions of nonofunctlonal esters In poly 
(vlnylchlorlde) undergoing mechanical deformation. This treat¬ 
ment appears valid only for the rubbery region of the visco¬ 
elastic spectrum of this polymer . The data Indicate chat the 
observad changes are a function of corresponding changes In 
polymer Intramolecular Interactions. 

5577 Sharma, M. G.; Lawrence, W. F. dt.s "In¬ 
vestigation on the Dynamic Mechanical Be- 
havtor of a Filled Rubberlike Material," 
Fift.i International Congress on Rheology, 
Kyoto, Japer,, 1968. 

This paper la concerned with a study on the dynamic mechen' 
leal behavior of a rubberlike material (Sollthane 113) filled 
with finely divided aluminum toherlcal particles of prescribed 
volume concentrations at frequencies In the lower audiofre¬ 
quency range, and at several temperatures above and below room 
temperature. The dynamic behavior of the material la studied 
by subjecting a specimen In the form of a rod to longitudinal 
vibratlone and determining the resonant frequencies and the 
bandwidth', of the mechanical resonance curve, corresponding 
to various modes of vibration. 

From the dynamic mechanical data obtained at several 
temperaturas and frequencies, reduced curves for the storage 
and lose moduli corresponding to a standard temperature are 
constructed for an extended frequency range by utilising the 
time-temp, shift hypothesis. An examination of the dynamic 
data for various filler concentrations Indíceles that the vis¬ 
coelastic transition region Is shifted to lower frequencies 
with the Increase In the volume fraction of the filler In the 
bulk material. 

tensor components on jean be discussed of If It Is sasumed that 
t * nui where a Is a certain week function of j , determined 
by the Influence of deformation on the relaxation spectrum of 
polymer systems. 

The results obtained are discussed proceeding from the 
Ideas of the llnesr theory of vlecoelsstlclty and the thixo¬ 
tropic theory of nonlinear viscoelasticity, in which It is 
assumed that during a flow at a shear rata y the relaxation 
spectrum Is 'cut off' up to the frequency j «, 

5579 Kambe, H.; Kato, T.i "Dynamic Viscoelastic 
Properties of Dispersed olymers," Fifth 
International Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

Dynamic propertleu of amorphous polymers filled with part¬ 
icles, vhleh are homogeneous in sire and shape, are Investi¬ 
gated. As a model of dispersed polymers, we use a polyepoxide 
resin dispersed with beads of emulsion-polymerized polyethyl- 
methacrylate. Temperature dependence of tensile dynamic prop¬ 
erties was measured using a rh-ometer made by Rlon Co., 
Tokyo, with 25 c/sec from 30 to 150°C, 

Polyethylmethacryiate (PEMA) beads were obtained by the 
emulsion polymerization. Beads were dispersed In water as s 
concentrated suspension. From optical Investigations, the 
size of particles Is 1 micron on the average and narrowly dis¬ 
tributed. Glass transition temperatura (Tg) Is determined as 
69-71°C with D.S.C. Sample films were prepared. 

LJul...ßyjmis ttsMin.a'ArActermttgn 

55SO Schlmnerl, J.! "Determining Torsional 
Vibrations In an Inhomogeneous Linear 
Elastic Continuum," Inxenteur-Archly. 
Vol, 36, Ko, 5, 1968, pp. 314-319, (In 
German). 

An elastic Isotropic Inhomogeneous half-space Ir replaced 
by e uniaxial cylinder-symmetrical model showing equivalent 
behavior under torsional vibrations. This can be achieved by 
determining the corresponding moment of Inertia j(z) charac¬ 
terizing the dispersion-free model for prescribed shear modu¬ 
lus G(z). Twist j (z) and amplitude » (z) under torsional vi¬ 
brations of a base-plate on an Inhomogeneous half-space are 
calculated, and determination of soil parameters from experi¬ 
mental data Is discussed. 

557g Vinogradov, G. V. et a!.! "Correlation 
of Static and Dynamic Mechanical Charac¬ 
teristics of Some Elastomers," Fifth 
International Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 196S. 

The correlation of dynamic characteristics and steady 
shear flow charictarletlcs of noncured elastomers Is discus¬ 
sed. Teste were performed with low-molecular polylsobutylene, 
butyl rubber and a plasticized specimen of the letter. - 
measurements were carried out at frequencies w of.from 5x10" 
to 5x10" c/e and shear rates f of from 10*3 to 10 sec tend at 
temperatures of from 20 to 140°C. If we accept that u - j, 
there exists an a^lguous correlation between the following 
fui^tlonei (l)dependenees of the absolute complex shear modu- 
lue value |G*| and w and of the shear stress on f ¡ (2) de¬ 
pendences of the ratio of |G*|Z to the loes modulus on u and 
of the difference 01' the normal stresses on f. On the other 
hand, the correlation between the frequency dependences of 
the dynamic modulus components and the dependence of the stress 
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5581 Steel, T. l.l "Llnearleed Plane Strain 
of a Mixture of Two Elaatlc Solide. II., 
froc, dab, Phil. Soc,. Vol. 64, 1968, p, 
91). 

In a recent papar, we derived the eolutlone to the equi¬ 
librium equation! for llnecrlted plane atraln of an leotroplc 
mixture of two elastic solids. The solutions were given In 
terms of four complex potential functlona. Here we examine 
the properties of these solutions and evaluate the forces and 
couples across an arc In the mixture. 

M,l. Viscoelastic Uniaxial Characterisation 

)382 DeHoff, Paul H,t "A Mote m. the non¬ 
linear Viscoelastic lebavlor of Polymers," 

9)8* JOUri!l1 ' Vo1' *' ^ 1968, pp- 9i6’ 

Discussion of a type of nonlinear viscoelastic behavior 
of polymers which exists only under very special conditions 
end for United strain levels. A possible justification for 
the validity of an empirical relation, »atterned after the 
hereditary form of linear viscoelastic.*y and proposed by 
Leadsman to fit the longitudinal creep and recovery behavior 
of polyvinyl chloride, Is obtained. 

5583 Francis, E. C.¡ Carlton, C. H. s "Soma 
Aspects r.f nonlinear Mechanical Sebavlor 
of a Composite Propellant," Journal of 
Spacecraft. Vol. 6, Mo. 1, January 1969. 

Effects of atraln on Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio 
V for a composite propellant (861 solids, 14% polymeric binder) 
are evaluated from constant-strain-rate dilatation tests at 
temperatures from -60s to 160op. Linear and nonlinear visco¬ 
elastic rasponee are separated, and the nonllnearltles found 
are accounted for by extensive volume change at low tempera¬ 
turas and strain hardening St elevated temperature becauae of 
high solids loading. Data from stress-relaxation testa at 
four strain levels at -60° and 80°P confirm the nonllnearltles 
measured in the constant-strain-rate testa. Devettlng and 
subsequent volume change at low temperatures cause approximate¬ 
ly a )0% change ln E and a decrease in v (Cauchy relation) 
from 0.30 to 0.27. The significance of these E end v variations 
la assessed by a finite-element computer analysis with typical 
grain designs subjected to cooldowi and pressurisation loading 
conditions. The results show that neglect of nonllnearltles 
in propellant modulus and v would yield high (conservative) 
predictions of stress end strain during cool-down in a steal- 
case motor but low predictions of strain because of the pres-' 
surlsatlon in fiberglass motor. Fortunately, in the letter 
case, the prsseure would tend to reinforce E and v and reduce 
their nonllnaarltles. 
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55g4 Ch«pi(, k. J,¡ Prln«, V.s "VUco*lM¿t* 
city oí network« Coii«l»tlng of Cro««llnked 
or Entingled Hecrcooltcul*«.II. Vérifie«- 
tion of the Theory for Entenglenent Het- 
wofk«," J. Chea, fhY«.. Vol. 48, 1968, 
ft. 235-243. 

A refinenent of «n urller theoretic*! «tudy. Reaults 
«r« coopered with «tptrlmental data obtained on a high mole¬ 
cular weight a«npl* of poly-n-octyl methacrylate. Some di«- 
crepancy 1« noted but It 1« conclude) that the fit between 
theoretical and experimental result« might be better if the 
molecular-weight distribution were known fur the particular 
polymer «ample examined. 

Valanl«, K. C.i "Elastic Materials with 
Particle Interaction« of Finite Range," 
presented at the 39th Annual Meeting, The 
Society of Rheology, Inc., Januar/ 13-15, 
1969. 

In thla paper the effect of 'long range' particle inter¬ 
actions on the constitutive equation of an elastic msterlal is 
considered. If the range is not 'too long' it is found that 
a symmetric stress tensor as well as s stress vector ere nec¬ 
essary to describe the state of stress at a point in the ma¬ 
terial. If the deformation Is small, the state of strain is 
described by the classical strain tensor and a 'strain vector' 
which is a contracted form of the second displacement gradient 
tensor. For an isotropic material the state of stress is re¬ 
lated to the state of strain through three elastic constants 
instead of the two that occur in the classical theory of 
elasticity. 

5585 Brlscall, H. ; Thomas, C. R.! "Cellular 
Structure and Physical Properties of 
Plastics," Br. Plast.. Vol. 41, No. 7, 
1968, pp. 79-84. 

Certain physical properties of plastics are modified by 
the presence of cellular structure In a manner that is de¬ 
pendant on the relationships between the gaseous and solid 
phases. This article outlines the usual process of formation 
of cellular structure' in plastics and discusses its effect or. 
mechanical strength, thermal conductivity and vapour permeabil¬ 
ity. 

5584 Van Hoorn, H.i "A Dynamic Mechanical 
Study of the Effect of Chemical Variations 
on the Internal Mobility of Linear Epoxy 
Resins (polyhydroxyethers)," Journ. of Appl. 
Polymer Science. Vol. 12, 1968, pp. 871-888. 

A torsion pendulum at 01 Hz and a vibrating reed at 
IOOHe were used to study a range of polyhydroxy'ithers at temp¬ 
eratures from -180°C to Tg (85-170¾). The results were 
Interpreted In terms of the molecular structure. 

5587 Pexzln, G.; Zlnelll, C.i "Influence of 
Molecular Weight on Some Properties of 
Poly(vinyl chloride)," Journal of Applied 
MvKr, St lent 9. voi. 12, 1968, pp. 1119- 
1134. 

Straaa-straln,creep and recovery tests were performed. 
Tha creep results showed that a relatively stable network 
was present. Ultlaate tensile properties depended strongly 
on molecular weight, due to Increased stability of crosslinks 
wl.h Increasing chain length. 

Yau, W.; Stein, R. S.: "Optical Studies 
of the Stress-Induced Crystallization of 
Rubber," Journal of Polymer Science. 
Part A2, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 1-30. 

Low angle light scattering by films of stretched natural 
and synthetic rubbers was Investigated. The dependence of 
scattering was studied as a function of light polarization 
direction, orientation direction, elongation temperature, 
degree of swalllng, type of swelling liquid, and degree of 
cross! .‘-king. 

5589 Matsuoka, S. et ali "A Further Study 
of the Properties of Transcrystalline 
Regions In Polyethylene," Journal of 
Polymer Science, Part 8, Vol. 6, 1968, 
pp. 4)-91. 

Dynamic Yoiig's moduli have been measured In polythene 
crystalline laswllae grown on copper wide surfaces. The 
moduli were observed to be higher than for bulk polyethylene 
at various temperatures. The increases In the moduli are 
attributad to an anisotropic structure. Absence of chemical 
changes was demonstrated by gel permeation chromatography. 

5591 Rotne, Jens! "Variational Treatment of 
Hydrodynamic Interaction in Polymers," 
presented at the 39th Annual Meeting, The 
Society of Rheology, Inc., January 13-15, 
1969. 

It has recently been pointed out by several authors that 
the Klrkwood-Rlseman diffusion tensor normally used to treat 
hydrodynamic interaction in polymer molecules is not neces¬ 
sarily positive definite, an unphyslcal behavior which results 
fr >m the neglect of short-range contributions to the inter¬ 
action between chain segments. The problem can be reformulated 
as a minimization of the race at which energy is dissipated 
by the motion of the suspending fluid, and in this way we have 
obtained an approximate diffusion tensor which (1) is positive 
definite for all configurations of the polymer molecule, (2) 
approaches the Elrkwood-Rlseman diffusion tensor at large 
separations between the interacting segments, and (3) can be 
written as the true diffusion tensor plus a positive definite 
correction. The last feature can be used to obtain variational 
bound on relaxation times and sedlmen1 atlon rates. 

5592 Carreau, Pierre J.i "Rheological Equa¬ 
tions from Molecular Network Theories,” 
presented at the 39th Annua) Meeting, The 
Society of Rheology, Inc., January 13-15, 
1969. 

Lodge's molecular network theories are quite successful 
in describing the linear viscoelastic behaviour of polymer so¬ 
lutions and melts, but cannot account for the rate-of-strain 
dependence of various material functions. By allowing the 
junction-creation rate and the probability of loss of Junctions 
to depend on the second invariant of the rate-of-strain tensor, 
more realistic constitutive equations were obtained. The form 
of the equations is the same as for some previous models, but 
the memo-y function la new; two rheological models are pro¬ 
posed by assuming two different mechanisms for the effect of 
the rate of strain on the kinetics of the network. 

5593 Van Po Fy, G. A.i "Theory jf Shrinkage 
Stresses In Oriented Glasu-Relnforced 
Plastics, Polymer Mechanics. Vol. 1, 
No. 6, Nov-Dec 1965, pp. 36 - 40. 

The problem of shrinkage stress distribution In glass- 
reinforced plastics is examined on the basis of an improved 
model under certain assumptions concerning the natur- of the 
curing process. Cylindrical tubes of epoxy glass-reinforced 
plastic are investigated under stepped temperature conditions 

5594 DIMilo, A. J.¡ Mastrolla, E. J.¡ Quacchla, 
R. H.i "The Development and Evaluatin') of 
a Hydrocarbon Binder for High Energy Solid 
Propellants,' Aerojet-General Corp., Pinal 
Technical Report AFRPL-TR-68-236, Nov. 68. 

Saturated, partially saturated, and unsaturated, hydroxy 
terminated, polybutadienes were characterized and evaluated 
as solid propellant Ingredients. In two series, the prepo- 
tymers consisted of an unsaturated parent and prepolymers 
derived from the parent by hydrogenation to various sstura- 
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Cion levels. Both saturated and unsaturated prepolyraers were 
fractionated on a silica gel column by the Esso method. The 
unsatura^ed prepolymer differed from the saturated ones in not 
having non-functional units. It was postulated that the non¬ 
functional units derive from mono functional ones during hydro¬ 

genation. 
The causes of the poor low temperature mechanical prop¬ 

erties of saturated binders and the corresponding propellants 
were investigated by ailatoraetry, pour point studies, micro' 
scopy,differential thermal analysis, and by mechanical proper¬ 
ties studies. Ho evidence of crystallinity was obtained. The 
saturated prepolymers and binders showed two transitions by 
DTA while the unsaturated and partially saturated ones showed 
a single transition. 

The poor low temperature mechanical behavior was the 
result of saturation which stiffens the prepolymer chain. The 
increased rigidity was caused by the rotational energy bar¬ 
riers . 

5595 Tokita, N.; Scott, R.: "Rheological Prop¬ 
erties and Molecular Structure of Elas¬ 
tomers: EPM, EPDM," Fifth International 
Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

The relationel.ipbetween stress relaxation behavior and 
molecular structure of EPM and EPDM polymers has been investi¬ 
gated. Theoretically, the maximum relaxation time, rm, deter¬ 
mined from ¿tress relaxation curves reflects certain basic 
rheological properties of bulk polymers; i.e. the viscosity 
and elastic memory. The factors which most influence the 
stress relaxation of polymers are the following: 

EPM: 1) molecular weight and its distribution, 2) ethy¬ 
lene-propylene ratio. 

EPDM: 1) molecular weight and its distribution, 2) ethy¬ 
lene-propylene ratio, 3) t er monomer characteristics in poly¬ 
merization kinetics. 

5596 DeVries, K. L,; Williams, M. L.: "Effects 
of Strain Rate and Cyclic Loading on Pri¬ 
mary Bond Rupture in Polymeric Materials," 
Fifth International Congress on Rheology, 
Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance provides a means of de¬ 
tecting the free radicals associated with bond rupture during 
mechanical carnage in some polymers. As such it allows a 
direct measurement of the relative amounts of primary bond 
rupture during deformation. Experiments have been conducted 
on the accumulation of such damage and number of chains broken 
as functions of strain rate and cyclic load rate and amplitude 
during deformation in nylon and polyethylene. These results 
are compared with what might be expected on the basis of some 
theoretical models. 

5597 Nishijima, Y.: "Molecular Motions in 
High Polymer Solids and Melts Studied by 
the Fluorescence Method Fifth Inter¬ 
national Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

The heterogeneity of molecular motions in polymer systems 
is manifested in the phenomena of multiple transitions. Flúores 
cence techniques of measuring the molecular motions in polymer 
systems have bsen developed utilizing the life-time of excita¬ 
tion of fluorescent molecules as tjie reference time scale. 
By this method, molecular motions of relaxation time ranging 
from 10to lO“® seconds can be observed. 

It has been found that fluorescent aromatic compounds 
capable of internal rotation exhibit an enhancement of the 
fluorescence intensify with increasing restriction of the in¬ 
ternal rotation. When such fluorescent molecules are dis¬ 
persed in polymer solid, the intensity of the fluorescence 
enH :ted from the system varies with temperature. The varia¬ 
tions of the Intensity of fluorescence can be treated in 
terms of the relaxation time of the Internal rotation of the 
fluorescent molecule. The change of the relaxation time in 
various polymer solids, t.icluding polystyrene, polyvinyl al¬ 
cohol, polyvinyl acetate, p flyacrylonlr.rlle, polyamides and 

ethylene-propylene copolymers are studied at temperatures 
ranging fro® -50°C to 100°C. Hultipl. transitions ara thus 
observed, and the variation! In the relaxation time In thoaa 
solids are discussed in terms of the local molecular motions 
of polymer chains. 

55,8 Williams, M. L.Î "Tht delation latvaen 
Mechanical Behavior and Chamlcsl Parame¬ 
ters," fifth International Congrtss on 
Rhsology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

The mechanical behavior of a viscoelastic materlsl, as 
represented for exemple by Its relaxstlon modulus, depends 
upon Its chemical composition. Por the most part, qualitativa 
. sociacion# have been developed, A more definitive relation- 
ship would be useful for proper utilization of viscoelastic 
materials In engineering design. As an Illustration of how 
this Improvement might be effected the relaxation modulus is 
described mathematically through parameters whose variation 
Is then related to chemical parameters such as crosslink den¬ 
sity and molecular weight. A simple example is Included to 
Illustrate how the engineering results can be directly related 
to the molecular parameters. 

'599 Iwayanagl, S,; Nakane, H.i "The Kelaxa- 
tion and Phase Transition In Crystalline 
Polymers," Fifth International Congress 
on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Two topics are discussed concerning the relaxation phe¬ 
nomena In crystalline polymers! (1) the grain-boundary relaxa¬ 
tion and (2) the viscoelastic behavior In the neighborhood of 
the solid-phase transition temperature. 

5(00 Muenker, A. H.i Hudson, 8. E.! "Func¬ 
tionality Determination cf Binder Pre¬ 
polymere," Esso Report Mo. CR-8-FBP-68, 
Esso Research and Engineering Company, 
Linden, M. J., September 1968. 

This Is the final report describing research aimed at the 
development of accurate and reasonably fast teat procedures 
to determine the functionality and functionality distribution 
of prepolymers currently of Interest to the Air Force. Re¬ 
search was csrrled out under Contract Ho. FOA611-67-C-0012 
during the period October 1, 1966 to September 30, 1968. The 
effect of solute concentration, solvent type and temperature 
on number average molecular weight measurements by VPO was 
studied or a series of binder prepolymers. It was concluded 
that mrleculer weight measurements of a given polymer In dif¬ 
ferent solvents give Identical molecular weights when extra¬ 
polated to Infinite dilution, although measurements at finite 
concentrations In different solvents msy give widely varying 
results. A number of micro-methods were developed which can 
accurately determine tie equivalent weight of hydroxy- and car- 
boxy-íuéct Iona 1 prepolymers on a 50 to 100 mg sample site. A 
method was also developed to deteralne the functionality dis¬ 
tribution of binder prepolymers. The swthod la basad on the 
adsorption of prepolyaer on activated silica gel and subsaqus-it 
selective desorption uy stepwise elution using solvent mixtures 
of progressively greeter elution power. The following tight 
prepolymers were studied on this program! GH-Telagen-S, C0OH- 
Telagen-S, P-BEP, 3M's hydroxy-functional perfluoroalkylens 
oxide prepolymer, COOH-Polylsobucylene, Thlokol's CHR-Nltroso 
Terpolymer, COOH-Butsrez and Sinclair's Poly B-D. Typical 

■prepolymer samples contain from 0-7% nonfunctional polymer, and 
16 to 33% monofunctional polymer. 

5601 iirlmm, 8.1 "Infrared Spectroscopy and 
Polymer Structure." Pure AppI , Cha-. 
Vol. 16, Mos. 2/3, 1968, pp. 369-388. 

Some facets of polymer structure that can be Illuminated 
by means of detailed vibrational analysis are Illustrated. 
These Include the strurture of the Individual regular chain 
In the crystalline phise and features of the arrangement of 
chains In tht crysttl. It It alto possible to determine tht 
nature of the noncrystalline structures present In s polymer 
system. Examples .are cited from experimental work on poly¬ 
vinyl chloride end polyethylene. 
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5602 Cowking, A. tt ll. { "A Study on the 
Orientation Effects In Polyethylene in 
the Light of Crystalline Texture, Part 3: 
On the Eff'tt* of Applied Stress on the 
Molecular .^nd Textural Orientation/* 

, al. Mai»;» ■ voi. 3, 
Ho. Í, NovtiiStr 1968. 

Special iample typet established and characterised In 
Parte land 2 «ere examined systematically under different 
andes of external déformât ton at constant teaperatures. The 
structural changes recorded by means of wide- and lov-angle 
X-ray patenas fully substantiated the bodily rotation of 
the otherwise unaltered crystallites In accordance with the 
Interlaaellar slip mechanism postulated In Part 1 and 2, both 
In tension and under two modes of compression. Dimensional 
changes, however, were significantly In excess of those ex¬ 
pected from the rotation of crystallites, but were uniquely 
correlated with this relation in the different samples under 
different conditions of deformation. This point to a unique 
structural and mechanistic Interrelation between the crystal¬ 
lites and more compliant amorphous regions. As the X-ray 
long periods wsrs unaffected by the deformation, the more 
extenelble material cannot be Identical to that asaoclated 
with the lamellar periodicity, a fact which points to s pre¬ 
viously unsuspected super lame liar regularity in the texture. 
A «Imple structural suggestion la made. 

5603 Taisaaoto, Yoshlyukl: "An Intrinsic Thso- 
ry of a Coaaarat Continuum," Internatlon- 
al Journal of Solida and Structures, 
Vol. 4, No. 10, October 1968. 

In thla paper, a linear Intrinsic theory is developed 
for a Coaeernt continuum as a natural axtanalon of the clas¬ 
sical theory of elasticity. Introducing the stress functions, 
a decomposition theorem of Hilbert space for atreee distribu¬ 
tion It derived, and the properties of the sc-caUed eigen 
atrasa la dlacusaad. 

...Claji Transition Temperature 

5604 Penwell, Richard C.; Porter, Roger S.: 
"Rheology of Polystyrene Hear the Glass 
Transition,"Jiith Annual Meeting, The So¬ 
ciety of Rheology, Inc., January 13-15, 
1969. 

Anomalouj viacoalty Increases with shear can occur l" 
teat« made near the glass transition and vanish at higher 
temperatures. The anomalous viscosity behavior arises be¬ 
cause the glaas transition temperature Is a reference tempera¬ 
ture which can potentially shift with the application of the 
interdependent variables - pressure, frequency, shear rate, 
and shear «trees. In our first studies, viscosity measure¬ 
ments heve been made on a high and low molecular we'ght poly¬ 
styrene of narrow distribution. Viscosity measurements as a 
function of shear have been made on these samples over a tem¬ 
perature range down to 120°C. Equivalent measurements havs 
been made in both a steel capillary and a cone-and-plate geo¬ 
metry In order to distinguish effects due to pressure from 
those due to simple shear. Deviations from dfts reduction 
have been observed, thus far in only hlgh-shear, nigh-pressure 
capillary data. Among alternste methods of explanation, the most 
general and satisfactory correlation developed to date In¬ 
volves s viscosity increase due to a reduction In sample volume 
at higher pressures which is the region of higher shear rates 
in capillary studies. 

M fhPlip-Elsstlc ChsritterHatton 

5605 Tokuoka, T.: "A Mathematical Theory of 
Birefringence of Continuous Media," 
Fifth International Congress on Rheology, 
Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

The theoretical investigations with reepect to the biré¬ 
fringent phenomena are shown from the point of view of the con¬ 
tinuous media. 

The polynomial approximation« of the photo-constitutive 
equations and the biréfringent effects In reroth, first, se¬ 
cond-order... are presented. In first-order the well-known 
'stress optical law* holds for elastic and viscous material. 

The simple extension and the pure homogeneous strain de¬ 
formation of elastic media are analysed and the results coin¬ 
cide with the formulae deduced by Kuhn and Grün, and Treloar. 

For some slmpls deformation of the plastic media, the 
biréfringent effect Is expressed as a linear combination of 
atreae ard strain, which coincide with the experimentei re¬ 
sulta. 

The Couette flow« of viscous fluids, Rl\lin-Ericksen vis¬ 
coelastic fluids and Noll s simple fluids are analysed. The 
extinction angle of the first is 450 in spite of large shear¬ 
ing-rate while the angle of the second and third decreases 
monotonlcally as the shesring-rste attains high values. 
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560IS Simho, Robtri ; Uer»cki, Lechosl»«! "Cor¬ 
eo ponding SOte Relation« for the New¬ 
tonian Vltcoalty of Polyowr Solut'one. 
II. Further Syetema and Concent., tsd So¬ 
lution«," J, PpIyib. Scl. ■ Part ¿2, Vol. 
5. 1967, pp. 853-874. 

Previous paper« have developed a procedure for th. 
description of viecosity-concentretlon functions leading to 
master curvee over a wide range of molecular weight«. By ex¬ 
amination of vinyl polymer« and cellulose derivative« In good 
and In poor solvent« the treatment Is now extended to con¬ 
centrated solutions. 

Keller, Evelyn F.¡ Keller, J. B. : 
"Statistical Mechanic« of the Moment 
Stress Tensor," Physic» Fluids. Vol. 9, 
1966, pp. 3-7. 

The moment stress tenser, Mljk, and the Internal moment 
per unit volume, 11, are obtained for an Inhomogeneous fluid 
In terms of Inter-particle forces and a two-particle distribu¬ 
tion function. The usual elastic constants are recovered for 
the homogeneous case, and further elastic constants are derived 
to relate the change in couple stress, Mljk, to the strain in 
a displacement for the inhomogeneous material. 

5608 ïogananda, C. V.! "On a Ml-red Boundary 
Value Problem of a Cylindrical Bole In an 
Elastic Matrix," Indian Institut« of 
Science. Journal. Vol. 50, April 1968, 
pp. 7C-82. 

Development of a formal solution, using :he love function, 
for the axleymmetric localised piston-type indentation prob¬ 
lem of s cylindrical hole In an Infinite elastic space. The 
problem is reduced to the solution of a pair of dual integral 
equations which are solved by a series method, using Legendre 
orthogonal polynomial#. 

5609 FlUgge, W.; Kelkar, V. 8.: "Ths Problem 
of an Elastic Circular Cylinder," Inter- 
11*11,00« 1 Joynal Pf Solids and Structure». 
Vol. 4, April 1968, pp. 397-420. 

Analysis of « homogeneous. Isotropic and alaatlc circular 
cylinder subjected to prescribed forcee of dieplacemente at It» 
surfaces. A general method of sol tlon Is presented which 
can be used to satisfy exactly arbitrary boundary condition» 
prescribed on the curved and flat eurfacas of a hollow or 
solid cylinder of any length. Boundary conditions in displace¬ 
ments lesd to the simplest presentation of the solution sod 
are, therefore, used to demonstrate the method. It Is con¬ 
sidered sufficient to eolve two fundamental problems and then 
to use linear superposition to solve any other specific prob¬ 
lem. The first problem deals with satisfying arbitrary dio- 
placements on the curved eurfaces of an Infinitely long cylin¬ 
der , while In the second problem arbitrary déplacements on 
the fist end of s semiinfinite cylinder are eatlefled with 
sero dieplacemente maintained on Its curved eurfaces. 

5610 Stumpf, H.: "Poinewlse Bounds in the 
Theory of Elasticity. I, II," Acadtoie 
ÏSiSfMÎtSitl SftTPfPI. Pullel^îp^SklÆ 
des Sciences Techníouss. Vol. 16, No. 7, 
1968, pp. 569-584, (in German). 

Application of methods of functional analytla to the 
development of r method which, by appropriate selection of the 
singularities, makes it possible to establish upper and lower 
bounds for the static or geometric field values in two-dimen¬ 
sional and three-dimenaional elasticity theory. The bound« 
are determined with the aid of Green's functions and by sub¬ 
stituting comparative states (which satisfy only the geometric 
or only the etstic conditions) for the unknown elastic states, 
with subsequent assessment of the error Introduced by this 
procedure. 

Soli Bueckner, H. F.; Johnaon, M. W., Jr.; 
Moore, R. H.: "The Calculation of Equili¬ 
brium States of Elastic Bodies by Newton's 
Method," geyelppments In Mechanics. Vol.3, 
9th Midwestern Mechanics Conference, Uni. 
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wla., August 16-18, 
1965, Proceedings, Fart I - Solid Mech¬ 
anics and Mataríais, ad. T. C. Huang and 
M. W. Johnson, Jr., 1967, pp. 201-213. 

Consideration of the numerical calculation of equilibrium 
state« of elastic bodies under large deformation, where the 
governing differential equations are nonlinear. Newton's 
Iterative method Is modified by s reparametrisatlon scheme which 
makes it possible to obtain a global solution in problems where 
buck’ing occurs. The method le applied to the problem of tha 
buckling of a shallow clamped spherical shell under uniform 
presaure. 

5612 Footer, A. R. S.! "Convexity Conditions 
and Energy Theorems for Time Dependent 
Meteríais," ¿..„.ifech. ffryr SoUdç, Vol. 
16, 1968, pp. 283-288. 

Global convexity conditions, corresponding to the convexi¬ 
ty of strain energy and complementary energy of classical 
elasticity, are derived for history dependent time Independent 
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OHiterl*!». Energy theorems, «hieb provide generellierions of 
the elastic theorems, are discussed. 

5613 Halpln, J. C.; Thomas, R. L.: "Ribbon 
Reinforcement of Composites," J. Com- 
BSilM.. Vo1- 2. October 1968. 

A clear demonstration of the potential of ribbon shaped 
reinforcements in composite materials applications Is pre¬ 
sented. From a mlcroswchanics analysis, supported by experi¬ 
mental results, we find that ribbon reinforcement offers su¬ 
perior stiffness properties In the plane of the lamina. The 
macromechanics analysis introduces the concept of a hybrid 
compoaite In which the engineer may combine the outstanding 
strength properties of fibers with the superior stiffness 
properties offered by ribbon reinforcements. It Is pointed 
out that the low strength observed for glass-ribbon composites 
is a consequence of fabrication procedures and does not cor¬ 
respond to the theoretical limiting strength of ribbon rein¬ 
forcements. 

5614 Knops, R. J.¡ Payne, L. E.: "Stability 
in Linear Elasticity," International 
jpwml ai iam» siri imumm. voi. 4, 
ho. 12, December 1968, pp. 1233-1242. 

Conditions are established ensuring the continuous de¬ 
pendence on the initial data of the, equilibrium solution and 
certain other classes of solution to the elastodynamlc initial 
boundary value problem. The method of proof depends upon 
logarithmic convexity arguments and Is notable for the abscence 
of any definiteness condition on the elasticities. In some 
cases the conclusions reached differ from corresponding ones 
derived according to classical Lyapounov stability theory and 
examples are given to Illustrate this difference. 

5615 Stricklin, James A.: "Integration of 
Area Coordinates in Matrix Structural 
Analysis," AIM ¡mml. Vol. 6, No. 10, 
October 1968. 

5616 Huet, C.: "Representation of Complex 
Moduli and Compliances In Complex Arith¬ 
metic and Logarithmic Planes," Cahiers 
d» Eps-, fiBMU ds tMai,-. voi. i, 
1967, pp. 237-258, (in French). 

A theoretical paper treating linear visco-elastic bodies, 
but with a final section showing the theory applied to bitu¬ 
mens and elastomers. Terms are defined and a description Is 
given of the Cole-Cole (arithmetic) and Block (logarithmic) 
complex planes. Numerous Illustrated tables show how the 
representation may be applied to various model systems. Tem¬ 
perature effects are also considered. 

5617 Canter, Nathan H.: "Viscoelasticity of a 
Butadiene-Styrene Block Copolymer," 
Polvm. Sel.. Part A2, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 
155-163. 

Transitions in a butadiene-styrene block copolymer have 
been studied by differential thermal analysis and also by ob¬ 
serving variations In the torsional modulus with temperature. 
The upper transition Is broad but becomes sharper for samples 
which have been stress-relaxed at high elongation before 
torsional testing. The results suggest that chain segments 
In the copolymer aggregate In the solid state and that stretch¬ 
ing of the bulk material enhances aggregation of the styrene 
chain segments. 

., . Halpln, J. C.: "Introduction to Visco¬ 
elasticity," Composite Materials Workshop; 
Proceedings of the Summer Workshop on the 
Physical Aspects of Composite Materials, 
Washington University, St- Louis, Mo., 
July 13-21, 1967, ed. S. W. Tsai, J. C. 
Halpln, N. J. Pagano, (Progress in Ma¬ 
terials Science Serles, Vol. 1), 1§67, 
pp. 87-152. 

Discussion of those phenomenological aspects of the mech¬ 
anical properties of solids which are of general applicability 
for the study of composite systems. The framework of continuum 
mechanics is used to consider the forces on, and the changes 
of shape In a typical infinitesimal volume element of both an 
Isotropic and an anisotropic body. A method of modifying the 
constitutive equations of elasticity theory to include time 
effects Is diecu««ed, and the resulting relationships between 
surface forces, surface displacements, and time for solids are 
derived. A discussion Is given of the treatments available 
for the nonlinear behavior suitable for rigid composite ma¬ 
terials. An approach is outlined which leads to a linear Inte¬ 
gral equation for the treatment of boundary-value problems for 
materials which are approximated by the constitutive equations. 

5619 Tuljnman, C. A. F.j Kruyer, S.j Zwleterlng, 
Th. N.: "On the Calculation of Limiting 
Quantities of Linear Viscoelastic Materials 
from Dynamic Measurements," Fifth Inter¬ 
national Congress un Rheology, Kyoto, Ja¬ 
pan, 1968. 

It is well known that the retardation or relaxation be¬ 
haviour of a viscoelastic material Is strongly revealed by 
the frequency-dependence of the ratio of the steady-state 
output to the Input amplitude for pure sinusoidal stimuli 
applied to the material. This ratio is a complex function of 
the real radial frequency “ and may be, e.g. the complex 
dielectric constant e *(ui) or the dynamic compliance. The 
behaviour ofe *(w) is reflected in the shape of the curves 
obtained when the real and Imaginary parts of e*, denoted Ly 
c'iu) and e"(iu) reap., are plotted versus log ui. Such 
curves give a more direct picture of a dispersion In the dyna¬ 
mic response than those obtained from complex plane plott. 
The latter plots are still widely used, especially because the 
extrapolations necessary for obtaining the limiting quantities 
c'( u« 0) and c'( u-« ) are relatively easy to make. In 
many cases, however, the values of limiting quantities ob¬ 
tained In this way are rather Inaccurate, which need not be 
Che case when the function c" (u) Itself Is used as a starr¬ 
ing point. 
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In this paper It is shown that analytical expressions can 
be found describing satisfactorily the e"(u) curvea, even con* 
plicated ones, net with in practice. After substitution in the 
Kronlg-Kramers integral equation and solving for [e'Cw) * e' 
(«)], this calculated functionle'(uj-e'(*)] is compared with the 
experimental €'((*)) curve. 

5620 Bozhinov, G. M.: "Viscoelastic Behaviour 
of Complex Mechanical Systems," Fifth 
International Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

The linear viscoelastic behaviour of certain classes of 
materials is considered using the simplest methods of theo¬ 
retical rheology. The basic physical equation is represented 
by an n-order differential equation and a corresponding rheo¬ 
logical model is assumed as a complex mechanical system formed 
by a terminal number of elements. 

Both creep and relaxation phenomena are analysed on the 
basis of the above mentioned equation. For some particular 
cases corresponding differential equations are solved. 

Special attention is drawn towards some characteristics 
of model behaviour, which are result of the model structure it¬ 
self as well as of the interrelation between the components 
of the mechanical system. 

A method to define the initial terms is described and a 
second order differential equation is solved as an application. 

5621 Gromov, V. G.î "Voiterra Operator Algebra 
and its Application to Viscoelasticity 
Problem*," 8SSR. 
Vol. 182, Sept. 1, 1968, pp. 56-59, (In 
Ruaalan). 

Demonstration that the conetructlon of a Voltarra opera¬ 
tor algebra for boundary-value problems Involving linear vlaco- 
elasticlty with a continuous relaxation time and continuous 
delay time spectra is not restricted to special forma of Voi¬ 
terra operators but Is realisable for any Initial raaolvent 
operators. A theorem generalising the Robotnov theorem (1948) 
concerning the multiplication of operators with fractionally 
exponential kernels Is formulated and proved. Several theo¬ 
rems are derived from this theorem io facilitate the construc¬ 
tion of a theory of anisotropic viscoelastic media. A class 
of resolvent operator functions which permit a simple realisa¬ 
tion of a Voiterra algebra Is Indicated. 

5622 Ting, T. C. T.: "A Mixed Boundary Value 
Problem In Viscoelasticity with Time-De¬ 
pendent Boundary Regions," Stanford Uni¬ 
versity, Department of Applied Mechanics, 
Technical Report No. 191, October 1968. 

A correspondence principle of linear viscoelasticity 
theory for mixed boundary value problems with time-dependent 
boundary regions was studied by Graham In which the asaoclated 
eiaftlc solutions are required to satisfy certain reatrlcted 
conditions. In this paper a generalised correspondence prin¬ 
ciple is given In which no restrictions are Imposed on the as¬ 
sociated elastic solutions. The results can be extended to 
thermo-rheologlcally simple viscoelastic media If tha tempera¬ 
ture field Is elthsr purely position-dependent or purely time- 
dependent. 

5623 Sneddon, I. N.¡ Ejlke, B. C. 0.: "The 
Stress Intensity Factors for a Griffith 
Crack Whose Surfaces are Loaded Asymmetri¬ 
cally," North Carolina State University, 
Applied Mathematics Research Group, 
April 24, 1968. 

Formulae for the calculation of the stress Intensity fac¬ 
tors at the tip of a Griffith crack and for the normal compo¬ 
nent of the surface displacement are derived for a crack whosa 
surfaces are subjected to completely arbitrary surfaca trac¬ 
tions . 

5624 Sh«.-bourn*, A. N. i Xrlahnaaamy, 8.: 
"Moment-Curvature Modal* under Revers* 
Cyclic Stralnlii," Rxperlmtntal Mechanics. 
January 1969, pp. 36-40. 

The papar deacrlbaa th* development of M-e model* from 
stress-straia curves resulting from tests on axially loaded 
mild-steel specimens subjected to cyclic alternating plastic 
strains. These 'push-pull* tests lead to the formilatlon of 
a power law which can be used to (iradlct th* nonlinear re¬ 
sponse of sections In bending undi« similar ambient conditions. 
These predictions are compared with experiments cn beans sub¬ 
jected to pure bending Involving strain control, fhe result¬ 
ing load-deflection curves, derived dlractly fro* experlsMntsl 
M-4 models and Indirectly from theoretical M-S modela arising 
from stress-strain data, are themselves compared with similar 
experimental data In th* case of cantilever beam* under tip 
loads. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5563, 5590 
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5625 Dl»tif*no, J. N.; Sackraín, J. L.: "Or the 
Stability of an Initially Imperfect Non* 
linearly Viscoelastic Column," Interna- 
ttopA.1 Journal Pf Solids and Structures. 
Vol. 4, No. 3, March 1968, pp. 341-354. 

The stability of an initially imperfect, simply-supported, 
H-section beam-column, subjected to an axial compressive load, 
is investigated. The material of the column is taken to behave 
as a general nonlinear viscoelastic solid with a constitutive 
relation represented by a Volterra-Frèchet functional poly¬ 
nomial. Conditions sufficient to assure Instantaneous, short 
terra and long term stability are established. It is shown that 
a complete knowledge of the material creep functions is not 
required in order to determine stability conditions. A pro¬ 
gram of experiments to characterize the material for stability 
studies is presented. 

5626 Ting, E. C.s "Nonlinear Viscoelastic 
Stress Analysis with Small Dilatatlonal 
Changes," Stanford University, Department 
of Applied Mechanics, Technical Report 
No. 189, September 1968. 

A derivation is given of the nonlinear stress constitutive 
equation for viscoelastic materials with small di atational 
changes. This particular derivation results in a form for 
the constitutive equations which is suitable for application 
in solving boundary value problems. The resulting equations 
are applied to obtain the quasi-static solution for a pressu¬ 
rized viscoelastic hollow cylinder bonded to an elastic cas¬ 
ing. The inner boundary of the cylinder is assumed to be 
ablating and hence time-dependent. The problem is solved for 
linear and nonlinear, both incompressible and compressible, 
materials. Por linear problems, both analytical and numeri¬ 
cal solutions are obtained. For nonlinear problems, numeri¬ 
cal solutions are evaluated by using finite difference tech¬ 
niques and assuming particular forms of kernel functions in 
the constitutive equation. The linear and nonlinear results 
are compared. The effects due to the material nonlinearity 
and compressibility are discussed. 

5627 Eargle, George Marvin: "A Nonlinear In- 
tegro-Differentlal Equation Associated with 
a Class of Wedge Problems," North Caro¬ 
lina Stats University, Applied Mathematics 
Research Group, May 1968. 

The Mellln integral transform is used to investigate the 
displacement near the vertex of an infinite, isotropic, elastic 
wedge in a state of plane stress under mixed boundary con¬ 
ditions. Normal stresses are prescribed near the vertex and 
norms! displacements are assumed to be zero elsewhere along 
the boundary. 

A nonlinear integro-dlfferential equation is derived in 
which the unknown function is related to tho desired displace¬ 
ment. This and a related nonlinear algebraic system are 
analyzed. Methods are developed to compute the solution for 
the special case of the wedge of vertex angle n • These meth¬ 
ods are extended to a more general wedge and an example of 
the more general computation is given. 

5628 Findley, W. N.j Stanley, C. A.: "Nonlinear 
Combined Stress Creep Experiments on Rigid 
Polyurethane Foam with Application to 
Multiple Integral and Modified Superposl- 
tlon Theoryof HttffUll. •WLS*. 
Vol. 3, Mo. U, Doc. 1968, pp. 916-949. 

Thlo Invcotlgotlon employs a multiple Integral relatlon- 
ehlp ai the constitutive equation for creep of nonlinear vis¬ 
coelastic materials under stress. By retaining stress terms 
up to the third order, the constants for the multiple Inte¬ 
gral representation of constant tension and torsion were de¬ 
termined from seven creep tests under constant stress’, two 
pure tension tests at different stresses, a compression test, 
two pure torsion rests at different stresses, and two combined 
tension and torsion tests at different straeses. Experiments 
Included 20 combinations of constant tension and torsion on a 
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single tubular specimen of polyurethane foam. Recovery fol¬ 
lowing each experiment was nearly complete.Tha time-independent 
strain was found to be nearly linear, while the time-dependent 
strain was nonlinear for all stresses. Agreement between the 
multiple integral representation and experimental results for 
constant stress was very satisfactory. 

Experiments Included abrupt changes in stress. These re¬ 
sults were compared with the prediction of a modified Boltzmann 
superposition principle. The agreement was reasonably satis¬ 
factory for all except experiments In which tensile stress was 
removed during shearing recovery. An observed synergistic ef¬ 
fect was not predicted under this condition. 

5629 Weber, Jean-Daniel: "Concerning the Pro¬ 
perties of a Class of Nonlinear Viscoelas¬ 
tic Bodier with Hidden Parameters," Aca- 
áfe-le de, Sciences (Parts). Comptes Rendus. 
Sfer te A - Sciences Mathématique, Vol. 267, 
No. 16, October 14, 1968, pp. 565-568, 
(in French). 

Definition of a class of nonlinear viscoelastic bodies 
which arise in the study of three-dimensional rheological 
models. These bodies have hidden parameters which behave ac¬ 
cording to a law which is compatible with the objectivity prin¬ 
ciple and the second principie of thermodynamics. The unique¬ 
ness of the deformations of these bodies in quasi-static and 
dynamic problems is treated. 

5630 DeSilva, Carl N.; Kline, Kenneth A.: 
"Nonlinear Constitutive Equations for 
Directed Visco-Elastic Materials with 
Memory," (MÇ! angewandte 

1968, pp. 128-139. 

Development of nonlinear constitutive equations relating 
to the basic field equations and boundary conditions for a 
directed visco-elastic material with memory. These equations 
relate the double stress, double force, and stress tensor to 
certain kinematlcal measures felt to be appropriate for the 
theory. A brief review is given of the kinematics and govern¬ 
ing equations related to the theory of a continuum with direc¬ 
tors . 

5631 McGuirt, C. W.; Llanis, G.: "Experimental 
Investigation of Non-Linear Viscoelasticity 
with Variable Histories," Fifth Interna¬ 
tional Congress on Rheolugy, Kyoto, Japan, 
1968. 

In this paper more complicated time-dependent deformation 
fields are Investigated. Theoretical expressions are developed 
for the two-step uniaxial history, the two-step equal biaxial 
history, the equal biaxial constant stretch-rate loading and 
unloading histories, the strip biaxial single-step history, and 
the strip biaxial constant stretch-rate loading and unloading 
histories. The stress histories for the above strain histories 
have been found through a 1620 IBM Computer. 

These histories of deformation have been reproduced ex¬ 
perimentally in an electronically controlled hydraulic load¬ 
ing unit. The specimen was enclosed in ar environmental cham¬ 
ber in which the temperature and humidity were accurately 
controlled. The deformation history was programmed on a func¬ 
tion generator while the stress history was recorded on a 
photographic recorder. A special relaxotnner was designed for 
uniform biaxial strain. 
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4.5 General Time-Dependent Analysis 

5632 Coleman, B. D.: Mvï> the Use of Symmetry 
to Simplify the Constitutive Equations of 
Isotropic Materials with Memory," Royal 
Society (London) ■ Proceedinftis. Series A, 
Vol. 306, Sept. 24, 1968, pp. 449-476. 

This paper is concerned with general, compressible, iso¬ 
tropic materials, «olid or fluid, characterized by functionals 
which give the sil s when the history of the strain is specl* 
fled. It is shown that for certain broad classes of motions 
the requirements of material symmetry and frame indifference 
greatly simplify the form of constitutive equations. These 
simple!ications are derived without Invoking Integral expan¬ 
sions or other special hypotheses of smoothness for material 
response. Among the motions considered in detail are those 
which are locally eqyivalent to pure extensions and sheared 
extensions . 

Lã BaU-Cüa¿BaUsii-AaaJbtaiJ 

5633 Walter, Wolfgang: "Heat Conduction in 
Systems with Several Components," 
amS&kË&iMattanfttes; Theory Appfoxl- 
MUon °f, Differential Eäu»Lj,P,n.?. ■ 

L. Collatz, G. Melnardus, H. Unger, 1968, 
pp. 177-185,(in German). 

Investigation of heat conduction in a body consisting of 
two different materials. Two boundary conditions exist, an 
external condition against the environment and an Internal 
condition between the two materials. Statements are proven 
for parabolic differential inequalities pertaining to the 
problem. The applied methods permit an essentially more 
general consideration of the problem, in terms of nonlinear 
differential equations, boundary conditions, and multiple 
components. 

5634 Norwood, Frederick R.j "On Thermal Con- 
ductivltleg," Journel of Composite Ma¬ 
ter 1.1., Vol. 2, Oct. 1968. 

Comenta on Behrena (1968) paper, In which a 'method of 
long wavee' la uaed to determine the thermal conductivity of 
compoalte materlala. It la recommended that thla method not 
be uaed, becauae the equatlona treated In the paper do not 
admit propagating wavea. The author anawera that the uae of 
the term 'wave' In hla paper la admittedly unuaual, alnce It 
Implica that a 'wave' la not neceaaarlly a time harmonic func¬ 
tion. 

5635 Ivanov, V. V.; Purman, A. V.! "On an Ap¬ 
proximate Method of Solution of Nonlinear 
Heat-Conduction Problema," Jg«iUL.,el 
Engineering, ffrYgi-V,«. Vol. 9, No. 5, Nov. 
1965, pp. 378-379. 

An approximate method la preaented for the eolution of 
problema of tranalent heat conduction in aolida with thermal 
conductivity and apeciflc heat linearly dependent on tempera¬ 
ture. 

5636 Davit, Charlea Alfred: "Boundary Value 
Problema for Wedgea and Conea under Heat 
Conduction," North Carolina State Univer- 
alty, Applied Mathematict leaearch Group, 
May 9, 1968. 

Hell in Integral tranaforma and the Ulener-Hopf techniques 
are used to obtain the temperature distribution In a semi-in¬ 
finite wedge in which the temperature la specified on the 
boundary near the vertex and the remaining portion of the 
boundary ia assumed to be Insulated. Kesults are obtained In 
terms of Infinite Integrals. 

Several boundary value problems are considered for the 
semi-lnflnlte cone. First, the temperature distribution la 
obtained for the problem where a conatant temperature la 
Specified for the portion of the.aurface of the cone near the 
vertex and the remaining surface la at zero temperature. Next, 
the problem ia considered where a temperature, dependent only 
upon the radial distance r, la specified on the boundary. 
This latter problem was for the half apace or cone of angle 
* /2 and was solved using the Legendre transform of odd order. 

Finally, the mixed boundary value problem for the cone, 
analogous to that of the wedge above, la considered with the 
method of solution Including the Mellln Integral transform 
and the Hlener-Hopf technique. The reeults for the cone of 
general angle, 0 < a < x , Is in the form of an Inversion 
Integral. The temperature distribution la obtained aa a re¬ 
sidue series for the spécial case of u • «/2. 
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4,7 Thermal Stress Analysis 

5637 Steffens, Ed.; "Thermal Analysis by a 
Constant Heat Flow," Journal of Applied 
Polymer Science. Vol. 12, 1968, pp. 2317- 
2324. 

A new method of and apparatus for thermal analysis is 
described, whereby the heat flow fed by the oven to the sample 
is kept constant as a function of time. The measurement 
gives the change of enthalpy in heating or cooling the sample. 
From this enthalpy-temperature relationship quantitative thermo¬ 
dynamic results are easily obtained. Transitions of first 
and second order in polymers can be measured in one run. 

5638 Samoilovich, Yu. A.: "A Simplified Solu¬ 
tion of the Problem of Elastoplastic Equili¬ 
brium of a Cylinder in a Nonuniform Tem¬ 
perature Field," Journal of Engineering 
Physics. Vol, 9, No. 5, November 1965, 
pp. 380-382. 

A solution is given of the problem cf thermal stresses 
in a solid circular cylinder, allowing for compressibility of 
the material and the Mises plasticity condition. It is shown 
that the radial and annular stresses are determined by simpli¬ 
fied formulas with sufficient accuracy for engineering pur¬ 
poses. 

5639 Weber, John Walter: "fhe Application of 
Characteristic Functions to Some Plane 
Problems in Ihermoelas*"icityColorado 
University, Boulder, Ph. D. Thesis, 1967. 

This thesis presents the application of characteristic 
functions to the solution of thermal stresses in a sector of 
a plane circle. The heat generated is independent of time and 
a function of the radial coordinate only. Two temperature 
distributions are investigated. Stresses for sectors of 
20°, 40°, 60°, 80°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180° are also in- 
vestigated. Maximum s .nsses and their locations are presented. 

5640 Das, Bikas P.anjan: "Thermal Stresses in 
a Long Cylinder Containing a Penny-Shaped 
Crack," International Journal of Engi¬ 
neer ing Science. Vol. 6, Sept. 1968, 
pp. 497-516. 

Analysis of the state of stress in a long circular cylin¬ 
der of elastic material, when the inner surfaces of a con¬ 
centric penny-shapid crack are subjected to a prescribed tem¬ 
perature distribution. The plane of the crack is perpendicu¬ 
lar to the axis of the cylinder. By making a suitable re¬ 
presentation of the temperature function, che heat-conduction 
problem is reduced to the solution of a Fredholm integral 
equation of the second kind. Then, using a suitable bihar¬ 
monic function as the potential of thermoelastic displacements, 
the problem is reduced to the solution of a similar Fredholm 
integral equation, in which the solution of the earlier inte¬ 
gral equation arising from the heat-conduction problem occurs 
as a known function. Iterative solutions of the integral equa¬ 
tions are found which are valid for a certain chosen value of 
the ratio of the radius of the crack to that of the cylinder. 
The integral equations are also solved numerically by using 
a high-speed computer with the same value of the ratio. The 
stress intensity factor is calculated for both of these so¬ 
lutions, and the results are found to be In complete agree¬ 
ment. 

Oganov, E. P. ; Siniukov, A. M. s "Thermal 
Stresses in an Inhomogeneous Cylinder of 
Finite Length,” Mekhantka Polimerov. 
Vol. 4, July-Aug. 1968, pp. 710-715, 
(in Russian). 

Development of an analytical method for calculating ther¬ 
mal stresses in circular cylindrical shells. A solution, ob¬ 
tained by the collocation method takes account not only of the 
flnlteness of the cylinder bu^ also any inhomogeneity it 
might contain. In particular, such an inhomogeneity may be 

caused by the effect of temperature on mechanical constants 
of the material, which is typical of polymers subjected to 

the influence of negative temperatures. The method is applied 
to the calculation of the stresses in a finite cylindrical 
shell with a variable modulus of elasticity. 

5642 Sekiya, Tsuyoshi; Sumi, Seinosuke; 
Okamoto, Masaaki; "Analysis of Plane 
Therraoelastic Problem in Symmetrical Re¬ 
gion under Asymmetrical Temperature Distri¬ 
bution by Mechanical Analog Procedure," 
Jpppn National Conureas for Applied Mgch- 
ar.lCH. 16th, University of Tokyo, Japan, 
October 19, 20, 1966, Proceedings, 1968, 
pp. 96-108. 

Description of a mechanical analog procedure for solving 
two-dimensional thermoelastic problems in a doubly connected 
symmetrical region with arbitrary (asymmetrical, in general) 
temperature distribution. The distribution of the thermal 
stress is obtained for a square region with a circular hole 
or a slot-shapedhole with an anti symmetrical temperature dis¬ 
tribution. In order to assure the accuracy of the present 
method, a comparison between the experimental results obtained 
by this method and the theoretical ones is made for a circular 
region with a concentric circular hole. 

5643 Gogotsi, G. A.; "Investigation of the 
Thermal Stability of Brittle Materials," 
Ppros.hko/aia Metallurglia. Vol. 7, Dec. 
1967, pp. 58-63, (in Russian). 

Investigation of sensors (in fhe form of circular metallic 
strips) devised to determine the moments of fracture of brit¬ 
tle samples (the critical thermal gradients in the samples), 
as a means of testing the thermal stability of the samples. 
A method for investigating the behavior of the sensors under 
various applied thermal loads is proposed, together with re¬ 
commendations regarding the proper practical utilization of 
the sensors. 

5644 Mahalanabis, Ranjit Kumar: "Thermal 
Stresses in an Elastic Cylinder," Journal 
o{ Science and Engineering Research. Vol. 
11, Jan. 1967, pp. 12C-131. 

The paper deals with the evaluation of thermal stresses 
in an elastic cylinder due to mixed thermal boundary condi¬ 
tions on its outer surface. The temperature and stresses are 
expresses in terms of the solution of a Fredholm integral equa¬ 
tion of the second kind. 

5645 Dl.aliwal, R. S.; Chowdhury, K. L.; "Dyna¬ 
mical Problems of Thermoelasticity for 
Cylindrical Regions," Archlwum Mechaniki 
Stosowanel, Vol. 20, No. 1, 1968, pp. 47- 
66. 

Study of the problems of thermoelasticity for an infinite¬ 
ly long cylinder and an infinite medium with a cylindrical 
hole. The medium is assumed to be undisturbed and initially 
at zero temperature. The Inertial terms are included in the 
equations of motion. The solution is developed by the method 
of the variation of parameters and by Laplace transforms. 

5^46 Olesiak, Zbigniew: "Plastic Zone Due to 
Thermal Stress in an Infinite Solid Con¬ 
taining a Penny-Shaped Crack," Interna- 
tlpnal Journal of Enulneerlnn Science. 
Vol. 6, May 1968, pp. 113-125. 

DugdaU's model Is employed to find the width of the 
plastic zone surrounding a crack which is being opened by the 
application of a flux of heat or temperature acting on crack 
aurfacea. It la shown that the ratio of the crack diameter 
to the diameter of the plaatlc zone varies depending on the 
Initial diameter of thv crack, material constants, and the 
ratio of the flux of heat to the yield limit of the material. 
The pertinent formulas for the components of the displacement 
vector have been derived for a conatanc flux and for a flux 
which la a function of radius represented In the form of a 
Fourler-Bessel series. The case of the precrlbed temperature 
la reduced to the caee of the given flux of heat. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5741 
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4,8 Wave Propagation Analysis 

5547 Tokuoka, Tatsuo; Iwashimizu, Yukio: 
"Acoustic ,i birefringence of Ultraaonlc 
Waves In Jeformed Isotropic Elastic Ma- 
terlals,' International Journal of Solids 
and Stri¿tures. Vol, 4, No. 3, March 1968, 
pp. 383 390. 

The basic relations of the acoustoelastlclty are deduced 
by means of the Infinites! >al wave propagation In a deformed 
isotropic elastic material. The propagation equation Is 
characterised by the acoustical tensor. This results In the 
three polarization directions, which are perpendicular to 
each other and, in general, do not coincide with the principal 
axes of the stress. When the propagation direction coincides 
with one of the principal exes rf the stress, the former are 
Identical to the latter and the so-called stress-acoustical 
law holds, which denotes that the magnitude of the acoustical 
birefringence Is proportional to the difference of the secon¬ 
dary principal stresses. 

5648 Bell, J. F.¡ "Large Deformation Dynamic 
Plasticity at an Elastic-Plastic Interface," 
Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of 
Sol ids. Vol. 16, No. 5, September 1968, 
pp. 295-313. 

The diffraction grating measurements of finite strain non¬ 
linear wave fronts are described for elastic-plastic Interface 
experiments. Close agreement with theoretical prediction on 
both sides of the interface is shown to exist when the non- 
vlscous finite deformation parabolic stress-strain function 
for annealed polycrystalllns aluminium Is Introduced Into the 
finite amplitude wave theory of Taylor, von Karman, and 
Rakhmatulin, and into the nonlinear unloading wave theory of 
Lee. Dynamic studies of interface lubrication,of Pochhanser- 
Chree oscillations in the hard bar, and of variations In the 
mode of unloading are Included providing detailed experimental 
correlation with theory under these varied conditions. Dif¬ 
fraction grating surface-angle measurements In the elastic- 
plastic Interface experiment are shown to provide a detailed 
demonstration that the nonlinear finite amplitude wave fronts 
are one-dimensional extending across the entire specimen diame¬ 
ter. These measurements also have demonstrated experimentally 
that finite amplitude wave propagation In dynamic plasticity 
is an Incompressible distortions! deformation. 

ships valid for nonatatlonary vibrations are used which make 
It possible to determine the boundaries of the regions of 
unstable vibration for velocities smaller and larger than the 
critical values. It Is shown that quasl-perlodlc vibrations 
at the boundary of the regions of unstable vibration arise 
for flow velocities and oscillator motion larger than sero; 
periodic vibrations at the boundaries of these regions can 
arise only for velocities equal to zero. 

5®51 Bell, James F.i "An Experimental Study 
of Instability Phenomena In the Initiation 
of Plastic Waves In Long Rods," Mech- 
aplcq) Behavior of Hater lets under Dyna¬ 
mic Loads. Proceedings of a Symposium, 
San Antonio, Tex., September 6-8, 1967, 
ed. U. S. Lindholm, 1968, pp, 10-20. 

A series of experiments are considered for stress-time 
histories at the Impact face for wave propagation In long rods. 
From the data It Is shown that the finite deformation mode 
and transition stability structure of the author's generalized 
parabolic stress-strain function is Important in the problem 
of finite amplitude nonlinear wave Initiation and growth at 
the Impact face and in the three-dimensional first diameter 
when considering the symmetrical free-fllght Impact of Iden¬ 
tical long cylindrical rods. 

5652 Rede/, Damoder Patl: "Propagation of 
Waves of Finite Strain in Elastic and 
Viscoelastic Solids," Northwestern Univ., 
Evanston, Ill., Ph. D. Thesis, 1967. 

The propagation of one dimensional waves of finite strain 
In a seml-lnflnlte elastic rod and In elastic and viscoelastic 
half spaces Is studied. The material of the rod and the 
half space Is Incompressible. In each of the problems studied 
the transient wave motion Is generated by a time dependent 
dlstrubance at the free boundary of the seml-lnflnlte medium. 
The seml-lnflnlte rod Is subjected to a monotonically In¬ 
creasing longitudinal disturbance at Its free end. An Im¬ 
plicit solution for the wave motion In the region of simple 
waves is obtained by the method of characteristics. Condi¬ 
tions for shock formation are established-By employing the 
theory of propagating surfaces of discontinuity, an alternate 
and explicit solution In this region Is obtained at a Taylor 
expansion about the time of arrival of the wave front. 

5649 Bushnell, J. C.; McCloskey, D. J.i "Ther¬ 
moelastic Stress Production In Scllds," 
Journal of Applied Physics. Vol. 39, 
No. 12, November 1968. 

Theoretical calculation of the consequences of the thermo¬ 
elastic mechanism for production of stress lb solids by pulsed 
energy input have been performed, and the effect of variations 
In the acoustic Impedance of a transparent backup material and 
variations-In the pulse duration as compared to the acoustic 
transit time across the penetration depth of the Incident 
energy have been Investigated. Experimental verification of 
the theoretical calculations has been done using a Q-switched 
ruby laser as an energy source with samples of absorbing glass 
as targets. It is found that the experimental results give 
good agreement In the shapes of the stress pulses produced, 
and fair agreement in the absolute amplitude of the stress, 
with no adjustable parameters being required. The calculations 
and experiments demonstrate the validity of the thermoelastic 
stress-production mechanism in solids when no phase transfor¬ 
mation occurs. 

5650 Dzygadlo, 2.; Kaliski, 8.: "Instability 
Limits of Parametric Self-Excited Vibra¬ 
tions of Elastic and Aeroclastlc Systems 
with Travelling Waves," Archlwum Mechanlkl 
Stosowanel, Vol. 20, NO. 4, 1968, pp. 461- 
'471. 

Investigation of the parametric vibrations of self-excited 
mechanical systems with a traveling wave on the basis of exam¬ 
ples Involving an infinitely long plate In gas flow and a 
system of oscillators moving over an Infinite beam. Relatlon- 

>653 Sackman, J. L.¡ Kaya, I.: "On the Propa¬ 
gation of Transient Pulses In Linearly 
Viscoelastic Media," Journal of the 
Mechanics and Physics of Solids. Vol. 16, 
Sept. 1968, pp. 349-356. 

A general procedure Is developed for predicting the way 
In which transient pulses propagate through an arbitrary, 
linearly viscoelastic medium characterized by creep or stress 
relaxation functions. By use of the Laplace transform, dif¬ 
ferent operations In transform space, and some asymptotic 
methods, the boundary-value in question is reformulated In 
terms of a Volterra Integral equation, with the space variable 
playing the role of a parameter. This equation is readily 
resolved numerically, and results obtained by this procedure 
compare very well with solutions avalblable In the literature. 

5654 Liu, C. K. ; Chang, C. H.: "Wave Propaga¬ 
tion In Hollow Elastic Cylinders with End 
Constraints," Beyelopments In Mechanics 
Vol. 3, 9th Midwestern Mechanics Conf., 
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Ws., 
Aug. 16-18, 1965, Proceedings, Part II, 
Dynamics and Fluid Mechanics, ed. T.C. 
Huang; M. W. Johnson, Jr., 1967, pp. 203- 

Solution for the dynamic displacements (and stresses) In 
a thlckualled finite elastic cylinder, which Is subjected to 
an Internal blast-loading. The ends of the cylinder are well 
lubricated, but they are prevented from axial movement. The 
analysis has applications to some rocket-motor thrust chamber 
components, which are to withstand the transient loading of 
thrust buildup without interference with glmballng. 
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5655 liai, Y. M.i Xolaky, H.! "Surface Wave 
fropagacion for Linear Vlacoelaatic Solida, 
Jairn»! of the Mechanic e and Phvalca of 
Solida, Vol, 16, March 1968, pp. 99-109 

(See Abatracc A686) . 

5656 WateraCon, Robin J.: "One-Dimensional 
Evolutionary Dlscontlwltlea in Compren¬ 
sible Elaatic Materials," Inatltute of 
mthoBMUea «nd 1» Appllcitlona. Journal. 
Vol. 4, March 1968, pp. 58-77. 

The paper analyses the one-dimensional discontinuities 
which can propagate in both isotropic and transversely iso¬ 
tropic compressible elaatic materials and determine condi¬ 
tions for them to be evolutionary. It is found that for 
quasi-dlistatlona1 shocks, the evolutionary condition is equi¬ 
valent to the entropy condition. This is true also for the 
circular discontinuities, which can propagate in isotropic 
materials only, except in the special case of the 180° cir¬ 
cular discontinuity. However, In the case of quasl-trans- 
verae shocks, the evolutionary condition Imposes conditions 
beyond those required by the entropy condition. We obtain re¬ 
sults on how these waves propagate by considering the problem 
of an elaatic half-space Initially at rest, to whose surface 
la suddenly applied a uniform stress field. 

5657 Tsai, Y. M. ! "A Hote on the Surface Wavea 
Produced by Hertslan Impact," Journal of 
the Mechanics and Physics of Solids. 
Vol. 16, March 1968, pp. 133-136. 

Calculation of the surface wave produced by Hertslan Im¬ 
pact (where a sphere Impinges on a half-space and an axisym- 
aetrical wave la propagated over the free surface), by con¬ 
sidering the variation of the normal atresa and the area of 
contact with respect ot time. The predicted pulas shapes at 
four different distances from the center of the contact area 
were found to be In reasonable agreement with those determined 
experimentally. 

5658 Dally, J. W.; Riley, W. F.: "Stress Wave 
Propagation In a Half Plane Due to a Tran¬ 
sient Point Lood," Developments In Theo¬ 
retical and Applied Mechanics. 3rd South¬ 
eastern Conference on Theoretical and Ap¬ 
plied Mechanics, University of South 
Carolina, Columbia, S. C., March 31-April 
1, 1966, Proceedings, ed. W. A. Shaw, 
1967, pp. 357-377. 

Stress wave propagation In a half space, loaded at an 
Interior point by a symnetric transient pressure pulse, was 
Investigated by employing dynam; c photoelasticity. A multiple 
spark gap camera was used to record the dynamic fringe pat¬ 
terns In the Columbia Resin (CR-39) model. The formation and 
development of the waves were analyzed before, during, and 
after their reflection from the free boundary. The dynamic 
fringe patterns were Interpreted to provide data on the indi¬ 
vidual values of the principal stresses associated with the 
purely dllatatlonal and purely dlstortlonal waves. Also a 
method was Introduced to obtain dynamic displacements from 
dynamic fringe patterns. 

Grot, R. A.! "Relativistic Theory of 
the Propagation of Wave Fronts in Hon- 
lInear Elastic Materials," International 
Journal ot EngineerInn Science. Vol. 6, 
Mb. 5, June 1968, pp. 295-307. 

Development of a relativistic theory of the propagation 
of a second-order singular surfaces in elastic-materials. Re¬ 
lations generalising the classical results of nonlinear elas¬ 
ticity for the existence of wave fronts are derived. Specific 
resulta of the wave velocity propagating along a principal 
direction for Isotropic materials are given. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5566, 5667 
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5660 Hltívacek, B.; Kotrba, V.: "Numerical Itera¬ 
tion for the Calculation of Relaxation 
Spectra from Dynamical Meaaurementa," 
Rheol. Acta. Vol. 6, 1967, pp. 288-294, 
(In German), 

A method for calculation of the relaxation spectrum of a 
linear viscoelastic material from dynamic measurements Is 
presented. The method Is Iterative, based on an iterative 
method of Roesler and Twyman for the solution of an Integral 
equation. The Initial approximation for the process It taken 
to be third approximation of Steverman and Schwarsl. The 
method enables the calculation to be done using measurements 
over a much smaller frequency range than would be required by 
the method of Roesler and Twyman, and compared with the method 
of Steverman and Schwarzl It has a greater power for resolv¬ 
ing discrete relaxation times. 

5661 Riddell, M. N.; O'Toole, J, L.i "Engi¬ 
neering Properties of Glass Reinforced 
Thermoplastics," Modern Plast.. Pol. 45, 
No. 9, 1968. 

The paper describes the torsion pendulum and drop weight 
Impact tests as tools for investigarlos the rheology of glass 
reinforced thermoplastics and gives results, obtained for such 
materials, of creep, creep-rupture behaviour, and tenr'le and 
shear moduli. 

5662 Toebes, Gerrit H.; Ramamurthy, Amruther S.! 
"Fluid Blast»« Forces on Circular Cylin¬ 
ders," Jaunral of the Enlneerlne Mech¬ 
anics Division. A8CE, Vol. 93, No. EH6, 
December 1967, pp. 1-20. 

The fluldelastlc behavior of a circular cylinder was 
studied. It Is argued that Improved empirical data on cylin¬ 
ders exposed to fluid flow are needed, and that it is better 
to Impose cylinder motions and to measure the resultant fluid 
lift forces than to study the fluldelastlc response directly. 
Accordingly, lift force data were collected, yielding direct 
evidence of fluldelastlc force amplification and outline limits 
to the energy that may be extracted from the fluid flow and 
channeled Into sustaining the more serious flow-induced vi¬ 
brations. The application of fluid lift data at the design 
stage of cylindrical structures In most feasible when It comes 
to the question of trade-off between permissible amplitude and 
the damping to be provided. Use of lift force data In comput¬ 
ing the complete structrual response Is shown to be more prob¬ 
lematic. 

- Bueche, F. -, Tokcan, GUngBr: "Range of 
Validity of the DTO Model," 39th Annual 
Meeting, The Society of Rheology, Inc., 
Jtnuary 13 - 15, 1969. 

Tobolsky and associates have pointed out that the dyna¬ 
mics of polymer molecules may be interpretable in terms of 
damped torsional oscillations (9T0) rather than by the conven¬ 
tional (Rouse-Bueche) entropie ipring and intermolecular via- 
cous friction factor, f. He have tested this supposition by 
measurement of the energy of activation for the alpha dipole 
resonance dispersion (Eg) and for viscous flow (Ey) for poly 
p-chlorostyrene solutions in the range of temperatures and 
concentrations -80 ‘T <40°C, 0.14< c <0.55 gm/cm1 in toluene 
and chlorobenze.ie. For a hypothetical ganeous molecule, the 
damping factor, f, must by necessity correspond to that of 
the DTO model. In a glass, one inspects f to be intermolecu- 
lar in origin. To find -.he transition point, we note that 
Ed/Ey should be about unity for the polymer used here if the 
RB aodel applies for f. As the matrix In which Che polymer 
molecule Is embedded becomes more fluid, Che DTO model should 
become correct and Ed/E >1. Our experimental result» find 
the transition occurs when Ey s 13' kcal/mole. This is in 
the range where the system is already a rather 'slow' rubbery 
substance and the viscosity has started its rapid rise near 
the glass temperatue. 

5&65 Durelll, A. J.; Clark, J. A.J Rochev, A.i 
"Experimental Analysis of High Frequency 
Stress Waves in a Ring," The Catholic 
Unlverstly of America, School of Engineer¬ 
ing and Architecture, November 196”. 

This paper deals with the photoelastic analysis of stress 
waves In a thick ring subjected to transient, high frequency 
loading. The device used to apply the loading is a piezo¬ 
electric transducer which Initially produces four cycles of 
a 31.25 KKZ toneburst. The loading pulse can be reproduced 
with high precision. The ring Is Illuminated with a flash 
of approximately 0.5 microsecond duration which can be de¬ 
layed in a continuously adjustable manner. Isochromatles 
and isoclinlcs and be directly observed as static patterns. 
Photoelastic data is supplemented by measurements obtained 
with a capacitance gaga used as a dynamic lateral extenso- 
meter- Satisfactory agreement it found between tangential 
stresses near the free boundary of the ring determined from 
photoolastic data and those determined from capacitance gage 
measurements. As examples of complete determination of stress 
distributions, the separated principal stresses are obtained 
along an axis of symmetry and a vectorial representation of 
the principal stresses given. A wave interpretation of the 
data is developed and comparisons are made with available 
solutions of related problems. 

5663 Grunt fest, 1. J.j Mueller, G. E.i "Tran¬ 
sient In Model Viscoelastic Materials," 
iMMBCtlons cf the Society of Rheoloev. 
Vol. 12, No. 3, 1968, pp. 469-478. 

The dynamic behavior of s homogeneous slab subjected to 
a short pressure pulse on one face is explored frem a simple 
rheological point of view. The analysis is one dimensional, 
but Involves two strain modes In the material. The early 
response Is shown to be controlled by the bulk vis. ilty which 
Influences the distortion and attenuation of propagating 
disturbances. In particular, the peak stress at Interior 
points Is shown to be very sensitive to the duration of the 
pressure. This result Is quite different from that usually 
applied in the analysis of Impact data in which it is assumed 
that the controlling differential equations are hyperbolic 
and that the density pressure relation Is not time dependent. 
It Is also more compatible with some of the experimental re¬ 
sults. Criteria for mechanical similarity are described which 
may be useful In the design and development of systems sub¬ 
jected to Impacts. The uniaxial deformation generated In this 
type of experiment Is contrasted with the uniaxial load con¬ 
dition generated In the usual tensile tendency toward strain 
homogeneity and strain stability can also be greatly enhanced. 
This Is likely to be relevant to the understanding of material¬ 
forming processes. 

566¾ Reyhner, T. A.; FlUggo-Loti, I.! "The 
Interaction of a Shock Wave with a Lami¬ 
nar Boundary Layer," International Jour- 
PJl of Non-Linear Mechanics. Vol. 3, No. 
2, June 1968. 

A finite-difference colutlon to the problem of the Inter* 
action between an impinging shock wave and the laminar bounda¬ 
ry layer on a flat plate Is presentad. The boundary-layer 
equations are used to calculate the flow with the Prandtl- 
Meyer formula being used to determine the pressure. Two dif¬ 
ferent methods for calculating the region of separated flow 
are discussed. Comparison between this theory and experimen¬ 
tal results show good agreement. The effects of the viscosity 
and heat-conduction relationships on the calculated results 
are determined. Dlagtsms show the Influence of the Mach num 
her and the displacement thickness of the boundary layer at 
the start of the interaction on the pressure distribution. 
The Insulated plate and the plate with given temperature are 
considered. 

5667 Fal mov, V. A.: "Propagation of Vibra¬ 
tions In a Nonlinear Dissipative Medium," 
ABBlUd Hgthematlcs and Mechanics. Vol. 31, 
No. 4, 1967. 
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of strain or high pressures. The differential equations are 
then hyperbolic quasi-linear partial differential equations, 
a necessary wider formulation is possible In terms of charac¬ 
teristic equation? , and in general their nonlinearity makes 
possible the existerto or contiguous and discontinuous solu¬ 
tions, Thus, nonlinear stress waves can show discontinuities; 
these may be either smoothed when present 1 ,,Maily or formed 
during propagation, and examples of both caaes are given. The 
situations discussed include longitudinal stres , \ aves in 
bars, plane irrotationai stress waves, and spherical stress 
waves. 

5668 Kovalenko, A. D.; Karnaukhov, V. C.; 
Tiuptia, V X.i "Propagation of Waves in 
an Infinite Viscoelastic Medium with Al¬ 
lowance for Th< i momechanical Coupling," 
Prikiadnaia Meh anika. Vol. 4, Se^t. 1968, 
pp. 1-8, (in Russ an). 

Study of the propagation of plane waves in an infinite 
viscoe'astic medium, taking into account the mutual eifects 
of the deformation and temperature fields. The problem is 
solved In a linear approximation for the most general form 
of interrelations between the stresses, strains and tempera¬ 
ture, without taking into account the temperature dependence 
of the thermophysical and mechanical properties of the medium. 
The form.«l^s obtained P*r«it «n estimation of the effects of 
viscosity on the phase velocity anú damping coefficient of 
viscoelastic and thermal waves within the entire frequency 
range. 

5669 Ross, Bernard: "The Perforation of a 
Porous Medium Due to Projectile impact," 

1968, pp. 488-495. 

Impact test« with freely falling and rifle-powered pro¬ 
jectiles were perfornwid on Styrofoam slabs. Particular atten¬ 
tion was devoted to studying the mechanisms of penetration and 
perforation. All tests were carried out at normal incidence. 
Results of the teats Indicate that for slab-thickness/penetra- 
tor-dlameter ratios large enough to preclude fracture due to 
bendinj. a cylindrical, blunt-end punetrator was more effec¬ 
tive in perforation than a corresponding penetrator with a 
conical end. A mathematical model was constructed and a 
theoretical analysis devtloped from which the minimum impact 
velocity for perforation can be obtained. The critical veloci¬ 
ty was found to be a function of projectile mass and diameter, 
and slab thickness, shear strength, tensile strength, and 
elastic modulus. 

5670 Najar, J.:"Simple Waves in Plane Flow of a 
Perfectly Plastic Material," Archlwum 
Mechanlkl Stosowanei. Vol. 20, No. 4, 
1968, pp. 445-459. 

Investigation of the possibility of the existence of solu¬ 
tions in the fOw*m of simple waves for a system of equations 
descri'»! ig the rapid plane flows of an Ideally plastic ma¬ 
terial. The general form of such solutions is constructed. 
It is shown that the velocity field of a simple wave correspond¬ 
ence to a time sequence of rectilinear fans of slip lines for 
which the paths of the particles are straight lines. The 
forces of Inertia caused by the nenstationary nature of the 
flow are balanced by the convection components of the forces 
of inertia. Necessary and sufficient conditions of existence 
*;id singularity are found for the simple-wave class of solu¬ 
tions of the Cauchy problem. t example is given in the form 
of a solution to a problem involving the plane flow of a per¬ 
fectly plastic material in the neighborhood of the involute 
edge of the tooth of a gear wheel revolving at constant 
angular velocity. 

5671 Ariaratnam, S. T.: "Dynamic Stability 
under Random Excitation," Canadian Con- 
ar8M of Applied Mechanics, Laval Uni., 
Quebec, Canada, May 22-26, 1967, Proceed¬ 
ings, ed. B. H. Karnopp, 1967, pp. 3-163. 

Outline of a few typical problems concerning the stabili¬ 
ty of structural systems subjected to random loading. The 
presence of small nonlinearitieg in the parametrically excited 
systems does not seem to affect the stability conditions ob¬ 
tained using the first approximation. It may be necessary 
to go to higher approximations to bring out the significance 
of these terms and also to discover whether the spectrum of 
the excitation at other multiples and combinations of the 
natural frequencies influence the stability. On the problems 
of dynamic snapping, several restrictive assumptions have 
been nade to obtain the results. An estimate of the range of 
validity can be made only if a numerical method could be de¬ 
veloped for integrating the Fokker-Planck equation. 

5672 Rogge, Thomas P.: "Stable Elastic Waves 
in Anisotropic Materials," 

Vol. 19, Sept. 25, 1963, pp. 761 770. 

Investigation of the wave structure for r. moving load on 
the surface of an anisotropic material in plane «train for the 
case of stable wave propagation. Loads moving along a boundary 
at a speed greater than the wave speeds in the material are 
studied. The problem is considered as one of plane strain 
either an infinite half-space or an infinite slab. It is 
shown that the wave structure for a moving load on the sur¬ 
face of an anisotropic material in plane strain is qualita¬ 
tively the same as that for an Isotropic material. 

in 

5o73 Sih, G. C.; Loeber, J. F.ï "Flexural 
Waves Scattering at a Through Crack in an 
Elastic Plate," Engineering Fracture 
Mechanics. Vol. 1, August 1968, pp. 369- 
378. 

Study of the dynamic stress distribution caused by the 
texural motion of an elastic plate containing a through 

crack. The diffraction of a plane flexural wave by a through- 
the-thickness crack in an elastic plate is examined by ap¬ 
plication of Mindlin'g (1951) theory of flexural motions of 
plates. In this theory, which takes into account the rota¬ 
tory inertia and shear effects, an incident flexural wave 
passing through the crack is scattered into three types of 
flexural waves. By combining the incident aH scattered waves, 
the complete stress distribution around the can be cal¬ 
culated. However, in the applications of the theory of crack 
propagation, it is only necessary to determine the intensity 
of the moment distribution in a small region suriuunding the 
crack tip. It is found that this intensity decreases as the 
circular frequency of the input wave is increased. In other 
words, the magnitude of the local bending stresses is always 
lower in the dynamic case than in the static case. A dynamic 
moment-intensity factor is defined, whose critical value may 
be used to determine the onset of crack extension in orittle 
materials. Moreover, the problem of a cracked plate vibrat¬ 
ing at steady state is discussed. 

5o74 Simpson, A.; Tabarrok, B.: "Oi *von's 
Eigenvalue Procedure and Related Methods 
of Frequency Analysis," Quarterly Jour¬ 
nal of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics. 
Vol. 21, Feb. 1968, pp. 1-39. 

The Kron Eigenvalue Method is discussed and developed in 
terms of receptar.ces. Vhe formulation, which is quite general, 
illustrates the fact thnt the receptance matrix of a compo¬ 
site system cmnot t»e obtained directly, by standard ritrix 
transformation alone, from the 'primitive rcceprancj matrix' 
which comprises the receptance matrices of the subsystems into 
which the composite system is assumed (for the purposes of 
analysis) to be subdivided. However, it is shown that such 
transformation leads to a matrix of 'receptance denominators' 
which, when its detetminant is taken and equated to zero, 
yields a valid frequency equation for the composite system. 
Kron's procedure is thereby vindicated. A numerical (itera¬ 
tive) method, based on Newton's Process, for the eipenvaltes 
of composite systems is propounded. This obviates the nect;. 
sity of 'fine-mesh frequency scanning' when applying the 
Kron Method. In this respect, it is felt that the suggested 
procedure progresses a long way toward placing Kron's Method 
on a par with standard methods of numeiical eigenvalue analy¬ 
sis . 
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The present paper concerns the propagation of hariwinic 
vibrations in a serai-infinite rod with nonlinear properties. 
The problem is solved on the basis of the harmonic lineariza¬ 
tion method. 

The problem of the propagation of vibrations in nonlinear 
media is of great practical interest. One encounters it both 
in nonlinear acoustics and in nonlinear optics. Further the 
important effect of internal friction in materials is generally 
desrribable by means of nonlinear equations. In describing 
the dynamic properties of complex structures it is possible 
in many cases to approximate the structure b> a continúenla 
medium. The properties of this medium often turn out to be 
nonlinear. In both of theae cases it is the defining equa¬ 
tions (i.e. the equations relating the stresses to the strains) 
wuich are nonlinear. This range of problems also includes 
those concerning vibrations in various classical nonlinear 
media (e.g., elastic-plastic, rigid-plastic, elastic-viscous- 
plastic media, reinforced media, etc.). 

Problems on nonsteady-state perturbations in classical 
nonlinear media have been attracting the attention of numerous 
researchers over the past several years. However, to the 
author's knowledge vibrations have not been dealt with thus far. 

We shall solve the proHem of vibrations in the simplest 
case* of a semi-infinite rod for certain types of nonlinearities. 
The solution will be appr'Mcimate, giving a clear picture of 
t ie vibration field . 

5675 Smol'nikov, V. A.; "Generalization of the 
Euler Case of Motion of a Solid," AppIled 
Mathematics and Mechanics. Vol. 3i, No. 4, 
1967. 

The motion of a free colid is Eulerlan if it is not acted 
on by external moments. It can be shown, however, thre e/en 
iu the presence of an external moment a solid can engage in 
motion which differs from the Eulerlan only in the character 
of the time dependence of the angles, while the geometry of 
motion remains exactly the same as in the Euler case. In or¬ 
der for tinis to happen the external moment acting on the solid 
must maintain a constant direction in the inertial field and 
must be parallel to t1»« kinetic moment vector of the solid. 
The absolute value of this external moment can be an arbitrary 
function of time. 

5676 Kil'ehevskii, N. A.; Levchuk, E. F.j "On 
the Determination of Kinetic Stress Func¬ 
tions in Elast©dynamics Problems," Applled 
ÏSÊShSaÊÎl&A and Mechanics, Vol. 31, No. 4, 
1967. 

The purpose of the paper is the development of a new 
method of solving dynamic problems of elasticity theory by 
introducing kinetic stress functions. Equations which the 
kinetic stress functions satisfy are presented here, and the 
form of the genera! solution of these equations is found. 

5677 Ssldel, Gerald M. ; Katz, Stanleys "Dyna¬ 
mic Analysis of Branching In Radical Poly¬ 
merization," Journal of Polymer Science. 
Part A-2, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 1149-60. 

A method for the theoretical analysis of branching in 
radical polymerization is presented which includes the dyna¬ 
mics of the process. In particular, the method is applied 
to a polymer 1 rat ion that occurs by decomposition of initiator, 
propagation, termination by radical combination, and chain 
transfer with polymer. By a numerical solution of the kinetic 
equations (suitably transformed), the time dependence of the 
number-average degree of polymerization (DP), the weight- 
average DP, the mean number of branches, and the monomer con¬ 
version are obtained. The parameters of the process, that is 
the rate coefficients and initial concentrations, have the 
following effects: (1) An increase in the chain transfer coef¬ 
ficient Increases the ratio of weight-average to number-average 
Xw/Xn and the mean number nf branches X^, but does not change 
the number-average Xn, (2) For a given value of the chain 
transfer coefficient, a change in the parameters of the process 
such that Xn increases, causes Xv/Xn and Xfc to increase also. 

(3) Chain transfer with polymer seems to produce relatively 
few polymer molecules having many branches and a large number 
of smaller polymer molecules having no branches; consequently, 
the polymer size (or molecular weight) distribution broadens. 

5678 Plaut, Raymond Herman: "A Study of the 
Dynamic Stability of Crntinuous Elastic 
Systems by Liapanov's Direct Method," 
California University, Berkeley, Ph.D. 
Thesis, 1967. 

Liapunov's direct method is used to derive dynamic stabi¬ 
lity and instability criteria for some elastic and aeroelastic 
systems. Domains of asymptotic stability are also obtained. 
The systems considered are continuous and autonomous, and in¬ 
clude columns, arches, plates, and shallow shells. Sane non¬ 
linear and nonconservative probl.ms are treated. One-dimen¬ 
sional systems are considered first. The dynamic stability 
of columns with vaiious end conditions under axial loading is 
examined. Then netessary and sufficient stability conditions 
are found for a simply-supported arch and a clamped arch under 
distributed static loads. The nonconservative problem of a 
curved panel in an airstream aleo ia investigated and a euf- 
ficient condition for stability is established. Two-dimension¬ 
al systems are studied next. Clamped systems which are in¬ 
vestigated include plates and shallow shells under uniform 
normal forces at the edges. 

5679 Hornsey, Edward Eugenes "A Theoretical 
Investigation of Elastic and Voigt Tran¬ 
sient Spherical Waves, and Plane Three- 
Element Viscoelastic Waves," Missouri 
University, Ph.D. Thesis, Rolls, 1967. 

Spherical waves in elastic and Voigt media were in¬ 
vestigated. Series solutions for plane waves in a three 
element viscoelastic medium were obtained. A dual exponen¬ 
tial pressure pulse was assumed because it can exhibit eigni- 
fleant features of real pressure pulses while avoiding in¬ 
stantaneous rise time, which is an Objectionable feature of 
some of the models frequently employed in the literature. It 
was concluded that elastic and Voigt spherical waves, and 
three element viscoelastic plane waves are not sufficient to 
represent explosive generated waves in rock. On the basis of 
this and other investigations cited in the literature it ap¬ 
pears that a mechanism for attenuation other than, or in ad¬ 
dition to, viscosity will be needed to satisfactorily repre¬ 
sent waves in rock. 

5680 Pnueli, D.s "An Extension of the Raylelgh- 
Ritz Method to Obtain Exact Values for 
the Natural Frequencies and Exact Modes 
of Vibrations," Israel Journal oi.Xech- 
nology, Vol. 6, July-Sept 1968, pp. 200- 
204. 

Development of an iterative method which solves the eigen¬ 
value problem associated with the solutions of problems of 
natural frequencies and modes of vibrations of strings, rods, 
beams, membranes, plates, shells, etc., of variable cross sec¬ 
tion and arbitrary boundary shape. This method has an ad¬ 
vantage over the Ritz method in that it does not require a 
priori knowledge of a complete orthogonal set of functions 
over the considered regivui in order to obtain an exact solu¬ 
tion. When the region is irregular (but physical*y possible)- 
e.g., for membranes or plates - the method becomes numerical, 
but C2n still be put directly into a computer. 

5681 Hopkins, H. G.: "The Method of Charac¬ 
teristics an«1 it i Application to the Theo¬ 
ry of Stress Wav.*s in Solids," 
ina Plasticity; Conference, Cambridge 
University, Cambridge, England, March 
1968, ed. J. Heyman; F. A. Leckle, 1968, 
pp. 277-315. 

Introductory account of applications of the method of 
characteristics to the theoretical analysis of one-dimensional 
situations of stress-wave propagation. Attention it giver 
chiefly to circumstances where the elastic limit is exceeded 
and the mechanical behavior is affected by either high ratea 
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5*82 Sh«, Richard Paul! "Dlacontlnulclca In 
Ona-Dlmanalonal Iharnoalaatlc W*ve Propa¬ 
gación In an Inhotcogeneoua Medium/' AIAA 
Journal. Vol, 6, Auguat 1%8, pp. 1627-27. 

Analytical dataralnatlon oí the mechanical and thermal 
diacomtlaultlee 1» a auddenly loaded Inhomogeneous halí space. 
The determination le made separately from the remainder of 
the solution, using coupled linear thermoelastic theory. It 
Is concluded that although the results represent not the ac¬ 
tual values of the variables Involved, but their discontinui¬ 
ties, this Information mould be valuable In any numerical 
approach to such problems. 

5683 So6s, S.i "Thermoelaatlc Haves Produced 
by a Point force In an Unbounded Material," 
foype BpumaIce de Mathématiques Pures et 
Apollauses. Vol. 13, Mo. 2, 1968, pp. 

Determination of the displacement and temperature fields 
In an unbounded thermoelaatlc material for the case shere an 
external force la acting on the body at a point. The solution 
la obtained by the use of Laplace, Fourier, and Hankel Integral 
transforms and la expressed as a series of functions. The 
results are compared with those obtained previously by the 
author 21966) by an approximation method based on a theorem 
of Abel type. It Is noted that the present result can be used 
as a solution of Green type. 

8K ABSTRACT 5572 

5684 Pietsch, H. 8.: "Tensile Strength of 
Granular Materials," Mature. London, 
Vol. 217, 1968. 

Further theoretical examination of the strength of pack¬ 
ings of moist granular materials by consideration of the 
liquid bridge theory. The effect of percentage liquid satura 
tlon Is discussed. 

5685 Smalley, I. J.t "Tensile Strength of 
Granular Materials," Mature. London, 
Vol. 216, 1967. 

Discussions of equations derived far the tensile strength 
of granular materials, In which the tensile strength Is re¬ 
lated to some function of the particle diameter. 

5686 Forkln, A. C.; Shermergor, T. 0.: "Cor¬ 
relation Functions of the Elastic Field 
of Quaal-Isotropic Solid Bodies," 
Ptlkladnsfs Hstemstlka 1 Mckhanlkn, Vol. 
32, July-August 1968, pp. 660-71, (In 
Russian). 

Application of correlation functions to the quantitative 
evaluation of the mlcrostre;ses and distortions occurIng In 
the grains of Inhomogeneous materia1 s subjected to large 
strains. A second-order correlation function for the elastic 
moduli tensor Is selected lor an inhomogeneous medium with 
well defined interfaces between the grains. The grain distor¬ 
tions are described by binary correlation functions of the 
stress and strain tensors and the angles of rotation. The 
nature of the grain distortions Is determined from an analysis 
of these correlation functions. 

5687 Parks, V. J ; Durelll, A. J.; Ferrer, 
Luis: "constant Acceleration Streeses 
In a Composite Body," The Catholic 
University of America, School of Engineer 
Ing and Architecture, October 1968. 

This paper Is a contribution to the experimental strcs» 
analysis of composite structures subjected to gravitational 
forces. It Is proved, generally, that the Immersion analogy 
can be used to analyse these stresses In composite bodies 
provided all the materials of such bodies have the same 
'eight per unit volume. Applications are described In two 

nene Iona 1 problems Immersing urethane rubber models bonded 
t epoxy shells in a thallium formate solution. Photoelastl- 
ctty Is used to determine stresses. The method Increases the 
response obtained, and will have application In the solution 
of problems where constant acceleration stresses are Import¬ 
ant as In dams and solid propellant rocket grains. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5550, 5720, 5778 
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5688 Cluffi, Renia: "Cslculitlon of Stresse» 
and Strains in Constant-Thickness Conical 
Shells .oaded with Variable Pressure 
Along the Cone Axis," I'Aerotecnlca. 
Vol. 47, October 1967, pp. 177-192, (In 
Italian). 

Investigation of stresses and strains in conical shells 
loaded «1th variable pressure In the case where the pressure 
is expanded by a polynomial with Integral exponents as a 
function of the distance from the cone vertex. Resolving func¬ 
tions are given with tabulated coefficients. A numerical ex¬ 
ample dealing with the divergent section of a rocket nozzle 
is given. A comparison is made between the stresses in the 
nozzle resulting from the actual gas pressure and the stresses 
due to the constant pressure that the same axial thrust might 
cause on the shell. It is found that the stresses calculated 
for the two cases differ appreciably from each other. 

4.12 Thermodynamic Analysis 

5689 Valants, K. C.: "The Viscoelastic Poten¬ 
tial and Its Thermodynamic Foundations," 
Journal of Mathematics and Physics. Vol. 
47, September 1968, pp. 262-275. 

Revaluation of the Onsagerlst theories in regard to the 
work of Coleman (1964) on the thermodynamics of materials with 
memory. A generul theorem and its corollary are developed, 
establishing the existence of a viscoelastic potential from 
which the stress tensor and the entropy density are derivable. 
The constitutive equations are derived for a viscoelastic ma¬ 
terial with an initial elastic response and in the presence 
of large deformation and a time-varying, spatially inhomoge¬ 
neous thermal field. The constitutive equations «re also 
found for the case of small deformation. 

5690 Nowackl, W. K.; Ranleckl, 1.: "Remarks 
on the Solutions for Some Dynamic Prob¬ 
lems of Thermo-Vlscoelastlclty,” Archlwum 
Hechanlki Stosowanel. Vol. 20, Mo. 3, 1968, 
pp. 337-3«. 

Description of a method for obtaining the particular 
solution of the basic equation of chermovlscoelaatlclty for 
a fairly broad class of dynamic problems. The absence of 
body forces and heat sources is assumed, and homogeneous ini¬ 
tial conditions for the temperature field and for the quanti¬ 
ties characterizing the strain state are Introduced. Parti¬ 
cular solutions are obtained using the elastic-viscoelastic 
analogy, and tht discussion is based on the results of Mowacki 
and Ranleckl (1967) concerning an elastic medium. The par¬ 
ticular solution in the space of transforms for a medium des¬ 
cribed with polynomial differential operators is presented. 
The Inverse transforms are determined for both Voigt and Max¬ 
well models. The general solution of the one-dine ns fonal 
problem for a half-sp^ce with an arbitrary boundary condition 
for the temperature field is presented. 

5691 Truesdell, Clifford: "Thermodynamics of 
Deformation," Canadian Congress of Ap- 
EilSj flecjiaplcs, Uval University, Quebec, 
Canada, May 22-26, 1967, Proceedings., 
ed. B. H. Karnopp, 1967, pp. 3-207, 3- 
231, (in French). 

Discussion of deformation thermodynamics on the basis of 
the mechanics and thermokinetics of continuous media. The 

importance of the results obtained by this approach are il¬ 
lustrated by the solution of a central problem of wave propa¬ 
gation. Finally, a theorem is formulated showing the close 
links that exist between thermostatics and thermokinetics. 

5692 Reiner, Markus: "Dynamical Strength of 
an Ideal Solid with Definite Constitutive 
Equation," Mechanical Behavior of Ma- 
lerial? under Dynamic Loads: Proceedings 
of a Symposium, San Antonio, Tex., Sept. 
6-8, 1967, ed. U. S. Llndholm, 1968, 
PP. 1-9. 

The mechanical behavl r of a solid is in general deter¬ 
mined by the parameters of instantaneous elasticity, delayed 
elasticity with retardation time, flow with relaxation time 
and strength, the latter including resistance to plastic yield 
or fracture. A mechanical model which can v'epresent these pro¬ 
perties was proposed by Burgers (1935). Its constitutive equa¬ 
tion was derived by Reiner (1958). In the present paper the 
thermodynamic theory of strength by Reiner and Welssenberg 
(1939) is applied upon the strength behavior of a solid cylin¬ 
der under the action of dynamic deformation by axial loads 
increasing in time at a given rate. According to this theory, 
failure will occur when the conserved part of the stralnwerk 
reaches a certain limit. It is examined how the corresponding 
stress is affected by the rate of stress. It is known that, 
in general, with Increased rate of stress the strength in- 
creates. This assertion is examined under the conditions 
mentioned above. 

5693 Caprlz, Geinfranco: "On the Thermodynamics 
of Viscoelastic Continua," Meccantca. 
Vol. 3, Sept. 1968, pp. 143-147. 

Treatment of the thermodynamic foundations of a theory 
of permanent deformations, relating to certain theraomechanical 
axioms where an appropriate definition of free enthalpy pl.ys 
an essential role. The outlined developments are parallel 
(and in a certain sei.ea dual) to those which occur in an 
earlier theory of viscoelastic materials by Coleman and Moll 
(1963). 

5694 Ssdth, 8,: "Crack Bifurcation in Brittle 
Solids," Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids." Vol. 16, Mo. 5, Sept. 
1968, pp. 329-336. 

Classic thermodynamic considérâtIona are employed to 
derive the condition for bifurcation of a crack situated within 
a brittle solid deforming in an anti-plane strain mode. Cri- 

*** determined for bifurcation along circular segments 
at right angles to the initial crack, and aleo along planar 
segments inclined at an arbitrary angle with respect to the 
original crack, the results being used in a brief discussion 
of physical situations where bifurcation occurs. 

5695 Day, W. A.: "Thermodynamics Based on a 
Work Axiom," Archive for Rational Mech¬ 
antes and Analysis. ad. C. Truesdell¡ 
J. Serrín, Vol. 31, Mo. 1, Oct. 1968. 

In recent years rational theories of thermodynamics foe 
materials with memory have been constructed, first by Colsmst, 
and later by Coleman and Mlael, Curtin, and Wang and Bowen. 
Each of these theories adopts the Second Law, as a 'undamen- 
tal axiom. In this paper it is shown that, for a broad class 
of materials, all the results given by these theories concern¬ 
ing relationships between stress, entropy and free energy can 
be obtained by a different approach. This approach Involves 
taking an axiom about work as fundamental in place of the 
Clauslus-Duhem inequality. 

5696 Mandai, J.; Brun, L.; "Thermodynamique 
et Ondes Dans les Milieux Vlscoslastiques, 
1, Mscb. Phv». Solida. Vol. 16, 1968, pp. 
33-58, (in French). 

Les relations de Coleman liant las contraints^ et l'en- 
trople aux dtrlvies partielles de l'Anergie libre par rapport 
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»ux déformations *t i la température ne s'appliquent qu'aux 
corpa vlscoèlastIques douéa d'une élasticité Instantanée 
complète (6 degrés de liberté). On établit Ici des relations 
analogues mais valables pour tous les milieux, pourvu qu'il 
n'y ait pas de déformations Instantanées Irréversibles. Pour 
obtenir ce résultat, 11 est nécessaire de substituer les 
contraintes aux déformations comme variables indépendantes. 
Ce mode de définition de l'état thermodynamique est corn- 
paré au m-xlc classique, notamment dans le cas des fluides. 

Les relations obtenues permettent d'étudier en toute 
généralité les propriétés des ondes de discontinuité ordi¬ 
naires dans un milieu viscoélastlque et en particulier de 
préciser le nombre des ondes possibles pour une même direction 
de normale. 

5697 Staverman, A. J.¡ Thermodynamics of Rheo¬ 
logical Behaviour," fifth International 
Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Thermodynamics can be applied to rheological problems 
In different says. This paper deals with the Information 
given by thermodynamics about molecular processes behind 
rheological phenomena. 

The first quantity of Interest in this connection Is the 
'relaxation strength1; that Is the amount of free energy dis¬ 
sipated per unit deformation per molecule or per characteris¬ 
tic group of atoms in a relaxation process. Bes:'d»s the free 
energy also other fundamental quantities like the internal 
energy and the volume are of Interest. A complete understand¬ 
ing of rheological properties Implies that these quantities 
as derived from rheological measurements art in quantitative 
agreement with those derived from data on molecular dynamics. 

A quantitative value of the relaxation strength has been 
proposed only for the very simple model of the ideal entropy 
chain. For this model the relaxation strength Is assumed to 
have the value of k T for every normal mode, the Internal 
energy Is assumed to vanish. 

5698 tlania, G.: "Non-Linear Thermorheological- 
ly Simple Materials," Fifth International 
Congress or. Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

This paper generalises the notion of thermorheologlcally 
simple materials which has been used in the past In Infinitesi¬ 
mal viscoelasticity. This generalization Is obtained by Intro¬ 
ducing a restricted lass of functionals for the specific free 
energy in whl:h the .emperature history is combined with the 
time parameter into a 'reduced time'. While the dependence on 
the strain history Is not restricted, this history Is expres¬ 
sed through the reduced time. The smoothness and continuity 
hypotheses Inherent to Coleman's studies lead to an algorithm 
for the stress and entropy Junctional which resembles the con¬ 
stitutive equations for Isothermal deformations. The same 
hypotheses are also used to derive approximations amenable to 
experimental verification, and prove that the error magnitude 
Is of the sat»: crd«r as In isothermal viscoelasticity. It 
is finally shown that our hypothesis is confirmed by tests 
under variable temperature and/or deformation history. 

5699 Crochet, M. J.; Naghdl, F. M.: "A Class 
of Simple Solids with Fading Memory," 
California University, Berkeley, College 
of Engineering, Report No. AM-68-9, 
December 1968. 

This paper is concerned with non-iaothermal constitutive 
equations and related thermodynamical results for a class of 
simple solids with fading memory. Our development is partly 
motivated by, and also bears on, 'thermo-rheologlcally simple' 
materials. After motivating and developing the forms of the 
constitutive relations (and the expression for internal dissi¬ 
pation) within the framework of the theory of simple materials 
with fading memory, detailed attention is given to the construc¬ 
tion of a non-Isothermal finite linear theory of viscoelastici¬ 
ty. Some remarks on simpllflcition of the results and their 
forms wh-n the deformation Is Infinitesimal are also Included. 
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5700 Lemprier, B. M.! "Poiseon's Ratio In 
Orthotropic Materials," AIAA Journal■ 
Vol. 6, November 1968, pp. 2226-2227. 

Investigation of the thermodynamic limitations of posi¬ 
tive strain energy for orthotropic materials. The Investiga¬ 
tion is made to add credulity to large measured values of 
Poisson's ratio. 

5,-0 W.imrt 

5701 Smith, T. L.: "Strength and Extensibility 
of Elastomers," Fifth International 
Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

The strength and extensibility of unfilled noncrystal- 
llzable elastomers in simple tension ordinarily change 100- 
fold and 10-fold, respectively, as the test temperature and 
extension rate are varied over a wide range. In contrast, 
the ultimate properties of elastomers containing a colloidally 
dispersed phase cosinonly depend less on temperature and time 
(e.g., extension rate), as illustrated by data on: non- 
crystallizable and crystalllzable elastomers, both unfilled 
and filled with carbon black; elastomeric styrene-butadiene- 
styrene trlblock copolymers: and high strength lolyurethane 
elastomers. The ultimate properties of such elastomers are 
considered in terms of the rupture mechanism, which involves 
the slow growth of a crack or cavity (either pre-existent or 
stress Induced) until an Instability criterion for self- 
sustained high-speed crack-growth is satisfied. 

8702 Fulmer, G. E. : "Kinetics of Environment 
Stress Cracking," Fifth international 
Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Kinetic studies of material failure give Insight Into 
failure processes and mechanisms of failure of polymers In 
aggressive environment. Eyrlng's kinetic theory, amplified 
by Salbei and best interpreted by Coleman was used to study 
failure processes of polymers In various environments. 

Failure under constant load Is described by equations 
of the form log ti,*bf where tg is the time to failure and f 
Is the applied force. The value a Is the zero force Inter¬ 
cept and Is related to the free energy and b is the slope 
which Is related to the size of the moving element In the flow 
process. Not well understood are experimental observations 
that three or more failure mechanisms may exist during 
reasonable time scales. This is shown by straight line 
segments of the log time to failure vs. force graphs. 
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5703 Corten, Herbert T. ï "Micromechanics and 
Fracture Behavior of Composites," Modern 
Composite Materials, ed. L, J. Broutman; 
Krock, R. H., 1967, pp. 27-105, 523-528. 

Study of internal stresses and fracture occurring in 
composite engineering materials and structures. The study 
of micromechanics analysis and fracture behavior is con¬ 
cerned with the relationship loads, deformations, crack 
initiations, and flaw and crack extension leading t^ partial 
or complete separation of the material or structure. In 
terms of fracture prevention, the various circumstances by 
vihich subcritical cracks initiate and grow toward critical 
size are important. The state of internal stresses and strains 
in a composite is considered. The modes of fracture of homo¬ 
geneous materials and the individual constituents of a com¬ 
posite are reviewed. The modes of tensile behavior and frac¬ 
ture of both particulate and fibrous composites are treated. 
Fracture of fibrous composites subjected to loads other than 
simple tension is discussed. 

5704 Kausch-blecken von Schmeling, H. H.; 
Hsiao, C. C.: "Behavior of Elastic Net¬ 
works of Various Degrees of Orientation in 
the Kinetic Theory of Fracture," Journal 
of Applied Physics. Vol. 39, Oct. 1968, 
pp. 4915-4919. 

The paper describes a kinetic theory of fracture initiation 
using a liner elastic network as an approach to represent the 
strength and elastic properties of oriented materials. Em¬ 
phasis has been places on the questions as to whether the as¬ 
sumptions of »mall strains and invariant molecular orientational 
distribution are valid for the whole period of fracture initia¬ 
tion. The decrease of the modulus of elasticity resulting from 
the breakage of molecular elements during this period was found 
to be less than 1%. For brittle materials with high velocities 
of crack tip propagation the initiation period covers most of 
the lifetime of a sample. The logarithms of time to break cal¬ 
culated accordingly for network systems of different degrees of 
orientation are linear functions of applied stress over a wide 
range of stress. The slopes of these linear curves are inverse¬ 
ly proportional to the modulus of elasticity of the network 
at zero time. Therefore, if the calculated curves of the loga¬ 
rithm of time are plotted vs the applied stress divided by 
the Initial modulus of elasticity the linear portions of all 
curves reduce to one. For very small or large stresses the 
curves deviate from linearity. 

5705 Kenny, P.; Campbell, J. D.î "Fracture 
Toughness: An Examination of the Concept 
in Predicting the Failure of Materials," 
ftaBm An mortui» iitmi, voi. n, 
No, 3, 1968, (Oxford, England, Pergamon 
Presa Ltd.) 

The development of the concept of fracture toughness la 
explained along ulth Its use In predicting low-atreaa failure 
of materials, caused by sharp notches or cracks. Lou-streas 
failure Is used In this context to describe the onset of rapid 
crack propagation at a stress level belou the material yield 
stress. A brief account Is glvsn of the experimental work 
which has verified the applicability of the concept of high 
strength metallic materials. Seceuse of the uee mads tí 
linear elasticity theory In the development of the concept, 
there appears to be no limitation of particular gtomatrlc 
situations or to particular modes of crack extension. The pro¬ 
gress made In the treatment of the different etaget of crack 
development la described. Of the three stages involving alow 
growth, rapid propagation, and crack arrest, the first of 
particular Importance In connection with fatigue. Possible 
application of this concept to lower strength metale, mild 
steel In particular, la of greatest Importance. The problesia 
associated with this application are deacribed In some detail. 

3706 Tomkins, B.: "Fatigue Crack Propagation 
An Analysis,” Philosophical Magasine. 
8th Series. Vol. 18, November 1968, pp. 
1041-1066. 

A simple theory Is developed to aesesa quantitatively 
the mechanism of fatigue crack propagation In metala. The 
basic laws governing fatigue are derived theoretically for 
failure In both the high- and low-stress regions, and the 
materiel parameters controlling crack propagation are deter¬ 
mined. The theory la compered with that devatopad in recant 
years using linear fracture mechanics. 

5707 Shloirl, J.; Ishlda, R.: "Dynamic Crack 
Propagation in Rubbers," Fifth Interna¬ 
tional Congrasa on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 
1968. 

Crack propagation velocities In natural rubber and sty¬ 
rene-butadiene rubber were measured at temperaturas from 0° 
to 100°C. The so-called 'pure shear specimen', a narrow rec¬ 
tangular sheet specimen chucked at longer edges, was adopted 
to obtain the steady-propagation state. The propagation ve¬ 
locities Increase as the temperature la releed, and approach 
asymptotically to finite values. In rather lower velocity 
range, the Arrhenius plote of the velocities fall on straight 
lines which give apparent activation energies of about 10 kcal/ 
mole. These value« are close to the apparent activation 
energy of the viscosity due to the second order force among 
the segments of long-chain moléculas. This indicates that the 
rate determining factor in crack propagation la the vlscoua 
resistance of the substance to the rapid extension at the 
crack tip. The deviations of the Arrhenius plots from the 
straight lines in higher velocity range can be attributed to 
the dynamic effects. 

5708 Wraith, A. K.i "A Photographic Method for 
the Recording of Specimen Behaviour During 
Rapid Fracture Teete," ,L_ÆgL .iMfln»:.. 
Vol. 44, 1967, pp. 873-874. 

Time delay twin flash photography has been applied to 
the observation of small scale Impact teat specimens during 
fracture. Incremental changea In delay time In successive 
Identical tests yield a aeries of photographa from which a con¬ 
tinuous surface behaviour throughout fracture can ba Implied. 
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5709 Gtnt, A. H.; Hlrakawa, H.: "Solvent-In¬ 
duced Crank Growth ln Rubbery Block Poly- 
mer«," Journal ot polymer gclenye, Part 
A-2, Vol. 6, 1968, pp. 1481-1492. 

The rapid cracking of lightly stressed rubbery block po- 
lyrers of styrene and laoprene In certain liquids and vapors 
has been examined experimental.y, by using model test piece' 

containing a single crack. Solvents which preferentially dis¬ 
solve the rigid aoleculsr end blocks rather than the rubbery 
center blocks are efficient cracking agents. The stress re¬ 
quired for crack growth to occur is shown to be in accord with 
a simple energy criterion: the scored elastic energy must be 

sufficient to provide a characteristic energy for the newly 
farmed surface. This characteristic energy ranges from values 
close to the aurfrce energy of simple liquids up to about 100 
times this value for thicker test pieces or slowly diffusing 
vapors, when some tearing of an incompletely swollen core Is 
Inferred. 'Induction times,' before the Initial crack starts 
to grow, are shown to be due to a progressive Increase in 

stored energy under a constant stress as the material absorbs 
solvent and softens until the critical energy criterion Is 
met. Thus, a time-dependent fracture process Is shown to be 
in accord with a constant energy criterion. Above the critical 
condition the rate of crack growth depends strongly upon stress, 
like tearing of amorphous elastomers, and the crack then ac¬ 
celerates rapidly. 

5710 Koryavnv, V. P.: "Crack Zone and Crack 
Front In an Elastic Body under Pressure," 
Journal of Applied Mechanics and Technical 

Fhyslcs." So. 6, Nov.-Dec. 1965, pp. 58- 

A description was given of the crack cone and crack 
front In a brittle elastic body under high pressure at the wall 
of a cavity inside the body. In the present paper, this des¬ 
cription Is analysed and an approximate solution of the prob¬ 
lem of the propagation of the crack front and the motion of 
the medium Is proposed. 

5711 Sergen, R. L., Jr.: "Stress Cracking of 
Noncrystalline Plastics,” SPE fSoc■ Plast. 
Ena.l J.. Vol. 24, No. 8, August 1968. 

This article describes various stress cracking tests and 
constant stress vs constant strain techniques as well as the 
Influença of tine and teaiperature on the stress cracking of 
plastics. 

5712 Cherepanov, G. P.: "Cracks In Solids," 
Internat Ion Journsl of Solids and Struc¬ 
tures. Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1968. 

The subject of this paper Is the application of basic 
Ideas and methods of continuum mechanics to the crack propa¬ 
gation processes. The crack extension Is governed by an ad¬ 
ditional condition at the crack-tip. As a consequence of 
this a problem of 'fine' structure of the crack-tip is con¬ 
sidered. The general additional condition for any model of 
continuum la obtained making use of the energy conservation 
law and of the physical concept about the fracture energy. 
Dynamic cracks In elastic solids and quasi-static cracks in 
elastic- and rlgid-plastlc solids are briefly considered, 
as well as a problem of the crack extension In dissipating 
viscoelastic bodies. The general approach Is also applied to 
the case of fatigue and 'fluctuation' cracks. 

5713 Erdogan, Fasll: "Dynamics of Propagating 
Shear Cracks," Engineering Fracture Mech¬ 
anics. Vol. 1, No. 2, August 1968. 

The energy balance theory for the fracture propagation 
In brittle and quasl-brlttle materials Is discussed In a toroi¬ 
dal region around the cr,ck periphery. A simple form requir¬ 
ing the dynamic solution valid only around the crack front and 
the knowledge of the fracture energy Is presented. The re¬ 
sults are applied to the fracture of an Infinite medium con¬ 
taining a central through crack and subjected to anti-plane 
shear loads at Infinity. 

Wnuk, Ml loss: "Criteria of Ductile Fai¬ 
lure Caused by an Axlsymmetrlc Crack 

Loaded by Hydrostatic Pressure," Rotprawv 

Xaiataalik. voi. 15, no. 4, t%7, pp. 
595-616, (In Polish). 

Study of the mechanism of ductile failure on the basis 
of the energy balance during failure of a perfect elasto- 
plastlc medium with an axlsymmetrlc crack loaded by hydro- 
statli pressure. The existence of a localised plastic tone 
constituting a narrow layer in the plane of the crack Is as¬ 
sumed. An equation is derived for the energy balance before 
and during failure. The critical pressure causing the crack 

to propagate is calculated from the energy condition and is 
compared with the value obtained from the condition of maximum 
strain. The results are compared with the theory of the 
failure of brittle bodies. It Is shown that the loading 
scheme has a significant Influence on the load limit and the 
type of failure. 

5715 Dooley, L. W. ; Howell, A. D. ; Yu.utf, S.: 
"Yielding Zones and the Mechanism of 

Fracture," Symposium on Nondestructive 
Evaluation of Aerospace and Weapons Sys¬ 
tems Components and Materials, bth, San 
Antonio, Texas, April 17-19, 1967, Pro¬ 
ceedings. 1967, pp. 60-/8. 

Discussion of three theories concerned with the nature 
of yielding at the ends of a crack and with the relation be- 
tweenplastic yielding and external load. These theories are 
compared with test data obtained by measuring the yield'ng 

lone by strain etching and photoelastic coating, as a result 
of which Yusuff's theory of yielding Is verified. 

5716 Segedln, C. M.: "A Note on Geometric Dis¬ 

continuities In Elastostatics," Inter¬ 
national Journal of Engineering Science. 
Vol. 6, No. 5, June 1968, pp. 309-312. 

Extension of the Kassir andSih (1967) Investigation on 
the problem of a three-dimensional elliptical crack in an 

infinite elastic mediumt when the faces of the crack are sub- 
jecte to a variety of normal loadings. Using partial dif¬ 
ferentiation to generate new harmonic functions, a more general 
presentation of the problem is given. 

5717 Ivlev, D. 0.: "Theory of Quasi-Elastic 
Rupture Cracks," PKTF-Zhurnal Prikladnoi 
Mekhanlkl i Tekhnicheskoi Flziki. Nov.- 
Dec. 1967, pp. 88-128, (in Russian). 

Survey or the theory of cracks due to quasi-elastic rup¬ 
ture, Including a review of the development of the theory and 
a description of its current status. The development of the 

fundamental concepts is outlined in terms of the mathematical 
principles, the origin of the Griffith-Irwin theory and sevei- 
al other approaches, and the interrelationships with the theo¬ 
ry of stress concentration. Models for crack propagation based 
on the redistribution of stresses caused by plastic deformi- 
tlons are examined, and the chief conclusions of some signifi¬ 
cant concepts are analyzed. A short survey is given of the 
solutions to problems in the mathematical theory of cracks 
based on a model for a linear elastic body. The problems 
considered include an isotropic elastic body (plane problem), 
axlsymmetrlc and dimensional problems, torsion, longitudinal 
displacement, bending, anisotropic materials, inhomogeneous 
materials, and bending of plates and shells. 

5718 Miyamoto, Hiroshi: "Stress and Strain 
Distribución at the Tip of Cracks," 
Tokyo, University, Faculty of Engineering 
Journal. Series A, No. 5, 1967, pp.20-21, 
(In Japanese). 

Study of stress and strain distribution at the tip of 
cracks by calculation and experimentation. The forms of 
elastic-plastic boundary and stress distributions at the tips 
of cracks in circular and rectangular shafts were obtained by 

the relaxation method under longitudinal shear. In the 
steady test, a photo-interference method was used, and in the 
fatigue test the Cu-plating method was used. 
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5719 McClintock, Frank A.: "Local Criteria 
f ,r Ductile Fracture," 
Jaumi at itastiiti-ltesluyiiaii voi. 4, 
June 1968, pp. 101-130. 

Strain dlatrlbutlonu In apecimena suitable for studying 
the initiation of fracture are reviewed, and distributions are 
developed for the steady-state propagation of cracks in plane 
strain tension of fully plastic materials. The functional 
forms of local fracture criteria are discussed for different 
metallurgical mechanisms. It la concluded that (1) pure Model 
(normal) fracture is unlikely to exist except In cleavage; 
(2) there Is both theoretical and experimental evidence for 
the development of both sharp and flat-bottomed cracks; and 
(3) simultaneous diffuse and concentrated (Dugdale-Muskhelish- 
vili) flowflelds can occur In torsion of longitudinally groo¬ 
ved bars if the stress-strain curve has a maximum which causes 
band formation, so that a displacement criterion becomes ap¬ 
propriate for final fracture. 

5720 Lardner, R. W.: "The Effect of Crystal 
Orientations on Fatigue Crack Growth," 
Canadian Journal of Physics. Vol. 46, 
Oct. 1968, pp. 2225-2226. 

A previous theory of fatigue crack growth in metals was 
based on an analysis of the pintle zone at the tip of a crack 
in terms of coplanar dislocation arrays. This analysis is 
presently extended to the case of oblique slip planes. It 
is shown that, for the case of a crack growing in mode 2 
through h polycrystalline material, the average rate of growth 
through the differing orientations of many grains is almost 
identical with that obtained by the coplanar analysis. 

5721 Lindborg, U.s "Creep Cracks and the Con¬ 
cept of Damage," Journal of the Mechanics 
and Physics of Solids, Vol. 16, Sept. 1968, 
pp. 323-328. 

Mechanisms for creep damage and fracture are analyzed and 
compared with phenomenological creep rupture theories for an 
austenitic stainless steel. The most comnon form of damage 
in this material appears to be the formation of sharp grain 
boundary cracks. A model has recently been proposed for the 
gradual growth of one of these cracks to infinite size. It 
is shown that the model is consistent with the Kachanov-Od- 
qvist theory for creep rupture and, under certain conditions, 
with the Robinson life-fraction rule for the summation of 
creep periods of different stress levels. Ductile creep theo¬ 
ries appear to be applicable only in rare cases for these 
materials. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5536, 5646, 5694 

5.2 Elastic Macroscopic failure 

5722 Matsuo, M. ; Imasawa, Y.; Rondo, Y.: 
"Fracture Behaviors In Plaatlc/Rubber Two- 
Phase Polymer Systems," Fifth Interna¬ 
tional Congríes on Rheology, Kyoto, Ja¬ 
pan 1968. 

Frecture behaviors of several plastic/rubber two-phase 
polymer systems were observed under the electron microscope 
by the ultrathln sectioning method using osmium tetroxlde 
staining and hardening procedure. Samples used were ABS po¬ 
lymer, hlgh-impact polystyrene, and several PW/rubber blends 
Including hlgh-lmpact PVG. 

It has been conclusively evidenced that stress-whitening 
induced under the tensile stress In all of these systems ob¬ 
viously results from the stress-crazing, and that the crazes 
are not mere cracks but contain oriented polymer chains aligned 
In the direction of tensile stress applied as observed In 
glassy polymers. 

Other characteristic crazing behaviors In rubber-toughened 
plastics were sunmiarized. 

5723 Bikerman, J. J.i "The theology of Brittle 
Rupture," Fifth International Congres«, 
on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Two erroneous beliefs longer prevented our understanding 
of the mechanism of brittle fricturs. One was, that no work 
Is spent If only elastic deformations are Involved, and the 
other, that the work dtf done in creating a fracture surface 
dA Is equal to y • dA, y being the specific free energy of the 
solid. In reality the work of rupture dW is the work needed 
to deform (elastically) a column of the solid, of the cross- 
section dA, In front of the growing crack until the total re¬ 
lative elongation Is exceeded and the colum snaps. 

The new theory is an improvement over the old In four re¬ 
spects. It preserves the continuity between the macroscopical 
and the microscopical phenomena; macroscopically, it 1s clear 
that the work of fracture 1s not determined by the increase in 
surface area achieved, either for solids or for liquids; In 
numberless Instances, the area Is smaller after than before 
rupture. Then, It avoids the notion of the surface energy of 
solids which wns severely criticized recently (Bikerman, 1965). 
Thirdly, It accounts for the heat liberated during the frac¬ 
ture; in published experiments, this heat amounted to 701 or 
90% of the total work spent. Finally, It explains why mate¬ 
rials whose surface energies, theoretically, are very similar 
(for Instance, glass and rubber) require very different magni¬ 
tudes of dW/dA (e.g., 1000 times aa much for rubber as for 
glass); this difference Is caused by the fact that the total 
relative elongation of rubber is so much greater than that of 
glass. 

5724 Halpln, J. C.J Whitney, J. M. ; Melnecke, 
E. A.: "Delayed Instability (Buckling) 
of Viscoelastic Materials," Fifth Inter¬ 
national Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

It is commonly observed that when a sufficient compres- 
si .-e load is administe-ed to a slender bar It collapses. If 
the bar consists of a viscoelastic material, their will be a 
delay, In time, between the application of the steady compres¬ 
sive load and the catastrophic collapse of the bar. This 
phenomena, of a delayed Instability, Is the simplest of a 
family of such phenomena which underlie such physical proces¬ 
ses .ï time-temperature dependent fracture, delayed yielding, 
etc. Because such processes are poorly understood, If at all, 
and are of paramount Importance In modern technology, a criti¬ 
cal examination of this class of phenomena la most timely. A 
satisfactory analysis of the kinetic processes leading to a 
delayed Instability can be achieved through a study of the 
creep buckling of elastomeric rods. 

5725 Sneddon, Ian N.; Tweed, J.; "The Stress 
Intensity Factors for a Griffith Crack 
In an Elastic Body In which There Is an 
Asymmetrical Distribution of Body Forces," 
North Ca-ollna State University, Applied 
Mathematics Research Group, April 2, 1968. 

5726 Irwin, G. R.! "Linear Fracture Mechanics, 
Fracture Transition, and Fracture Control," 
Engineering Fracture Mechanics. Vol. 1, 
No. 2, August 1968, pp. 241-258. 

As an analysis viewpoint, fracture mechanics treats the 
leading edge of a crack as a line disturbance zone In a manner 
similar to the treatment of disloca*Ion lines in dislocation 
mechanics. Linear fracture mechanics analysis Is adequste for 
most practical applications and permits estimates of two new 
length factors: the approximate size of the plastic zone 2ry, 
and the crack border opening displacement,6 -G/qy. Stt^'es of 
crack extension behaviors aa a function of the stress field 
parameter K and G , and their Interpretation with the assis¬ 
tance of length factors, have clarified general understanding 
of fracture in ways which Impinge strongly on various fields 
of Investigation such as stress corrosion cracking, fatigue, 
brittle transition temperature, and fracture control methods. 
As an example, the paper discusses Interpret.'tion of the brit¬ 
tle-ductile transition In terms of relative plastic, zone size, 
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and allowabla-load eatlnatet which Include fracture strength 
In a rational way. Fracture control methods which do not rely 
on prior fracture failure experience are needed for new struc- 
turea now under consideration. Correspondingly, the need for 
training and experience In fracture mechanics Is urgent. 

5727 Shah, R. C.; Kobayashi, A. S.i ’’On the 
Parabolic Crack In an Elastic Solid," 
Engineering Fracture Mechanics. Vol. 1, 
No. 2, August 1968, pp. 309-326. 

This paper Is concerned with the distribution of stresses 
near an enbedded flat parabolic crack in a body of Infinite 
extent when the crack surface Is subjected to uniform normal 
loading. It Is shown that the crack opening shape for the 
flat parabolic crack Is an elliptic paraboloid. Also, it Is 
shown that the stresses possess a singularity of r^ near 
the parabolic crack front and the dominant state of stress cs 
plane strain near the crack front. The stress Intensity lec¬ 
tor for the opening mode of fracture kj, is obtained for this 
configuatlon of the crack. 

5728 Matcrynskl, M.; Sokolowskl, M.: "On a 
Certain Case of Equilibrium Cracks Under 
Harmonic Loads," Academie Polonaise des 
Sciences. Bulletin dee Sciences Techniques. 
Vol. 16, No. 1, 1968, pp. 13-23. 

Study of the stability of an unbounded elastic medium 
weakened by an Infinite number of aemllnfInlte, parallel and 
equidistant cracks. Each crack la loaded by a self-equllibrat- 
ed system of forces harmonically varying In time. The stabili¬ 
ty of the cracks la estimated as a function of stress concen¬ 
tration at the tip and the modulus of cohesion. Special cases 
of che stress Intensity factor are considered. 

5729 Loeber, J. P.; Sih, G. "Diffraction 
on Antlplane Shear Haves by a Finite Crack," 
Acoustical Society of America, Journal. 
Vol. 44, July 1968, pp. 90-98. 

The scattering of polarised harmonic shear waves by a 
sharp crack of finite length under antlplane strain Is con¬ 
sidered. Use is made of integral tansforms, which reduce the 
problem to the evaluation of a sys tern of coupled Integral equa¬ 
tions. Special emphasis is placed on obtaining the detailed 
structure of the crack-front stress and displacement fields, 
which control the Instability behavior of cracks In brittle 
materials. While the dynamic stresses around the singular 
crack point are found to be qualitatively the same as those 
encountered under statical loading, they differ quantitatively 
in that the Intensity of the dynamical stress field, which iay 
be regarded as a measure of the force tending to cause crack 
propagation, dapends on the incident wavelength. At certain 
wavelengths, this Intensification is shown to be larger than 
the static case. The method of solution described applied 
equally well to boundary value problems in electromagnetic 
and acoustic theory. 

5730 Hnuk, Hlloss Knauss, Wolfgang G.: "De¬ 
layed Fracture in Viscoelastic-Plastic 
Solids," California Institute of Tech¬ 
nology, Pasadena, Firestone Flight Sciences 
Lab., NASA-CR-97582, September 1968. 

Using the vlscoplastlclty model of Crocket, the growth 
of a penny-shaped crack in a linearly viscoelastic solid was 
studied In an attempt to elucidate (1) the load carrying ablll 
ty of glass-like polymers having potential application as struc¬ 
tural materials and (2) the fracture behavior of materials pos¬ 
sessing relaxation and creep responses which span several de¬ 
cades of time. The Crocket model attempts to generalise the 
elastic-plastic stress-strain law by replacing the elastic por¬ 
tion by a linearly viscoelastic one and makes the yield stress 
dependent on the rate of deformation during the Initial, linear¬ 
ly viscoelastic deformation phase. Stress ard strain distri¬ 
bution around the crack, effect of time dependent yield, and 
delayed fracture for time-Independent yield are evaluated using 
the prescribed model. Countents on failure behavior In two 
dlnanslonal stress fields are Included. 

5731 Lebedev, A. A.: "Possible Combination of 
Conditions of Plasticity and Brittle Frac¬ 
ture," Prlkladnala Mekhanlks, Vol, 4, 
August 1968, pp. 85-93, (In Russian). 

Theoretical demonstration of the expediency of rational 
combination of conditions of plasticity and brittle fracture. 
The study la based on modern concepts concerning the mechanism 
of strain and destruction of materials. A new type of Inva¬ 
riant function le proposed. The strength criteria Including 
the parameters of this function are investigated. A comparison 
la made between the criteria offered and experimental results. 
The limiting surfaces which Interpret the strength criteria 
In the stressed space have a logical shape according to an 
earlier work. 

5732 Podll'chuk, lu. N.: "Plane Elliptic Crack 
In an Arbitrary Homogeneous Stress Field," 
Prlkladnala Hekhanlka. Vol. 4, August 1968, 
pp. 94-100, (In Russian). 

Investigation of a plane elliptic crack in an infinite 
elastic medium. A solution to this problem has been given by 
Lur'e (1952). However, of his three solutions to the Lamt 
equilibrium equations only two are linearly independent. In 
this work a third linearly Independent solution Is obtained. 

5733 Moser, Alma Porter: "Elastic Stress Fields 
and Stress Intensity Factors for Finite 
Bodies with Single Edge Cracks and Notches," 
Colorado University, Boulder, Ph.D. Thesis, 
1967. 

This dissertation Is concerned with elastic stress fields 
and stress Intensity factors for finite bodies with single 
edge cracks and notches. The solutions are obtained by the 
use of Airy stress functions given by a truncated biharmonlc 
eigen-function series. The satisfaction of the homogeneous 
boundary conditions along the faces of the notch or crack Is 
ensured by the use of a set of eigenvalues which are the so¬ 
lutions of a characteristic equation. It was found In this 
study that the stress fields could best be found by specifying 
boundary tractions and that the stress Intensity factors could 
best be arrived at by specifying the boundary values of the 
stress function and its normal derivative. Thus, it was ne¬ 
cessary to solve each problem twice in order to obtain both 
the stress field and reliable stress intensity factors. 

5734 Novikov, N. P.: "One of the Features of 
the Structure of the Zone Near the Tip of 
a Crack," International Journal of Solids 
and Structures. Vol. 4, No. 12, December 
1968. 

It Is known that in polymers (such as nylon, polyethy¬ 
lene, polypropylene, etc.), as the uniaxial loading reaches a 
definite value, orientation occurs and the strength of an 
oriented polymer is much higher. It may be assumed that in 
such materials, as the crack moves along as a result of large 
stresses, orientation of the polymer occurs In the vicinity of 
the tip cone. Therefore, the development of a crack In these 
polymers will be strongly connected with fracture of an orient¬ 
ed polymer as it exists near the tip of the crack. 

With the example of development of Incisions (seed cracks) 
In films of polyethylene and polypropylene, it was established 
that the assertion stated above indeed Is valid. In the ex¬ 
periment, films of thickness of 30 to 50p were used with dif¬ 
ferent supermolecular structure. The extension was observed 
with a microscope In polarized light which permitted to de¬ 
tect changes In the supermolecular structure. 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5640, 5756 
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5.3 VUcogUitlc tKcroacoDlc Fâtlure 

5.3.1 Unllxltl Flllure 

5J35 Kamlni'ktl, A. 0.: "Kinetics of the 

Development of Creeks in Viscoelastic Ha- 

terUU," Akedemlli Neuk Ukrelns'kol 

BS&i BbmüML-íblO*. A-S-Lüyüttgii SràSuáz 
sMUttisattisiipl HftllJii. Vol. 30, Sept. 
1968, pp. 849-852, (In Ukrainien). 

Derivation of an equation describing the steady propa¬ 

gation of a crack tip In a viscoelastic plate. Thic equa¬ 

tion Is used as a basis for obtaining an analytical expres¬ 

sion describing the propagation rate of a crack tip In an In¬ 

finite viscoelastic strip. A distinctive feature of the solu¬ 

tion obtained is that It does not require the introduction of 

new material constants characterising the progesslve failure 

of the material. 

field are discussed. The results for an Isolated Griffith 

crack and an Isolated penny-shaped crack In an infinite solid 

are derived. The and if lestions which must be node to these 

results to Include the effect of cohesive force* e* suggested 

by Borenblett are exaelned, and probleov associated with 

'external' cracks In Infinite solid* ore considered. Accounts 

of two- and three-dimensional problems with wore complicated 

geometry, and of solution* of dynamical crack problems are 

given. Attention Is resrrlctred to Internal cracks. 

5.? Eyteml Inmiig?,,E&ü-Mrs 

5739 Wu, E. M. ; Thomas, R. L.j "Intarfacial 

Fracture Phenomena/' Fifth International 

Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

5.4 Internal Composite Failure 

5736 Chen, P. E.: "Stress Fields Around In¬ 

terior Cracks," Fifth International Con¬ 

gress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

This paper describes the mathematical approach for cal¬ 

culating the stress fields around interior cracks and the ex¬ 

perimental verification based on the photoelasticity technique. 

A computer program was used to carry out the numerical calcula¬ 

tions for the mathematical model. The stress fields around a 

single Interior crack as well as two and three parallel in¬ 

terior cracks in tensile specimens have been calculated and 

compared with the experimental results. It has been found 

that both the overlap and spacing between the parallel in¬ 

terior cracks have significant effects upon the stress fields 

around such crack;. A basic mechanism which may contribute to 

stop the crack growth is expounded. 

5737 Kawabata, S.; Tat su ta, S.; Kawal, H.: 

"A Phenomenological Approach to the Failure 

Mechanism of Elastomers," Fifth Interna¬ 

tional Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 

1968. 

A phenomenological theory on creep failure of elastomers 

is improved. Three assumptions are presented here. That is, 

(1) there are many latent defect points all over the volume of 

solid specimen at random and each of them has possibility to 

grow to a crack during given time interval if the specimen is 

placed in stressed state defined by $, where $ takes sero when 

the solid is not in stressed state and fracture chance in¬ 

creases with Increasing ¢, (2) the probability that a small 

cell which is taken in the specimen produces a crack during 

unit time is determined as a function of <p , (3) as soon as 

any one of defect points grows to crack, the specimen falls 

into failure. 

Experiswotal comparison of theoretical observations are 

presented. Specimens are formed by edgewise joining of two 

flat plates with different material properties. Stiffness 

ratios of 75, 25, 2, 1.5 and 1 ore Investigated by casting 

epoxy on ster¡, alumln and silicon filled epoxys respectively. 

A flaw la introduced in the Interface and the speclnene ore 

subjected to a tensile load. In tho cases where ala-match Is 

large, the trajectory of propagation is repelled from the 

interface due to the aforementioned coupling effect. The 

Initial angles of the trajectories are predictable from the 

elastic stress analysis. For several ala-match ratios, when 

the cracks ore of the theoretical decoupling lengths, the 

crack Indeed propagages along the Interface as predicted. The 

experimentally obaerved strain energy release rate calculated 

from the theoretical expression appears to be a constant. 

5.6 Repeated Cycle Failure 

5740 Berg, C. A. : "Kinematic Reversibility In 

Plane Deformation," Fifth Internelonal 

Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

The phenomenon of kinematic Irreversibility which was 

reported by McClintock (1962) and others, and which la sus¬ 

pected to play an Important role In fatigue, la re-examined 

analytically and experimentally. It Is found that the motion 

of a free surface In a body which undergoes plane deformation 

and which is made of an Icompresalble Isotropic material 

having no history effects In Its rheology (e.g. a nonlinear 

fluid), is always kinematically reversible. A slight exten¬ 

sion of these results shows that nonhardening plastic defor¬ 

mation In the absence of Bauschlnger effect also provides 

kinematically reversible fres surface motion. Experiments 

on plsstlclne specimens show very strong kinematic Irreversi¬ 

bility of the motion of transverse cylindrical holes bored 

through large rectangular parallelepiped blocks which were 

made to deform in the plane of one pair of faces by cyclic 

pure shear loading. 

5738 Sneddon, I. H,: "Crack Problems In the 

Theory of Elasticity," Developments In 

Theoretical end Applied Mechanics. Vol.3, 

Southeastern Conference on Theoretical 

and Applied Mechanics, 3rd., UniV'Tslty 

of South Carolina, Columbia, S.C., March 

31-April 1, 1966, Proceedings, ed. W. A. 

Shaw, 1967, pp. 73-103. 

Account of calculations In the mathematical theory of 

elasticity relating to Griffith cracks and their three-dimen¬ 

sional analogs and having some relevance for the theory of 

brittle fracture. The physical considerations which Indicate 

the need for the calculation of certain features of the stress 

5741 Coffin, L. F., Jr.: "Introduction to 

High-Temperature Low-Cycle Fatigue," fig; 

psrlmsntal Mechanics. Vol. 8, May 1968, 

pp. 218-224. 

Discussion of significant arcaa In tha field of hlgh- 

temperature low-cylce fatigue to point up that a detailed 

knowledge of the problem Is Important to tha reliable per¬ 

formance of the component Involved. Some of the metallurgi¬ 

cal aspects Involved In the use of materials at high tempera¬ 

ture are emphaslzed.lt Is noted that there Is a need to re¬ 
late more closely the observed results with existing knowl¬ 

edge of metallurgical processa*. This can bast be done by a 

closer working relationship between designer, the materials 

engineer, and the metallurgist. 
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5742 Hori, H.: "Superposition Principles in 
the Stochastic Process Theory of Fracture," 
Fifth International Congress on Rheology, 
Kyoto, J :pan, 1968. 

The stochastic process theory of fracture, sometimes cal¬ 
led che statistical theory of breaking kinetics, «as designed 
to accornt for the time dependence of the rupture process, 
as veli as its statistical variability. The essential feature 
of this approach is that it regards fracture phenomenon as a 
kind of stochastic process associated «Ith thermal fluctuations. 
Stochastic process theory has so far been applied to various 
types of failure in glasses, metals, concretes, and polymers. 

Since the rupture behavior is strongly non-linear, Bolts- 
aann's superposition principle is not considered to be valid. 
Superposition principles '.i the theory of non-linear viscoelas¬ 
ticity, developed by Leaderman, Findley, Pipkin, and other in¬ 
vestigators, are applied to the fracture process under randomly 
changing loads. Theoretical results derived from these theo¬ 
ries are discussed and criticised. 

Furthermore, a comparison of the present model vlth 
Coleman's theory of breaking kinetics is given. Miner's damage 
accumulation la« tar metal fatigue is also re-interpreted from 
the standpoint of stochastic processes. 

5743 Younger, Dewey G.: "Cyclic Plasticity and 
Fatigue at Stress Concentrations," Society 
for Experimental Stress Analysis, Spring 
Meeting, Albany, N. Y., May 7-10, 196b. 

Study of the effects of cyclic plasticity on the magni¬ 
tudes of stress- and strain-concentration factors at geometric 
discontinuities. Procedures are presented for predicting 
notch-fatigue curves from unnotched fatigue data through an 
application of Stovall's formula and the cyclic stress-strain 
curve. A survey of previous work is presented and new methods 
are introduced for defining the notch-fatigue curve of the 
power-law relationships which relate fatigue failure to mech- 
ar.ical tension properties and cyclic strains. The Important 
Replication of the procedure is that fatigue failure in struc¬ 
tures can be predicted from a minimum of information derived 
from smooth laboratory specimens and an estimate of the effec¬ 
tive stress-concentration factor . 

5744 Kudriavtsev, P. X.i "Method for Investi¬ 
gating the Kinetics of the Development of 

Vol. 34, January 1968, pp. 108-110. 

Dlscuaslon of a method of inve igatlng the origin and 
the development kinetics of fatigue cracks based on fatigue 
test specimens with several stress raisers. The stress raisers 
on the specimen are located in zones with different stress 
levels. Testing of a single specimen can yield simultaneously 
data concerning the fatigue strength of the material under 
valable loads of different magnitudes. 

5745 Forrester, E. R.; Thevenow, V. H.: "De¬ 
signing For Expected Fatigue Life," An¬ 
nals of Assurance Sciences; Proceedings 
of the Seventh Reliability and Maintaina¬ 
bility Conference, San Francisco, Calif., 
July 14-17, 1968. 

Discussion of some of the processing and operational 
factors which reduce fatigue strength. Emphasis is placed 
on the finite fatigue life region, often called low-cycle 
fatigue, because in many lightweight, high-performance systems, 
hardware cannot be designed for finite life. An approach fov 
estimating the probability of fatigue failure on the basis of 
the scatter Inherent in material properties and fatigue life 
is described. 

5746 Sweet, A. L. ; Kotin, F.¡ "Investigation 
of a Random Cumulative Damage Theory," 
Journal of Materials. JMLSA, Vol. 3, 
No. 4, December 1968, pp. 802-823. 

A cumulative damage theory for fatigue is presented, which 
takes account of the randomness of the time-to-failure and 
the fact that the failure process can be said to possess memo¬ 
ry. This is accomplished by correlating the failure process 
with the change in hysteresis-loop area that a specimen under¬ 
goes during fatigue testing. 

An experimental program designed to investigate the theo¬ 
ry is discussed. Specimens of SAE 1020 steel were tested 
sinusoidally, under stress control, with a mean stress equal 
to sero, in a tensile-compressive mode. Specimens were sub¬ 
jected to a single stress amplltude-to-fallure, and also to 
mixtures of two and three amplltudes-to-failure. Hysteresis- 
loop areas were monitored 'on-line' during all tests. 

The data is used to evaluate the theory, and comparisons 
with the Mlner-Paimgren theory are shown. 

5747 
Osgood, Carl C.i "Allowable Fatigue Stres¬ 
ses for a Given Lifetime," International 
Council of the Aeronautical Sciences, 
Congress, 6th, Munich, West-Germany, 
Sept. 9-13, 1968. 

Correlation of the dynamic response stress with a function 
of fatigue damage as caused by sine or random loading. The 
prediction of fatigue life or an allowable stress Involves 
the concept of the gradual accumulation of damage during the 
loading period. The evaluation on the basis of available data, 
minimal assumption, and acceptable accuracy suggests that a 
linear function in the form of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis 
is adequate for the method employed here. The arrangement of 
equations expressed in s form of a power law allows them to 
be written for any incremental length of the log S-log N curve, 
thus determining the slope, or exponent with an accuracy de¬ 
pendent only on that of the data itself. As a further charac¬ 
teristic of the method, the dynamic transfer functions is in¬ 
troduced to accommodate properly the relation between the 
external forcing function and the response stress at any 
chosen location. 

5748 Bills, K. W.,Jr.,et al.: "Solid Propel¬ 
lant Cumulative Damage Program," Final 
Report, AFRPL-TR-68-131, Air Force Rocket 
Propulsion Laboratory, Research and Tech¬ 
nology Division, October 1968. 

A comprehensive laboratory and theoretical analysis pro¬ 
gram was conducted to provide increased understanding of lin¬ 
ear cumulative damage concepts for solid propellants, with 
emphasis upon the statistical characteristics of propellant 
failure. Mechanism of damage studies on model material 
showed that failure is controlled by a mechanical instability 
behavior in the binder, which is not a tearing process. The 
linear cumulative damge (LCD) relation and the maximum prin¬ 
cipal stress (MPS) failure criterion were described and shown 
to hold for uniaxial, strip-biaxial and triaxial (poker-chip' 
tensile tests. The effects on the tlme-to-fallure data were 
evaluated in terms of the superimposed pressure, relative 
humidity, statistical variability, aging and sensitivity to 
variations in the environmental test conditions. 

5749 Birnbaum, Z. W. ; Saunders, Sam C.: "A 
Probabilistic Interpretation of Miner's 
Rule," SIAM Journal on Applied Mathema¬ 
tics. Vol. 16, May 1968, pp. 637-652. 

(See Abstract 4744). 

5750 Johnson, Leonarde.: "The Probabilistic 
Basis of Cumulative Damage," American 
Society for Quality Control, Annual Tech¬ 
nical Conference, 22nd, Philadelphia, Pa. 
May 6-8, 1968, Transactions. 
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5.7 AccuBulttlve Damae (contil.) 

Discussion of the problem of assessing cumulative damage. 
Cumulative damage is most conveniently measured by cumulative 
probability of failure. A complete S-H-P (atreea, cycles of 
life, probability) diagram is required for a complete aolutlor 
to the cumulative-damage prediction problem. Approximations 
such as Miner's rule are valid only under restricted conditions. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5561 

6,1.3 Teat Methods for Mechanical Characterization 

5751 Bollenrath, F. ; Feldmann, H.¡ Happek, G.: 
"Criteria for Carrying out Tensile and 
Creep Testa in Vacuum at High Temperatures," 
Metallwerk. Pianeee, 6th Plansee Seminar, 
Reutte, Austria, June 24-28, 1968, Re¬ 
prints, Vol. 2, 1968, (in German). 

Discussion of criteria for conducting tensile and creep 
tests in vacuum at high temperatures, caking into account the 
influence of measurement and control failures on the material 
characteristics. Results of different tests at different teat 
institutes are comparable only when the failure parameters 
characteristic for earn method are known. The differences in 
the observed stresses are described as functions of the rela¬ 
tive failures of the experimental parameters. They are also 
given in the form of dimensionless failure moduli. 

5752 Taprogge, R. i "Research to Determine Per- 
mlssable Mechanical Stress of Thermoplastic 
Plastics by Static and Vibratory Tensile 
and Lond Tests. II," Kunststoff-Rundsch.. 
Vol. 15, No. 6, June 1968, (in German). 

The critical curves showing the viscoelastic behavior of 
thermoplastics are determined under constant and alternating 
stress conditions. A literature survey is included. 

6753 Taprogge, R.! "Studies to Determine Per¬ 
missible Mechanical Stress of Thermoplas¬ 
tic Plastic by Static and Vibratory Ten¬ 
sile and Load Tests,IV," Kunststoff-Rund- 
schau. Vol. 15, No. 8, August 1968, (in 
German). 

Creep curves determined experimentally for samples of 
PVC at 20° C are given along with a discussion of creep be¬ 
havior of thermoplastics. Similar data are also given for po- 
lyoxymethylene and polypropylene. Stress-strain curves are 
also determined, and the testing procedure is described. 

6.1.4 Ultimate Property Teats 

5754 Bridle, C.¡ Buckley, A. j Scanlan, J.s 
"Mechanical Anisotropy of Oriented Poly¬ 
mers, Part li A Yield Criterion for Uni- 
axially-Drawn Poly(ethylene terephthalate)," 
Journal of Materials Science. November 
1968, pp. 622-628. 

Measurement » of tensile and shear yield stress have been 
made on strips cut at various angles to the draw direction 
from films of drawn amorphous poly (ethylene terephthalate). 
The data were well fitted by a criterion of the von Mises 
type but with modifications to allow for the anisotropy of the 

sample, and also for a built-in compressive stress in the 
draw direction. In tha tensile experiments a sharp neck is 
usually formed at an angle to the tensile direction and this 
angle is predicted with good accuracy by an application of 
the theory of plastic potential. 

The built-in stress is closely related to the retraction 
stress which develops when the films are heated but not allowed 
to contract. In general the tensile yield etresa end the 
tensile modulus are also closely correlated. 

5755 Lin, C. K.; Tschoegl, N. W.i "Tensile 
Strength and Streea-Strain Behavior of 
Swollen Elastomers under Superposed Hydro¬ 
static Preaaure," Fifth International 
Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

Rubber ringa swollen in hydrocarbon solvents were stretch¬ 
ed in uniaxial tension at a crosshead speed of 1.45 inches per 
minute under superposed hydrostatic pressures up to 2000 pel. 
Two elastomers were examined: a moderately cross-linked com¬ 
pression molded styrene-butadiene rubber, and a more tightly 
cross-linked cast polyurethane rubber. Both materiale obeyed 
the stress-strain relation predicted by the kinetic theory 
of rubber elasticity under all pressures. The tests were 
car-led out at room temperature and were corrected to 25°C. 
The superposed hydrostatic pressure had no effect on the ten¬ 
sile strength of the two rubbers. Within the experimental 
scatter the stress-at-break appeared to depend on th_- octa¬ 
hedral shear stress alone and thus followed the Henchy-von 
Mises failure criterion. The failure surface of the swollen 
rubbers in principal stress space could therefore be described 
by a cylinder coaxial with the hydrostatic axis. 

6.2.1 Biaxial Tests 

5756 Sharma, M. G. : "Some Observations on 
Yielding and Fracture of Polymeric Fate- 
rials under Biaxial Stressas,” Fift. 
International Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

The paper describes an extensive experimental program 
for the study of yielding and fracture of several polymeric 
materials under various types of biaxial loading. Effect of 
rate of applied stresses and temperature on yielding and 
fracture behavior has been investigated. An apparatus speci¬ 
ally suited for this study has been developed and is described 
in this paper. The Important feature of this apparatus la 
that the effect of rate of biaxial loading on yielding and 
fracture behavior of polymeric materials can be simultaneously 
studied for different biaxial stress flalds. The biaxial 
stress apparatus ss such consists of a top head that is com¬ 
mon for a»l biaxial stress f.eld testa and a lower bead that 
Is variable depending upon the biaxial stress field under con¬ 
sideration. The apprratus is equipped with several lower 
heads to cover the various stress fields corresponding to bi¬ 
axial stresa ratios 0-022/033 (033,022 «re the nominal prin¬ 
cipal stresses) in the tension-tension quadrant of principal 
stress co-ordinate plane. The apparatus makes use of cylin¬ 
drical specimens. The specimen in a particular biaxial stress 
experiment is subjected to a predetermined pressure history 
by a closed loop feed back control system. The specimen is 
enclosed in a thermal cabinet to study the yielding and frac¬ 
ture behavior of polymeric materials at various constant tem¬ 
peratures. 



6.2.2 Shim; Teat» 

5757 Sigmon, William M.; Parr, Charles H.; 
Ignatowski, Albert J.: "Development of a 
Ball Indentation Test for Samples of Fi¬ 
nite Thickness," Rohm and Haas Co., Red¬ 
stone Research Laboratories, December 
1968, Technical Report S-182. 

A spherical indentation test for small quantities of low 
modulus materials is described and experimentally validated, 
ne data analysis takes into account finite sample thickness. 
Comparison with the Hertz contact theory is made, and exten¬ 
sion to viscoelastic characterization is discussed. 

stresses, displacements, and momenta may be both time- and 
spatlally-dependent. The paper is devoted to an exposition 
of the principle in one dimension and the approximate solu¬ 
tion of linear and nonlinear cne-dimensional problems. In 
the appendix the general three-dimensional development is 
presented. 

6,3.2 Forced Vibration Tests 

6.3.1 Free Vibration Tests 

5758 Gajendar, N.: "Free Vibrations of Composite 
Elastic Systems," Journal of Science and 
Engineering Research. Vol. 11, January 
1967, pp. 45-50. 

Extension of Wah's analysis of the dynamic problem of a 
plate with attached masses to the case of free vibrations of 
composite elastic systems such as plates with concentrated 
mass, spring, and dashpot systems. The results are presented 
in terms of the modal functions of the plate alone. Some of 
the particular cases have been deduced. 

5759 Feng, Chuan C.; Bajan, Robert L.: "Free 
Vibra ion Analysis by the Modal Substitu- 

• tion Method," Space Projections from the 
Rocky Mountain Region: Proceedings of the 
Symposium, Denver, Colorado, July 15-16, 
1968, Vol. 2, 1968, 40p. 

** The mod'' substitution method is an Iterative technique 
developed fov determining accurate natural modes and frequen¬ 
cies of large discrete undamped dynamic systems. The system 
is considered to be subdivided into a number of subsystems, 
each of which is amenable to analysis. Formulation of the 
system equations for free vibration is based on an Incomplete 
modal coupling using exact displacement modes calculated from 
the constltutent subsystems. Approximate natural modes and 
frequencies are computed from the incomplete eigenvalue prob¬ 
lem associated with the system. A prescribed number of these 
modes, in conjunction with a selected set of previously un¬ 
used subsystem modes, are used in successive model substitu¬ 
tion cycles. Improvement is guaranteed in the approximate 
system modes utilized, and their corresponding frequencies. 
Criteria for the optimal selection of the unused subsystem 
modes in modal substitution and a numerical example verifying 
the developed concepts are presented. 

5760 Dean, Thomas Scott; Plass H. J., Jr.* 
"A Dynamic Variational Principle for 
Elastic Bodies, and its Application to 
Approximation in Vibration Problems," 
Developments in Mechanics. Vol. 3, Mid¬ 
western Mechanics Conference, 9th, Uni¬ 
versity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., 
August 16-18, 1965, Proceedings, Part II, 
Dynamics and Fluid Mechanics, ed. T. C. 
Huang; M. W. Johnson, Jr. 1967, pp. 107- 
118. 

A variational principle is presented which embodies both 
Hamilton's principle and Relssner's principle as special cases 
Its form is such that upon postulated independent variations 
on stresses, displacements, and particle momenta, the associ¬ 
ated Euler equations are the equations for the relation bet¬ 
ween momentum and velocity, the stress-strain relationahip 
for an elastic material, and the equation of met ion. Further, 

5761 Danek, 0.! "Forced Vibrations of Linear 
Systems," Journal de Mécanique. Vol. 6, 
December 1967, pp. 461-479, (in French). 

Study of the trajectories of points of a structure sub¬ 
jected to natural or forced vibrations. The structure con¬ 
sidered is a system of bars. The natural mode of this system 
is represented by a controlled lurface (e-face), while the 
forced mode is represented by a more complicated surface for¬ 
med, for example, by the elliptical trajectories of the points 
considered (q-face). The q-faces associated with the harmonic 
excitation (monofrequency) or periodic (polyfrequency) are 
studied. The variation of the q-face of the system subjected 
to excitation of the varied mode was observed. 

5762 Marinescu, Al.: "Concerning the Oscilla¬ 
tions of the Rocket," Revue Roumaine des 
Sciences Techniques, Serle de Mécanique. 
Applique. Vol. 12, No. 5, 1967, pp. 1145- 
1164, (In German). 

Examination of a model rocket which has the shape of a 
rod with one free end and is characterized by variable mass 
and rigidity. The free oscillations of the rod are investi¬ 
gated by means of the bending theory, as well as from the 
standpoint of rotational inertia, shear forces, inner damping, 
aerodynamic damping, and axial forces. Finally, forced oscil¬ 
lations arising f , m the combined action of harmonic, acciden¬ 
tal, and unsteady t arturbations are studied. Numerical exam¬ 
ples of these three types of perturbing force are presented. 

5763 Laura, Patricio A.; Shahady, Paul A.: 
"Longitudinal Vibrations of a Solid Pro¬ 
pellant Rocket Motor," Developments in 
’D.joretlcal and Applied Mechanics. Vol. 3, 
Southeastern Conference on Theoretical 
and Applied Mechanics, 3rc , University of 
South Carolina, Columbia, S. C., March 31- 
Aprll 1, 1966, Proceedings, ed. W. A. 
Shaw, 1967, pp. 623-633. 

Study of the problem of calculating the lower natural 
frequency of a long clamped circular cylinder with a star¬ 
shaped stress-free Internal perforation vibrating in axial- 
shear mode. This problem is interpreted as a first approxi¬ 
mation for a typical long, solid-propellant rocket motor. It 
is pointed out that the method described is directly applicable 
in determining the cutoff frequencies of wave-guidés of very 
general cross section. 
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6.4,1 Uniaxial Cyclic Load Te^ts 

5764 Svanson, S. H. ! "Random Load Fatigue—A 
State of the Art Survey," Matl. Rea. 
Stand,. Vol. B, 1968, pp. 10-44. 

An extenalve review of the prevent state of work in the 
field of random load fatigue testing. Sections covered in¬ 
clude ones on programmed constant amplitude cycles in random 
sequence, industrial cycles in randomised sequence, testing by 
analogous random process, acoustic fatigue tests, crack propa¬ 
gation under random loading, and other work currently in pro¬ 
gresa, An extensive bibliography and glossary are included. 

3765 Slot, T. ! Stentz, R. H.: "Experimental 
Procedures for Low-Cycle-Fatigue Research 
at High Temperatures," Experimental Mech- 
anlca. Vol. 8, March 1968, pp. 107-114. 

Summary of testing procedures for low-cylce fatigue experi¬ 
ments on hydraulic fatigue machines operated with closed-loop 
servo control of the strain in inductively heated test speci¬ 
mens of the hourglass type. Typical equipment performance data 
and fatigue-test results are presented. In this type of test¬ 
ing, transverse strain is measured and controlled at the mini¬ 
mum specimen diameter, and heating of the specimen Is accom¬ 
plished by means of an induction coil around the gauge section. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5793 

6,6 Analogue or Model Tests 

5766 Marvin, R. S.: "Rheological Models and 
Measurements," Fifth International Con¬ 
gress on Rheology, Kyoto. Japan, 1968. 

The evaluation of the rheological properties of a material 
requires certain assumptions from which tht form of a consti¬ 
tutive equation can be deduced. The term model, whether mole¬ 
cular or phenomenological, here denotes the body of assump¬ 
tions used on the development of a particular theory. The 
testing of these assumptions and the evaluation of the con¬ 
stants or functions in the resulting constitutive equation 
require the design and performance of various measurements. 
A single type of measurement may be adequate to evaluate func¬ 
tions occurlng in a constitutive equation, but it is seldom 
sufficient to establish the validity of the assumptions on 
which that equation is based. Such results may simply estab¬ 
lish an equation as a good empirical representation, a useful 
accomplishment, but one quite different from establishing the 
validity or adequacy of a model. 

In carrying out measurements intended to check a model 
or some of the assumptions on which a model is based, certain 
factors which are deliberately Ignored in the model (always 
an Idealization of an actual material) must be considered, as 
must the effect of deviations from boundary conditions as¬ 
sumed in the measurement. And, a consideration often Ignored, 
both the measurement and the manner in which the results are 
analyzed should be chosen to provide as sensitive check of 
the assumption c model, '.'he history of experiments stimulat¬ 
ed by the Ueissenberg hypothesis about the equality of normal 
stress differences Illustrates both the difficulty of satis¬ 
fying these criteria and the danger of judging the correctness 
of a hypothesis or a model from the results of a single type 
of measurement. 

5767 Sobotka, 7.. : "Two-Dimensional and Three- 
Dimensional Rheological Models for Ortho- 
tropic Viscoelastic Bodies," Fifth Inter¬ 
national Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 
Japan, 1968. 

The author has introduced the two-dimensional rheological 
models which represent schematically the rheological configu¬ 
ration of unit surface or of unit volume of orthotropic vis¬ 

coelastic bodies. These models corresponding to the real 
rheological materials at the two-dimensional and three-dimen¬ 
sional state of stress and strain consist of the o<*tkotropic 
elastic and vlscmi.< two-dimensional or threa-diaens.onsl re¬ 
gions, respectlvi >y, which iiavz rectangular straight boundaries 
lying in the principal directions of orthotropy. By various 
arrangements of such regions, all kinds of viscoelastic bodies 
may be represented. 

5768 Baer, A. D.¡ Ryan, N. V.! "An Approximate 
but Complete Model for the Ignition Res¬ 
ponse of Solid Propellants," AIAA Journal. 
Vol. 6, No. 5, May 1968, pp. 872-77. 

Early theories of ignition, describing events leading to 
a bootstrapping exothermic reaction, cannot be extended to 
describe the complete Ignition process terminating in steady 
deflagraron. The complete description requires consideration 
of surface regression. If the regression rate of the propellent 
is described by simple, feasible relationships and the rata of 

energy release by temperature-dependent reactions ie limited 
to a maximum value, the complete ignition transient, which 
starts with the cold, passive solid and ends at a condition 
of steady-state regression, may be simulated. Such a simula¬ 
tion la achieved by a model that treats the solid as homo¬ 
geneous, considers the effect of all reaction to be approxi¬ 
mated as surface heat fluxes, and employs a simplified des¬ 
cription of the steady-state burning process. Qualitative 
agreement is obtained between predictions of the model and 
laboratory ignition results for the effect of igniter flux and 
pressure on ignition times. Values assumed for the net heat 
of gasification of the propellant, a steady-state burning para¬ 
meter, and the manner in which the igniter heat flux is ter¬ 
minated are found to have critical effect on the transition 
to stable deflagration. 

6,7 Local Strain Measurement Tests 

5769 Archbold, E.; Ennos, A. E. i "Observation 
of Surface Vibration Modes by Strobosco¬ 
pic Hologram Interferometry," Nature. 
Vol. 217, March 9, 1968, pp. 942-43. 

Description of a method for real-time analysis of a 
surface shape based on the findings of Powell and Stetson 
(1965) that holography can be used to study the vibration 
model of a surface. Interference effects can be obtained bet¬ 
ween the object and its holographically recorded image if the 
two are superimposed, by replacing the processed plate in 
exactly the same position in which it was recorded, and view¬ 
ing the object through the hologram plate using the same il¬ 
luminating conditions. A slight displacement of the surface 
of the object will then give rise to a pattern of Interference 
fringes. For a surface vibrating normal to its plana, the 
interference fringes will sweep across it in synchronism with 
the frequency of vibration, so that by pulsing the illumina¬ 
tion at this frequency, their motion can be arrested and the 
distortion of the surface, measured relatively to the rest 
position, can be deduced. 

5770 Riera, J. D. ; Mark, R.* "The Optical- 
Rotation Effect in Photoelastic Shell 
Analysis," Experimental Mechanics 
January 1969, pp. 9-16. 

A difficulty commonly encountered in the three-dimensional 
photoelastic analysis of thln-shell structures is the so-cal¬ 
led optical rotation effect which, in spite of some noteworthy 
efforts, has not yet been fully elucidated. The objective 

of this paper is to show how modern description of polarised 
light can be advantageously used to predict the influence 
of the rotation effect on optical observâtlots. Use will be 
made of the Poincaré sphere representation of polarized light 
and of the associated Mueller calculus. Because these sub- 



6,7 Local Strain Measurement Teste (contd.) 

J«CC8 may be unfamiliar, Che fundamental concepts involved are 

briefly discussed in each case and readily available supple- 

taentary references are given. 

5771 Aben, Hiller: "Optical Theory of the 

Multllayer-Refelctlon Technique for Three- 

Dimensional Photoelastic Studies," Ex¬ 

perimental Mechanics. January 1969, pp. 

25-30. 

Using the theory of characteristic directions developed 

previously by the author optical phenomena by the multilayer- 

reflection technique in the general case are studied. Re¬ 

cursive formulas which enable successive determination of the 

parameters of all the photoelastic layers without any complica¬ 

tion of the experimental technique are derived. 

6.7.1 Biréfringent Teats 

5772 Rankilor, P. R. ; McNicholas, J. B.: "The 

Preparation and Use of a Stress-Sensitive 

Material in Multi-Layer Photoelastic Mo¬ 

dels," Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences. 

Vol. 5, No. 6, November 1968, pp. 465- 
474. 

There are many applications for a stress-sensitive material 

in research and teaching when considering photoelastic prob¬ 

lems. The particular material selected by the authors is a 

polyurethane rubber sold under the trade name 'Solithane'. 

Engineers reading existing technical publications might feel 

that Solithane is too difficult and too expensive to use as 

a research tool. The authors hope to show in this article 

that,for very little cost,and wlthamodlcum of care,it can be 

prepared and used in the most modest space. The basic compo¬ 

sition and preparation of the final rubber under laboratory 

conditions are described Including practical aspects of model 

preparation. A range of rubbers of differing elasticity were 

prepared, their properties tested, and the results of these 

tests are given. It is suggested how and why this material 

should lend itself to the construction of multi-layer models 

with particular reference to geological and mining problems. 

Photographs are included of apparatus used, and of problems 

being investigated. 

5773 Onogi, Shigeharu et al.: "Time-Tempera¬ 

ture Superposition of Time-Dependent Bire¬ 

fringence for Low-Density Polyethylene," 

Journal of Polymer Science. Part A2, 

Vol. 5, 1967, pp. 1067-1078. 

The time-dependent birefringence has been measured simul¬ 

taneously with the stress relaxation on quenched and annealed 

low-density polyethylene at various temperatures from 10 to 
70°C. The strain-optical coefficient increases generally 

with increasing time, and approaches the equilibrium value, 

which depends upon the temperature. When the strain-optical 

coefficient at a fixed time is plotted against temperature, 

it first Increases and then decreases alter passing through 

a maximum at Tg,. with Increasing temperature. The higher 

the degree of crystallinity, the higher are the equilibrium 

values of the strain-optical coefficient and T . The 

curve, for .train-optical coefficient vs. timäPInd relaxation 

modulus vs. time below T can be superposed well by a hori- 

zontal shift along the a^icissa. The optical shift fact 

obey, the original VLF equation, while the mechanical shift 

factor 1. much larger than the optical one. The molecular 

mechanisms corresponding to this dispersion of thé strain- 

optical coefficient and visco-elastic a absorption near T 

ara discussed. c max 

Pelter-lawln, G.: "Application of Photo- 

elasticity to the Resolution of Hyper¬ 

static Systems," Société Royale des 

Sciences de Llëge. Bulletin. Vol. 37, No. 

3-4, 1968, pp. 172-181, (in French). 

Analysis of processes which widen the scope of applica¬ 

tions of photoelasticity, especially in the hyperstatic re¬ 

gion. The numerous applications which have thus far been made 

have shown their validity and simplicity. The experimenter 

can choose the method which lends Itself most exactly and most 

easily to the problem which interests him. It is considered 

that the 'photelastic visualization' of the hyperstatic be- 

navior is very instructive for the design engineer. 

5775 del Rio, Carlos: "Application of 3-D 

Photoelasticity to Axl-Symmetrical Prob¬ 

lems," Strain. Vol. 4, July 1968, pp. 

30-31. 

Description of a special approach using photoelasticity 

to treat the experimental analysis of stresses and strains in 

three-dimensional photoelastic problems. A model is made of 

material suitable to 3-D photoelasticity and tested in the 

frozen-stress technique to determine the state of stress. 

Specifically examined is a loaded structural component with 

axisymmetrlcal shape and loading in a cylindrical coordinate 

system. Since many practical problems are characterized by 

axial symmetry, application in industry might be of interest. 

5776 Lord, P. R.: "High Speed Photo»-,,rhy and 

Photo-Elasticity," High-Speed Photoera- 

phy. International Congress for High- 

Speed Photography and High-Speed Cinema¬ 

tography, 7th, Zurich, Switzerland, Sept. 

12-18, 1965, Proceedings, ed. Othmar 

Helwich, 1967, pp. 543-547. 

Study of dynamic photoelasticity and high-speed photo¬ 

graphy, with comments on the field of information storage. 

It is shown that, when the stress gradient is linear end the 

direction of the principal stress is known, it is possible to 

use a bent-beam compensator previously described by the author. 

It is shown how the gap between static and dynamic work can 

be bridged by the use of filters with various patterns of 

retardation frozen into them in conjunction with an image- 

dissection technique. 

5777 Nazarenko, P. V. j Zaitsev, 0. V.;Kostets- 

kii, B. I.: "EfeÄct of the Initial Dis¬ 

location Density on the Friction Force and 

the Ratio of Elastic to Plastic Deforma¬ 

tion," Soviet Materiels Science. Vol. 2, 

Nov.-DecL 1966, pp. 471-473. 

Description of strain measurements carried out on a 

specially constructed machine to determine the elastic and 

plastic strain components from the illumination Intensity of 

double refraction bands during friction under both static and 

dynamic conditions at various normal pressures in single-crystal 

specimens of alkali metal halides. It is shown that the ini¬ 

tial dislocation density of materials in friction has a sub¬ 

stantial effect on the ratio of elastic to plastic strains 

produced during friction, that materials which undergo heavier 

plastic deformations during friction have larger friction 

coefficients, and that the initial dislocation density affects 

the friction force to the extent that it affects the magni¬ 

tude and the ratio of the elastic to plastic strain components 

during friction, the effects of plastic strains being predo¬ 

minant. 

5778 Hackett, R. M.j Krokosky, E. M. : "A 

Photoviscoelastic Analysis of Time-Depen¬ 

dent Stresses in a Polyphase System," 

Experimental Mechanics. December 1968. 

The method of photoviscoelastic, stress analysis is used 

to predict time-dependent stress redistributions in a poly- 

phase-uaterial system having a viscoelastic binder and sub¬ 

jected to applied external-loading conditions. The po’yphase- 

I 
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6,7.1 Biréfringent Teats (contd.) b»1.2 Moiré Fringe Technique 

material model studied is composed of a photoviscoelastic 

matrix material and contains rigid inclusions and voids, 

thus simulating a three-phase composite system. 

In order to perform the study, a photoviscoelastic model 

material is developed. An epoxy-resin system consisting pri¬ 

marily of Shell Epon 828 and Epon 871, optimized to display 

the properties desirable for such application, is utillZx<td. 

The time-dependent stress distributions obtained by the 

photoviscoelastic analysis are compared with results obtained 

by applying the 'correspondence rule' to finite-element 

solutioi for the elastic stress field of a mathematical model 

of the three-phase material system. The comparison of results 

indicated that the technique of photoviscoelastic stress analy¬ 

sis is extremely applicable to complex models such as the one 

studied. The feasibility of this application to more com¬ 

plex polyphase models with varying loading conditions is in¬ 

dicated. 

5779 Brillhart, L. V.; Dally, J. W. : "A Dyna¬ 

mic Photoelastic investigation of Stress- 

Wave Propagation in Cones," Experimental 

Mechanics, Vol. 8, April 1968, pp. 145-153. 

The embedded-polariscope method vi s employed to isolate 
the central plane in cylindrical and conical «udels subjected 

to axial loads. Lifht-fleid isochromstic-fringe patterns as¬ 

sociated with each of the five models studied were recorded by 

using a multiplegap camera. Results obtained indicate that 

the maximum stress decays with distance propagated approximate¬ 

ly as indicated by the elementary one-dimensional wave theory. 

5782 Jenkins, Christopher J.i "Diffracticm 

Gratings for Moire-Fringe Strain Analysis,*' 

Experimental Mechanics. Vol. 8, July l?éê, 

pp. 331-332. 

Description of a method for the fabrication and use of 

inexpensive diff: action-grating replicas for accurate aoiré- 

frlnge strain amilysis. Th* replicas are composed of this 

Luclte films suifd for gluing onto »del eurfnees. The grid* 

heve good mechanical strength and toughnees, end give reeulte 

having errors of 3% or less. Gratings are discussed having 

1000 llnes/in.; apparently even finer gride can be produced 

with this method. 

5783 Pelrer-Bawin, G. : ”A Photographic Pecu¬ 

liarity 'In the Moire Domain," Socltté 

des Sciences de Lléne, »ullatln. Vol. 37, 

So, 3-7, 1968, pp. 182-185, (in Preach). 

Demonstration that although, in principle, vhole orders 

of a moiré are given by white fringes, this can never be made 

into a general rule. The moiré is inverted as desired by a 

email variation of the exposure time. It is recommended that 

the terms 'whole orders' and 'half-orders' he used, instead 

of tpeekiug of black and white fringes. 

578a Hinton, Ernest; Irons, Bruce: "leaat 

Squares Smoothing of Experimental Data 

Using Finite Element.." Strain. Vol. *, 

July 1968, pp. 24-27. 

5780 loeipeecu, N. ; Huidu, T. : "Obatrvatione 

on the Problem of Tests of Materials in 

Pure Shear, Deduced from Some Photoelas¬ 

tic Studies," Bucurestl, Unlversltatea. 

Analele. Seels Stiintele Naturil-Matema- 

tlca. Mecanice. Vol. 15, No. 2, 1966 

pp. JI3-122, (in Rumanian). 

A program for interpreting moiré fringe data using a 

digital computer is described. The finite element technique 

overcomes certain intrinsic defects of existing methods which 

use polynomials, and promises to give better reeulta, especial¬ 

ly where stress concentrations are present. An experimental 

example compares the technique with the polynomial technique. 

Description of some supplementary photoelastic studies 

made with a view to completing previous studies on the new 

Rumanian procès', of testing materials in pure shear. These 

s. idles deal wi :h the influences of variation of the notch 

ingles and of virlatlon of the radii of curvature of the bot¬ 

toms of the nor.l.rs cn the mode of distribution of the tangen¬ 

tial BtreaCiS over the pure-ahear cross section. It is shown 

that only 90° notches, with sharp bottom angles, can lead to 

a uniform distribution of these tangential atreaaes, as had 

been established previously. 

5761 Hunter, A.; Schwan, M. : "Development 

and Application of a 3D Pho' ,elasto-Plas- 

tic Method to Study Stresses Around a 

Crack," Weld Imperfections: Proceedings 

of a Symposium, Palo Alto, Calif., Sept. 

19-21, 1966, ed. A. R. Pflüger; R. E. 

Lewis, 1968, pp. 543-565. 

(See Abstract 3388). 

5785 Roas, Bernard E.: "Objective Experimental 

Stress Analysis Using the Hoire Method," 

Developments in Theoretical end Applied 

Mechanics. Vol. 3, Southeastern Conference 

on Theoretical a. 1 Applied Mechanics, 3rd., 

University of South Carolina, Columbia, 

S. C., March 31-April 1, 1966, Proceedings, 

ed. W A. Shaw, 1967, pp. 397-418. 

Discussion of research into the further development of 

the moiré method of experimental street analysis Particular 

emphasis la placed on achieving complete objectivity in re¬ 

ducing the strain information from the moiré pattern. The 

application is to the theranl-atress problem of a ring under 

an axlaymmetrlc temperatvru distribution. The maximum tem¬ 

perature reported is 1120"?. The resulte indicate that new 

’avela of sensitivity ard accuracy are achieved even though 

coarse gratings are used. The theory ot the process is dis¬ 
cussed, and a photo-reading device is described. A computer 

program is developej to reduce the moiré data. Techniques 

for using the moiré method in thermal utress problems at 

moderately high temperatures are devlseâ. 

Ave, Maseru: "Stress Analysis by Moiré 

Methode. I.—Application to the Analysis 

of Tire Dimension-i Problems," Hotel 

University, Technical Colleaa. Bulletin. 

March 1967, pp. 22-34, (In Japanese). 

stud.’ of the applicability of the moiré method to street 

analysis oy solving two two-dimensional problems with thin 

»ithod an I comparing the results with those obtained by 

ataiyticax methods. The problems concern a plate with a hoie 

subjected to pure tension and a rigid frame corner with deep 

members subjected to antisymmetrlcal bending. In the first 

problem, the diameter of the hole is varied and the measured 

r esses for each case are compared with the values obtained 

by Howland. In the second problem, by changing the ratio 

between the opening and the frame dimensions, the change in 

SEE ABSTRACTS 5528, 5658, 5665, 5736 

5786 
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6,7,2 Moiré FrlnRe Technique (contd.) 5790 

rigidity of the frame is examined and the stress distribution 
in the cross-panel is measured. Adaptability of simplified 
analytical methods for rigid frames with deep members is exa¬ 
mined by the results obtained in the second problem. 

Viles, Joe M. : "Measurement of Erosive 
Burning Rates," Technical Report S-213, 
Rohm and Haas Co., January 1969. 

6.7,3 General Strain Measurement Techniques 

5787 Chiba, Mitsumasa; Shimada, Heihachi: 
"On Rosette Gage Factor of Photoelastic 
Strain Gage-Dependence on Strain, Tem¬ 
perature and Fringe Order," Tohoku Uni¬ 
versity. Technology Reports. Vol. 32, 
Ho. 2, 1967, pp. 179-197. 

A new technique for measuring average erosive burning 
rates of a propellant fired under realistic motor conditions 
is described. By utilizing a small test motor attached as 
a blast tube to a large gas generator, a minimal amount of 
test propellant is required. Hence the technique is attrac¬ 
tive for evaluating or ranking the erosive-burning tendencies 
of compositions in a propellant development program. Erosive 

burning rates were measured for a CTPB-based composite propel¬ 
lant. Excellent correlation was found between the erosive 
burning rate, Mach number at the tail end of the propellant 
grain, and chamber pressure. The erosive burning rates mea¬ 
sured in the test motors were independent of the composition 
of the gas-generator propellant. Application of the data in 
the design of an erosive-burning propellant grain has not 
been made. 

5791 

Experimental and theoretical study of the mechanical 
behavior of the photostress rosette strain gauge. The photo- 
stress rosette gauges are tested under various loading condi¬ 

tions at various testing and bonding temperatures. It is 
found that the rosette g?uge factor is not constant, but varies 
with strain and testing and bonding temperatures; chis factor 
depends, moreover, on the order of the fringe pattern. This 
's verified by theoretical analyses. A theoretical solution is 
obtained for the stresses in a circular hollow disk bonded 
along its outer rim to the surface of a structural part under 

biaxial strain. Numerical calculations carried out on this 
solution reveal some interesting and important characteristics 
of the gauge. 

Tanis, Charles: "Large Segmented Rein¬ 
forced Plastic Rocket Motor Case," 
Research & Technology Briefs. No. 10, 
October/November 1968, pp. 17-18. 

5792 Thrasher, Durwood I.: "Structural Analysl 
of a Test-Weight Minuteman (Wing I), 
Second-Stage Aft Closure for Project 

NOMAD," Air Force Rocket Propulsion Lab., 
AFRPL-TR-66-186, October 1968. 

6.8 Systems Tests 

The analysis reported was performed in support of an 
AFRPL in-house project utilizing surplus Second-Stage Minute- 
man motors as a low-cost test vehicle for contractor-furnished 
and in*house-designed nozzles. 

A structural analysis was performed on the NOMAD test 

assembly, which consists of a Minuteman (Wing I) Second-Stage 
rocket motor, a redesigned single-nozzle aft closure, and 

the AFRPL-designed NOMAD nozzle. The critical safety margin 
was found to occur near the forward flangeof the aft closure; 
the safety margin was -0.272 at that point. For reasons dis¬ 
cussed in the report, the test assembly is considered safe as 
designed in spite of the computed negative margin of safety. 
Input data generation, program utilization, and analysis re¬ 
sults are fully documented in the report. 

5788 Nakano, Akira: "The Effects of Malalign¬ 
ment on the Aeroplastic Behavior of Un- 
gulded Rockets." Tokyo. University. 
Institute of Space and Aeronautical Sci¬ 
ence, Report No. 421. Vol. 33, Feb. 1968, 
pp. 73-96. 

Study of bending loads produced in unguided rockets by 

misalignment caused by initial deflection of the rocket body 
and maladjustment of the fins and the nozzle. Equations of 
perturbed motion are derived for modal analysis and discrete 
mass analysis of such rockets. Expressions are also given 
for the bending-load factor as a linear function of each type 
of misalignment. The flight behavior of unguided single-stage 

rockets vs their misalignment characteristics is discussed. 

5789 Achenbach, J. D.: "The Structural Dynamics 
of Solid Propellant Rockets," Applied 
Mechanics Reviews. Vol. 21, June 1968, 
pp. 542-555. 

Examination of the structural dynamics of solid-propel¬ 
lant rockets, with emphasis on a description of several types 
of service loads, vibrations, and acoustic instability. The 
following loads or load cm litions are considered: (1) trans¬ 
portation and handling; (2, aerodynamic loads; (3) combustion 
loads; (4) acceleration laads; (5) explosive loads; and (6) 
shock loads from nuclear blasts. An analysis of the free¬ 
standing vibrations of a hollow cylinder of a homogeneous, 
isotropic, elastic solid is carried out by writing general 
solutions of the elasticity equations for the cylinder in the 
form of products of Bessel functions governing radial depen¬ 
dence and trigonometric functions governing dependence on the 
circumferential and axial coordinates and on time. 



6.9 New Teat Equipment 

5796 Kaiser, W. D. ; Cress, H. A.: "A Simple, 

High Capacity, Rotating Load, Fatigue 

Testing Machine," Matl. Res. Stand.. 

Vol. 8, No. 1, 1968, pp. 12-16. 

A reliable and simple high capacity, rotating load fa¬ 

tigue testing machine was designed on the principle of mech¬ 

anical resonance. The machine can test six large, symmetri¬ 

cal cantilever type specimens, either pipes or solid shafts, 
simultaneously, they need not be identical. It has been used 

for rapid fatigue testing of 2 and 6 in, pipe specimens, with 

internal pressure up to 1300 psi. With slight modification 

it can accomodate specimens of a wide range of size and im¬ 

pose rotating moments on them as high as 1,500,000 in. lb. 

5794 Saada, A. S. i "A Pneumatic Computer for 

Testing Cross-Anisotropic Materials," 

Matl. Res. Stand.. Vol. 8, No. 1, 1968, 

pp. 17-23. 

A testing machine suitable for applying multlaxlal states 

of stress to thin hollow cylinders is described. A pneumatic 

analogue computer performs the operations necessary for test¬ 

ing at any desired rate of true stress and for changing at will 

the directions of the principal stresses with respect to the 

axis of rotational symmetry of the material. An application 

is given for the case of cross-anisotropic clay tested under 

pure deviatoric conditions with the mejor principal stress 

at a fixed angle with the axis of rotational symmetry. 

5795 Duvdevani, I. J.¡ Biesenberger, J. A.¡ 

Gogos, C. G.; "A New Concept in Thermo- 

Mechanlcal Measurements," Fifth Inter¬ 

national Congress on Rheology, Kyoto, 

Japan, 1968. 

A sensitive (approx. 0.2 millicalories/secjdynamic flow 

calorimeter, new in concept and design, has been constructed 

in which instantaneous stress-strain and instantaneous (lag 

time of 2 sec) heat-effect measurements are made and recorded. 

It is capable of straining specimens, in the form of thin films, 

at various strain rates (10-3 to 10+3 inches/min) as well as 

sinusoidally (10-3 to 10+3 cycles/min) with variable ampli¬ 

tude and at various temperaturesffrom room temperature to 

about 100°«. 

Birnboim, M. H.; Burke, J. S.; Anderson, 

R. L. : "A Computer Approach to Instru¬ 

mentation in Viscoelasticity," Fifth 

International Congress on Rheology , 

Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

This basic processing instrument is used in conjunction 

with the apparatus specific to the experiment, namely, sample, 

force and response transducers, thermometers, and environmen¬ 

tal chamber, to form a complete experimental system. The 

instrument is being used with a cryogenic torsion pendulum 

as a system for viscoelastic studies on crystalline polymers 

in the frequency range from IQ"3 Hz to 103 Hz and tempera¬ 

ture range from 4°K to 400°K.Results for a high molecular weight 
polyethylene fraction will be presenteo. The basic instrument 

performs these automatic functions: determines phase and 

amplitude from d.c. to 500 KHz with noise rejection capabili¬ 

ties and an accuracy of 10~3 radians and 0.1Ï through the use 

of cross-correlation and signal averaging techniques; generates 

sine waves 10“3 Hz to 103 as well as other waveforms; pro¬ 
grams a frequency synthesizer; determines temperature; through 

oscilloscope and other displays it provides the experimenter 

with a basis for Instant judgement of each measured point; 

enormously reduces data handling and processing. 

Tuljnman, C. A. F.; Janssen, F. H.; 

Sieswerda, B. S.: "Equipment for Mea¬ 

suring Stress Relaxation and Torsional 

Vibration in a Large Frequency Range," 

Fifth Interntl. Congress on Rheology, 

Kyoto, Japan, 1968. 

A stress relaxation apparatus measuring the decay of 

stress of a viscoelastic sample after application of a tor¬ 

sional step deformation has been developed. The arreas relaxa¬ 

tion takes place under conditions where a variation of the 

deformation of at moat 0.5X is allowed. Under these condi¬ 

tions, the use of servo systems can be avoided, which allows 

of a stable und simple construction of the apparatus by using 

only one measuring device. This consists of a bending strip 

supported on one end and carrying semi-conductor strain gauges 

arranged in a bridge circuit. 

The principle used for the design of the second appara¬ 

tus is similar to that described by Lord and Wetton. With the 

aid of a capacitance transducer, the phase and amplitude of 

the torsional oscillation of an electronagnetically driven 

specimen are measured. The forced oscillation is applied in 

a frequency range of 0.5 to 1000 c/s, in which the storage 

modulus and loss tangent of the material of the specimen can 

be obtained. 

5798 Gang!, A. F.; Thomson, K. C.i "Wide-Band 

Transducer for Seismic Modeling," Journal 

of Geophysical Research. Vol. 73, No. 14, 

July 15, 1968. 

A linear piezoelectric transducer with a wlde-band fre¬ 

quency response has been designed for usa as a seismic model 

source. The wide bandwidth is achieved by a transducer con¬ 

figuration that is constant for discrete scaling changes. 

This gives a log-periodic design that is a subclass of fre¬ 

quency-independent designs. A six-step log-periodic trans¬ 

ducer with a scaling ratio of 1.25 was constructed and tested. 

The measured electrical Impedance compares favorably with a 

theoretical electrical Impedance obtained using an approxl- 

ate analysis. The electrical Impedance of the transducer 

mounted on an aluminum semicircle was measured and found to 

be relatively independent of frequency over the frequency range 

from 90 to 300 kHz. The elastic waveform from the transducer 

compared with that from a standard simple transducer shows 

that the wideband transducer is more efficient in electro¬ 

mechanical conversion over a broader frequency band. 

5799 Coppa, A. P.¡ "Application of a Pneuma¬ 

tic Gun Apparatus to Structural Impact 

Studies at High Velocity," Applied Poly¬ 

mer Symposia. No. 5, 1967, pp. 257-283. 

Description of experimental research in high-speed struc¬ 

tural Impact. The discussion of these studies is Intended to 

serve two purposes: (1) to illustrate several applications of 

a pneumatic gun apparatus to research studies and materials 

behavior under high-speed loading; and (2) to present results 

obtained from these studies, which show some interesting ef¬ 

fects due to high-speed loading. A gun apparatus is described 

in sufficient detail to point out Important design features 

which result in satisfactory high-speed performance. Such 

features produce an accurate alignment between specimen and 

Impacting projectile, a sage recovery of specimens intact for 

post-impact examination, and dissipation of impact energy 

for safe operation under normal laboratory conditions. Re¬ 

sults of three studies are reported. 

5800 Shippy, David J.¡ GillIs, Peter P.; Hoge, 

Kenneth G.: "Computer Simulation of a 

High Speed Tension Test," Applied Poly¬ 

mer Symposia. No. 5, 1967, pp. 311-324. 

Description of a relatively simple mass-spring system 

designed to gain insight into the vibrational response of a 

load-cell coupling a tensile specimen and a high-speed testing 

machine. The machine and load cell are represented by linear 

springs and the specimen by a nonlinear spring that closely 

models the static stress-strain behavior of many metals. These 

are connected in series with two masses representing the 

testing machine and the load cell-specimen combination. It 

is assumed that during a test the ends of this mass-spring 

series separate at a constant velocity. A numerical analysis 

of the system was carried out on a digital computer with 

values considered appropriate for such tests. Since the 

system has two degrees of freedom, two vibrational modes weru 

observed, corresponding approximately to the natural fre- 



6.9 Hew Teat Equipment: (contd.) 

quenclee of the machine and load cell. Vibrational amplitudes 
were usually of the same order of magnitude in the two modes. 
VAiile the study was designed primarily to investigate the ef¬ 
fects of specimen characteristics on load-cell response, 
the most interesting result was that the period of the If 
vibrational mode was usually long compared with the time-re¬ 
quired for the specimen to fracture. This implies that the 
hf vibrations can have a mean value displaced in a given di¬ 

rection from the specimen force during the entire test. 

5g0l Helton, R. 8., Jr.: "Mohr's Circle Pre¬ 
sentation on an Oscilloscope," Experi¬ 
mental Mechanics. January 1969, pp. 41- 

44. 

An instrument is described which operates from a single 
three-element rosette strain gage and displays the diameter 
of Mohr’s circle for strass or strain on an oscilloscope 
with proper length, position and angle for the determination 

of principal stress or strain magnitudes and direction. The 
device combines simplicity of construction and calibration 
with low cost and versatility of operation. Its useful fre¬ 
quency rangs is from ststlc to a reasonable fraction of the 
system carrier frequency. The present design employs a-c 
gage excitation but the basic concept may be extended to d-c 

excitation for high-frequency work. Recording of dynamic 
strains is possible by photography of the oscilloscope trace. 
Uses have included Instruction in elasticity as well as con¬ 

vencional stress analysis. 

Schroeer, Rudi: "Research on Exploratory 
Development of Nondestructive Methods for 
Crack Detection," Air Force Materials 
Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command, 
Technical Report AFML-TR-67-167, Part II, 

November 1968. 

Results of a research study devoted to exploratory develop¬ 
ment of a nondestructive method for creek detection are re¬ 
ported in this document, covering the period from June 1967 
to July 1968. The method investigated is based upon an acous¬ 
tic Impact technique, which consists of the analysis of the 
vibrations in the test specimens produced by mechanical pulses. 
Frequency shifts and damping times were the primary factors 
evaluated. Some theoretical concepts are discussed in this 

report. 
Test methods snd levels were established for various 

sample configurations and jet engine components. The test re¬ 
sults presented indicate that fatigue cracks hidden beneath 
fasteners can successfully be detected with the acoustic im¬ 
pact technique. Probe configurations for this application 
have been tested. A final breadboard system has been assembled 

into s portable package. 
Extensive studies were performed to investigate the ap¬ 

plicability of the acoustic Impact technique for crack detec¬ 
tion on Jet engine components, especially turbine wheels, com¬ 
pressor disks and blades. Laboratory results show that the 
acoustic impact technique is not only capable of detecting 

small cracks, but also seem to be superior to other methods pre¬ 
sently used, with respect to sensitivity and required test 

time. 

5803 Glukhov, E. E. ; Shellon, A. V.: "Appara¬ 
tus for Testing Plastics for Deformability 
in Tension," Plast. Massy. No. 5, 
May 1968, (in Russian). 

The apparatus is intended for the short-term tensile test¬ 
ing of plastics with constant loading and temperatures of from 
-50 to 100°C, It provides for rapid attachment and removal of 
the specimen. Results are given for plasticised PVC, PTFE, 
oriented and unoriented polyethyleneterephthalage film and 

various PE/polylsobutylene compositions. 

SEE ABSTRACT 5637 

7.1 Interaction Between Curing Conditions and Mechanical 

Behavior 

5804 Shimasaki, A.: "Viscoelastic Changes of 
Epoxy Resin-Acia Anhydride System During 

Curing," J. Appl, Polymer Sel.. Vol. 12, 
No. 9, September 1968. 

The changed viscoelastic properties of the epoxy resin- 
acid anhydride system, Epikote 834-HHPA, are followed to the 
gel point at 130, 140, and 150°C with a dynamic viacoelasto- 

meter. The viscosity increases with curing time through two 
inflections designated A and B. The point A is interpreted 
(from the reference to the chemical changes reported in the 
previous paper) as the termination of the initial state of 
this curing reaction, and point B coincides with the gel point 
determined by the torsion method. The resonance frequency 
remains constant value up to the point B, followed by a rapid 
increase. The extents of reaction for epoxide, anhydride, and 

initial OH are 15, 45.8 and 100% at the point A; 27.8, 63.7, 
and 100% at the point B, respectively. The apparent activation 

energies for viscosity are 7.5 kcal/mole for point B (gel 
point). The overall apparent activation energies of this cur¬ 
ing reaction are obtained from the Arrhenius plots for the cur¬ 
ing time required for the resin mixture to reach the state of 
the points A and B; these values were 8.9 kcal/mole for point 

A and 16.2 kcal/mole for point B. 

7.3 Effects of Aging 

3805 Williams, Bernard L.; Welssbein, Leonard: 
"Torsional Braid Analysis of Antioxidant 

Activity in Elastomer Systems, I. Initial 
Studies," Journal of Applied Polymer 
Science. Vol. 12, 1968, pp. 1439-47. 

The torsional braid apparatus as originally described by 
Lewis and Glllham has been explored as a means of providing a 
quantitative measure of antioxidant activity of selected com¬ 
pounds when formulated with certain elastomer systems prone 
to oxidative crosslinking on heat aging. With this technique 
the time dependence of the sharp torsional modulus Increase 

corresponding to a change from a rubbery to a highly cross- 
linked state, is determined. This time dependence is take.: 
as a measure of the rate of oxidative crosslinking in heat- 
aged elastomer films coated on a fiber-glass braid. In this 
manner an assessment of the activity of antioxidants can be 
made. To illustrate the application of this technique, two 
initial studies will be cited. In one study the relative pro¬ 

tective effect on a carboxylated styrene-butadiene latex 
system of a series of antioxidants was found to be in the fol¬ 
lowing order: a,o'-2,6-bis(2-hydroxy-3-tert-butyl 5-methyl- 
phenyDxylsnol > the reaction product of nonylated paraethyl- 
phenol and formaldehyde > 2,2’-methylene bis(6-nonylparacresol). 
In another study, with cls-polybutadiene as the elastomer, the 
effectiveness of a series of antioxidants was found to be in 
the following order: 2,2'-methylene bis(6-tert-butyl paracre- 
sol) >l,3,3,5-tetramethyl-l-m-tolylindane-4',6-diol > 4,4'- 
methylene bis (2,6-di-tert-butylphenol). In addition, the ef¬ 
fect of concentration and temperature was studied with the 
most efficient antioxidant in this last series. 

3806 Martirosyan, M. M. : "Effect of Aging on 

Creep of Svam Glass-Reinforced Plastic in 
Tension with Allowance for the Orientation 
of the Fibers," Polymer Mechanics. Vol. 1, 
No. 6, November-December 1965. 

The author presents the results of an experimental study 
of the effect of aging under room conditions on the creep de¬ 
formation of SVAM glass-reinforced plastic. It is established 
that with prolongation of the aging period up to two years the 
resistance of the material to creep deformation Increases. 
The effect of aging is investigated in relation to anisotropy. 
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7.3 Effect of Agin« (contd.) 

3807 Pavlov, N. N. ; Akopdzhanyan, Z, A.I 
"Aging of Varloua Plastica under Various 
Climatic Conditions," Plast. Massy. 
Vol, 3, No. 72, May 1968, (in Russian). 

Results are presented and discussed on the aging of plas¬ 
ticized PVC, polyamides and epoxy compositions in certain 
cased using stabilizers, in temperature continental, humid 
subtropical, and dry continental subtropical climates. 

7.4 Effects of Binder-Filled Chemical Interactions 

5808 Bau-ngartner, W. E. ¡ Myers, G. E., et al.: 
"Double-Base Binder Improvement," Air 
Fcrce Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Re¬ 

search and Technology Division, 14 Octo¬ 
ber 1968. 

Investigation of means to upgrade the mechanical proper¬ 
ties of slurry cast CMDB propellants has continued. Emphasis 
la being placed uncu the uee of nitrocellulose derivatives 
(particularly the acetate) to improve plastlcizetlon, cross- 
linking, and binder-solids adhesion. No significant changes 
in tensile behavior were produced by using enzyme-treated and 

non-treated ball powder or by adding acceptable quantities 
of highly active plasticizers. Low molecular weights of some 
nitrocellulose derivatives resulted in potllfe problems; 
higher molecular weight materials are being prepared. Even 
in highly purified plasticizers a substantial portion of iso¬ 
cyanate crosslinkers is consumed in non-crossllnklng reac¬ 
tions. The effect upon binder-solids adhesion of additives 
capable of adsorption upon solids and reaction with curatives 
is beln examined. 
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